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SYNOPSIS 
This thesis records the theoretical analysis and hardware 
development of a laboratory microwave imaging system which 
uses holographic principles. The application of an aperture 
synthesis technique and the electronic commutation of all 
antennae has resulted in a compact and economic assembly 
- which requires no moving parts and which, consequently, has 
a high field mapping spee_d potential. 
The relationship of this microwave holographic system to 
other established techniques is examined theoretically and 
the performan.ce of the imaging system is demonstrated using 
conventional optically-- and numerica.lly-based reconstruction 
of" the measured. holograms. 
The high mapping speed potential of this system has allowed. 
the exploitation of an imaging mode not usually associated 
with microwave holography .. In particular, a certain ante.nna 
array spec.ifica.tion leads to a versa tile imaging system which 
corresponds closely in the laboratory scale to the widely 
used. synthetic aperture radar principle. It is envisaged that 
the: microwave holographic. implementation of this latter 
princ:ip'l.e: be used. as· labora.tory instrumentation in the 
elucidation of_ the· interaction of hydrodynamic and electro-· 
magne-tic. waves·. Some simple demonstrations of this application 
have been presented., and. the con.eluding chapter also describes· 
a suitable hardware specifica.tion-. 
Thi.s th.es.is has a.lso emphasised the hardware details of the. 
ima·g;ing sys.tern· s·ince the development of the microwave· and 
other electronic componen.ts represented a substantial part of 
this research and because the potential applications of the 
imaging principle have been. found to be intimately linked to 
the tolerances of the various microwave components. 
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Introduction to Quasi-Real-Time Inertialess Microwave 
Holography 
1 
The aquisition of information pertaining to an object via an 
image obtained by electromagnetic remote sensing is a common 
requirement and a variety of techniques is applicable in 
various wavelength regions of the spectrum. This thesis is 
c·oncerned with the practical development and. hardware deploy-
ment of a high speed synthetic aperture imaging system which 
utilises specifically holographic techniques in the microwave 
region. 
Holography, f.i.rst described by Gabor in 1948 ( l), is a two-·s.tep 
proc.es-s, in which an imag.e is rendered from an intermediate 
reco.rding of a wavefront in the object diffraction field. A 
recording of such a field wherein both phase and amplitude 
are pres-erved., is· a ho log.ram, and is generated by the inter-
ference. between the object wave and a reference wave .. In some 
c:ases. the reference wave is available as a separate wavefront, 
but it may also be s-ynthesised by the recording process. The 
hologram,, whether derived from electromagnetic or mechanical 
r:ad.iation,. is. usually understood. to be a planar or quas·i-· 
planar map .. Holograms are characteristically diffuse recordings 
as there· is in general no one-to-one correspondence between 
object: and hologram detail and potentially three object 
dimens·ions are accomoda table in two hologram dimensions. 
In the microwave domain, holograms may have physical existe.nce 
as analogue recordings or may be no more than temporary data 
maps stored in memory devices. A great number of competing 
techniques is available in the microwave domain for the 
recording of the hologram, ·but all must· in _some way generate 
a two dimensional, and often planar, map. The two map 
dimensions are usually spatial, but there are techniques on 
the fringes of microwave holography using temporal(Z, 3) and 
spectral ( 4 ' 5) .prop-erties of the radiation to synthesise the 
2 
second dimension. A hierarchy of microwave holographic mapping 
within general microwave imaging (Fig. 1.1) is given together 
with an indication of the applicable technology. 
Continuous two dimensional object field maps are possible 
using thermographic techniques ( 6 , 7), typically with liquid 
crystal panels, but the majority of reported examples have 
been sampled holograms. Some form of data sampling is obvious-
ly a prerequisite for any computer-based numerical recon-
struction. 
Large areal arrays of transmitting or receiving sensors(S) 
may be used to define the required hologram aperture, but such 
schemes, although possessing the great advantage of high 
mapping speed potential, may be impractical economically or 
may pose data collection problems. Such arrays appear to be 
more a fea.ture of ac.oustic holography C9 ' 1 O) than of practical 
microwave· holography. The aperture need. not always be complete-· 
ly filled on a regular matrix, but may be judiciously and 
effectively pruned. by random element removal; this approach 
has. been suggested by Steinberg ( 11 ' 12 ) for a "radio camera" 
optimised for very high angular resolution .. 
S~rial or sequential. data collection may be admissible given 
a sufficiently stable object· environment,~ and in such cases a. 
s;fng1e transmi ttin·g, a. single· receiving, or a combined 
transmit-receive sensor (the latter possessing an enhanced 
re.solution capability) may be scanned over the required 
( 1 3 -·2 6 ) Th . . . 1 d b . h aperture.. rs ape-rture 1s common y covere y ei t er 
raster or rotationally symmetric scan formats. A variant of 
this scheme employs field perturbation devices, either 
phys·ically scanned (such as the spinning dipole system( 2T, 2S) 
or as panels of solid state C29 J or plasma tube C30) modulators. 
The characteristic modulation impressed on the object field 
is remotely retrieved by a single sensor~ Such schemes tend 
to be more economic than microwave sensor arrays, although 
their sensitivity may not be as good. Where speed require-


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the translation of a linear array of sensors (receiving or 
transmitting) over a baseline normal to the array long axis 
a.l.lows the synthesis of an aperture whose area is the product 
of array length and its displacement. (21131132 ) 
The requirement of array movement may be eliminated if two 
mutually orthogonal. linear arrays of-complementary (that is, 
transmitting and receiving) sensors are used instead. Such 
an arrangement is used in the imaging system described in this 
thesis, and it synthesises an aperture equal to the product 
of array lengths and is sampled at intervals determined by 
the sensor distribution in their respective axes. It has the 
great advantage of synthesising an areal array of N2 sens·ors 
whilst using only two arrays of N elements each. The resulting_ 
crossed-array detector is physically similar to the Mill's 
cross antenna. C33 J used in radioastronomy,. and it was. described 
by Wells C34 J in 1970 as a potentially very high speed halo-· 
graphic system which required no. moviil'g parts. Both mono-· and 
multiple-frequency variants. have been proposed for acous-tic 
. . (3'9- 4·1) d" f' 1 f . imaging purposes · , an a ew examp es o microwave 
versions have been reported. C35 - 33 J The discrete nature of" 
the. synthetic aperture realised in thi$ system. is inherently 
suited to compute·r-based. data capture and to the subsequent 
ima.ge recon.struc.tion process,. and .. the· choice of antenna 
spacing allows·. a tradeoff to be made between the unambiguous 
field. of view and the. la.teral image resolution .. The reference 
wave· f~nctio~ is synthesised by the scanning operation and 
its parameters are readily adjustable so that the offset (Z 1) 
reference wave technique of Leith and Upatniek can be simulated .. 
A significant variant of this crossed array technique is tha.t 
described by Ogura and Iizuka. C4z-45 J Two complementary 
sensor arrays, both linear, are mutually separate and are co-
axially mounted, and are combined in a system optimised for 
high range resolution. A notable system feature was the ir-
regular (quadratic) antenna spacing which naturally coded the 
incident wavefront in a form more suited to reconstruction. 
4 
The high range resolution was attained at the expense of 
resolution in the other axis, and it compared favourably with 
the range resolution attainable by more traditional pulsed 
techniques yet used essentially monofrequency transmissions. 
Their technique is only quasi-holographic, as three dimensional 
imagery is not immediately possible. As such it might be com-
pared with other quasi-holographic techniques, such as 
synthetic aperture radar ( 46 ) and the implicit puls·ed tech-
nique described by K~rg.C 2 , 3 ) In the latter, a one dimensional 
array (itself created by aperture synthesis) generates line 
holograms· corresponding to planar object sections at a number 
of different wavelengths. The series of two dimensional images 
rec.onstruc:ted. from the line hologram s.equence is summed. and 
the: resulting composite ima.ge has a. depth resolution com--
mensura.te· with the total bandwidth used . 
Farhat ( 4" 5) has: proposed a swept frequency imaging system. 
Under certain conditions, the object diffraction field is a 
simple function of f'requency. A linear sensor array samples 
the object wave at the various frequencies and a hologram 
axi.s is synthesised normal to the sensor array by the proce.ss·. 
The hologram data can be formatted for either optical or 
digital. computer-based reconstruction. 
ffar1.y· applications. of microwave holography were largely con-· 
f:ined. to the demonstration of systems for imaging of objects 
b d b . 11 d . 1 . d . ( 6 ' 1 8 ' 2.0 ' 2,1 ' 2 8 ,. o scure y optica _ y opaque ie ectric me ia. 
47 ,.43 ) A notable and very successful exception has been 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), initially developed in the 
ea.rly 1950''s C4fr,. 4·9J ,. but,. a·s previously noted, quasi-holo--
g.ra.phic in character. A true holographic vers·ion of this 
system was demonstrated by Larson (Jl ,-32 ). A linear microwave 
mixer (that is, receiving) array fixed beneath an aircraft at 
right angles to the flightline generated a strip hologram 
which yielded terrain imagery on reconstruction. The aperture 
synthesised in the flight path direction was governed by the 
system 11footprint" in the normal SAR manner. The reconstruction 
5 
process generated a planar image, but a technique derived from 
. h 1 h.. . f (18,50-52) . 11 microwave o ograp ic inter erometry was optiona y 
used to superimpose contours on the image. (32 ) 
The increasing specification of near-field measurements for 
the derivation of far-field radiation patterns of radio and 
ra.dar antennae is a process amenable to holographic insight 
(53-57) and is being actively developed.. · 
Re.g.arding the record of differential phase shifts (measured 
at a. ground station) between two harmonically related 
continuous wave transmissions from a navigation satellite as 
a one dimensional complex hologram has allowed Schmidt and 
T · ( 58) · · h . . 1 . . Th . ourianen to image ionosp er1c irregu ari ties. . eir 
te·chnique treated. the lowe'r frequency emission. as the object 
wave. The· higher frequency emiss-ion was. regarded as a reference 
wave which was assumed to have been little perturbed in the 
ionospheric transit. 
Pa.th profile in microwave communications links can be. inferred 
f~om so-calle~ height-gain data using holographic inter-
pretation(S9, G0,3G); th& F~esnel zone field resulting from 
the obstacles between the link terminations is treated as an 
interference pattern generated by the interaction of the direct 
(r:eferenc:e) wave and an object wave scattered by the obstacles .. 
An example of" a remote label reading system proposed and 
demonst:ra.ted by Constant ( 61 ) is en.tirely holographic in con-· 
ce:pt, although tt was explained .in .pulse compression terms. 
A one dimensional synthetic aperture is gene~ated by the 
uni.form rela.tive motion of a wayside transmi tter-rec.eiver 
in.terroga tor unit and a vehicle mounted label binary encoded 
with an imprinted dipole resonator sequence. The sensor out-
put is processed by a pulse compression filter, and the com-
pressed data constitutes a line image of the label. 
A coaxial array synthetic aperture variant of the system 
considered in this thesis was developed as a precision ranging 
system, and it was intended for the airborne continuous 
6 
evaluation of ice thickness in the Canadian Artie; it was 
designated HISS. (Holographic Ice Surveying System)C 4z-45 , 6Z) 
The reconstruction of the profile found beneath the helicopter 
radar platform was based entirely on numerical techniques and 
a special purpose computer was evolved to match the displayed 
ice profile to the speed of flight. 
The orthogonal linear array aperture synthesis scheme was 
conceived and developed as a high--speed sonar holographic 
mapping system .. Wells C34 ) conside:rs a fundamental limitation 
due to the interaction of sensor sampling rate and the 
c·haracteristic velocity of propagation of radiation in the 
medium, an effect which hampers other acoustic synthetic 
aperture sensors as well. ( 63 ) This· ef feet is, however, quite 
ins-ignifican.t in the electromagnetic domain ~nd. in the context 
of the envis·aged applications. Al though some simulations, 
using both monofrequency and wide spectrun radiation have 
been reported c3·9-4-l), there have been few microwave hardware 
. . f h" h 1 (35,37) interpretations o . t is ort ogona array concept .. 
Quite apart· from the hardware economy (witness; NZ field samples 
available from only ZN sensors at a single f~equency), the· 
p-roperty of physical orthogonality leads to simplified image 
reconstruction algorithms, which are usable not only in the 
limit of large object ranges. 
The· system: described in this thesis implements the· orthogonal 
array concept· as. a crossed array in. the microwave domain and 
ha,s been exercised in the· conventional imaging modes using 
both· optically-· and numerically-based reconstruction pro-· 
cedu_res. The advent of computer-based reconstruction has had 
profound implications for the hardware specification and the 
design of microwave holographic equipment. Obtrusive signals 
(such as the unwanted signals arising from the direct trans-
mission between sensors of the transmitting and receiving 
arrays) and hardware systematic errors can in many cases be 
compensated, and one such technique , reported herein, was 
routinely used to improve the dynamic range performance. 
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A variant of the quasi-planar imaging mode (very similar to 
that used in synthetic aperture radar ( 64 )) has also been 
demonstrated. In contrast to Larson's holographic radarC 31 , 3z) 
in which the hologram aperture was approximately coplanar 
with the object terrain, the aperture is normal to the object 
plane. The illumination mode i.s similar to that used in SAR, 
and the system has the d.ecided advantage, in comparison with 
SAR, of range resolution which improves with reducing range·; 
a· secondary advantage is th.e relative freedom from spurious 
image artifacts introduced by certain hardware errors. 
The high speed hologram recording property has been used to 
attempt the. imagery of object scenes in linear motion. The 
motivation for this mode of opera.tion is found in the very 
sign.ificant and growing interest attached to the. remote sens-· 
ing of many aspects of sea. state via various electromagnetic 
b ( 6 8 --7 1 , 7 5 -8 4 ) f h · h h SAR · f. · pro es,. · · o w ic t e sensor is o ·· maJ or 
importance .. The complexity of the interaction between hydro-· 
dynamic. and. electromagnetic waves suggests controlled labor..: 
a tory-·scale exp.erimen ts for te·sting theoretical models C 85 ) ,. 
and. in particular a sensor which can mimic the SAR mod·e of.' 
operation is clearly required. The effects of object motion 
SAR. . . h b . d 1 d ( 6 5 -·74 ) d . . 1 on. image.ry ave ee.n wi e y reporte ,. an . a simi ar 
approach has· been invoked to explain imags modulation arising 
from obj ec.t motion in the orthogonal array microwave ho lo-· 
g.raphic· system. 
It would appear that microwave holography is· a suitable 
instrumentation tool for the laboratory evaluation of the 
wave-wave phenomena and that, as an example, given reasonable 
hardware and recons .. truction process linearity, object doppler 
information is available. Object scenes such as those found 
in wind/wave tanks are intrinsically quasi-planar and micro-
wave holography can offer useful range and azimuthal resolution 
without having to refocus antennae mechanically or having to 
resort to extreme transmission bandwidths. The crossed axis 
version of the orthogonal array concept is particularly suited 
8 
as a wave-wave probe, and a hardware specification has been 
suggested which both optimises its simulation of the SAR 
process and also results in a simpler microwave assembly, 
without compromising its performance as a conven.tional imaging 
system. The upper limits to scanning speed using the inertia-
less crossed-array system are set only by hardware and 
ultimately economic limitations, and the system is sparing in 
the use of such hardware. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2.1 Hardware Implementation of Inertialess Microwave Holographic 
Imaging System 
Wells C34 ) has regarded the orthogonal array imaging system 
as an example of two-dimensional aperture synthesis using 
one-dimensional arrays. The operation of this system;can be 
illustrated by a phased array analogy. A conventional 
phased array radar has access to individual elements of the 
.transmitting and receiving arrays and woul~ assign programmed 
phase shifts to these elements ... The intersection. of the 
.respective beams, focussed at the same distance, would define 
both the position and spatial resolution of an image p6int . 
. (Fig.2.1) .The phased array performs the imaging process in 
a single stage~· A simpler holographic implementation realizes 
the same imaging principle by a posteriori manipulation of 
data gathered using only two elements of complementary type 
at a given moment. Holographic imaging is the result of a two 
stage process, and the necessary beamforming is performed in 
the latter reconstruction stage. 
The hardware required for the holographic system is intrin-
sically quite modest. If it assumed that elements of both 
receiving and transmitting arrays can be arranged, selected 
and activated in some known sequence, and that these elements 
are only accessible to the peripheral microwave circuitry 
via one port on each array, then just one source and one 
detector are required. It is preferable that the detection 
circuitry be capable of representing the received signal in 
complex notation. The subsequent image reconstruction pro-
cedure can be performed by both direct computation and 
analogue means,C 8 , 14 , 17 , 24 , 31 , 32 , 47 , 87 , 88 ) the most common 
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Fig. 2.1 Simpli fied Imaging Analogy 
Fig . 2 . 2 Front view of prototype mi c rowave arrays 
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2.2 Array Realisations 
The orthogonal array technique requires that a number of an-
tennae be available disposed as two linear arrays, and that 
synchronous detection of the signal received with all pos-
sible pairs of transmit a~d receive antennae, used in seq-
uence, yields the required hologram data. The practical 
implementation of this microwave hologram system requires a 
simple, repeatable and economic array antenna design. It 
is further convenient if a prototype array can be equally 
well operated in transmitting or receiving mode for the pur-
poses of testing and calibration. 
Array designs reported in the literature include equally: 
spaced antennae commutated by cascaded mechanical wave-
guide switches arranged in binary sequence C35 ), and electro-
nic PIN diode switches C44 )_ The former is regarded as a form 
of inertialess holographic system in that there is no.physical 
transport of an antenna in the field mapping process; how-
ever, mapping rates can be ultimately inertially limited 
rather than by any consideration of adequate signal-to-raise 
ratio. 
A significant and potentially very useful variant, applicable 
to a receive array function, uses separate microwave mixers 
with individual antennae C32 ). Reference wave distribution 
to every mixer of the array at a frequency offset from that 
of the source raises the possibility of individually correcting 
receive channel amplitude and phase errors by purely hard-
ware means at the intermediate frequency. Such a provision 
is particularly useful if reconstruction techniques are con-
fined to those possible using analogue optical processors, 
but reconstruction ·schemf}.S based on the.digital. computer. 
afford relatively easier compensation of receiver erroi:s 
particularly if the hologram data is available in amplitude 
and phase format. 
The transmitted power would ideally follow one path from 
source to selected antenna, as in C35 l andC 44 J), but 
practical consideration of component availability and 
economics have dictated a less efficient approach leading 
1 1 
to power levels at each antenna much below that of the source. 
·2.3 Array Design 
A slotted waveguide radiator, as used extensively in radar 
systems (B 9 ), was selected as a.basic signal distributor. 
Individual stub waveguides in front of each slot enclosed 
diode switch elements and in addition served as polarising 
filters .. An antenna spacing of less than one free space 
wavelength was deemed necessary and slot spacing was chosen 
'· as 20.2mm. The· waveguidelength was double this.value, 
40.4mm, and the free space wavelength of 30.3mm corresponded 
to 9.9Ghz. The waveguide distributor was designed as a 
resonant array as this promised straightforward establishment 
of equal slot power densities and (ideally) zero relative 
phase shift between slots. 20 elements were incorporated in 
each array. (Fig.2.2) 
The arrays, although spatially orthog6nal, had to be co-
polarised. As standard X-band waveguide has outside dimensions 
of. 12 x 2.5.4mm, it was necessary to fabricate a special re-
duced cross-section waveguide of internal width 18mm. The 
closeness of. this dimension to the cut-of~ dimensions· of 
15.2mm at the chosen wavelength necessitated close machining 
tolerances to avoid excessive antenna relative phase errors. 
These reduced-section elements were incorporated in the 
horizontal array seen in Fig.2.2. 
Low transmitted power· levels· (of the order of a few milliwatts) 
did not justify PIN diode switches, and cheap; low capacitance 
germanium small signal diodes were u~ed in each element 
as shunt switches. A useful feature of the switch design 
was the very low power consumed in the "OFF" or zero trans-
mission state, since any element is inactive 95% of the 
12 
time in a twenty element array. The diode parisitic cap-
acitance (about O.ZpF) in reverse biased condition and the 
package inductance formed a series resonant circuit shunting 
the waveguide. 
A slight improvement in antennae isolation (that is, "OFF" 
state transmission) and a great improvement in system 
sensitivity was effected by "marking" each active antenna: 
with a square wave tone unique to that axis.; the received 
signal components at the sum of the two modulation freq-
uencies were recovered by post-mixer synchronous detection. 
The two frequencies used were 148.327 kHz and 188.601 kHz 
and were derived from oscillators controlled by available 
crystals. (Fig. 2. 3) The bandwidth required at the sum 
frequency (336.928 kHz) as a result' of the selected antenna~ 
commutation rate was not encroached by any harmonic of the 
two modulatlon frequencies. 
The arrays were developed as four separate ten-element 
subarrays (Fig. 2.2) and signal combination in each axis 
was by a 3dB directional coupler (Fig. 2.3)- A travelling 
wave amplifier of 27dB gain was interposed in the path 
between receive array combiner and mixer. 
A klystron source at 9.9GHz developed approximately 200mW 
when operated with forced air cooling and substantially 
above its rated anode and reflector voltages. Two is-
olators and a reference directional coupler preserved 
spectral monochromaticity of the source and reference signal 
as the transmitting array was switched and tone modulated. 
2.4 Received Signal Hardware Processing 
Synchronous detection at 9.9GHz of the amplified receive 
array output required two balanced mixers.with_ reference 
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Fig. 2.3 Simplified microwave and low frequency processing 
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mixer outputs of a few tens of microvolts at the selected 
sum frequency of 336.928kHz were boosted by a narrow band 
tuned amplifier. A feature of the system was the commutation 
of this amplifier between mixer outputs so that any transfer 
function tracking problems possible in a two channel system 
were sensibly eliminated.C 90) 
The inphase and quadrature (hereafter I and Q respectively) 
components at the sum·frequency were recovered by synchronous 
detection. 
The time epoch ·:al loca.ted -to _a _.par.tic_u~a!: _comp.o.ne.n t ·.of _the 
signal received from a given transmit and receive antenna 
pair was known, and since the received signal suffered 
.essentially no delay, it was a simple matter to incorporate a 
pair of operational integrators, switched in sequence, to 
realize a matched· filter function. 
Additional circuftry comprised sample and hold devices to 
memorize I and Q components between commutation intervals and 
circuitry to recognize the beginning of an array commutation 
sequence and to signal the computer external interrupt facil-
ity to begin analogue to digital cdnversion and storage 
of the I and Q components. These were represented as 12 
bit numbers, including t~e sign. Data handling was via an 
assembler language program linked to a higher level language 
program used .for image reconstruction purpos~s. 
The time taken to acquire. 400 pairs of I and Q components 
was arbitrarily selected very early in the development 
program as approximately 1 second, the time allocated to 
each antenna pair being thus 2.38mS. This period was 
further divided into four parts. Two initial periods of 
about 600µS each were ~llocated. to estimation of the I and Q 
components, in that sequence, and the remaining time was 
intended for analogue computation of .the polar ( that is, 
amplitude and phase) representation of these components. 
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In the event, and in the presence of significant amplitude 
signal components arising from direct coupling between trans-
mitting and receiving antennae, unwanted background signals 
and constant I and Q offsets arising in the commutation and 
. synchronous detection process, it proved more useful to 
assemble the useful hologram data instead after two passes; 
that is, with the object introduced only in the second pass. 
Thj s (subtractive) mode ,.allowed clearer imagery of smaller 
objects in considerable clutter. The clutter level was 
such that there was usually no detectable change in signal 
levels monitored .in pha1sor representation on an oscilloscope 
when the object was introduced. 
An analogue polar-coordinate computer was incorporated 
(Fig.2.3) which took the I and Q components .as inputs and 
delivered output voltages proportional to amplitude and phase 
of the (complex) received signal. It was little used for 
imaging purposes, but was useful in preliminary testing of 
subarrays and in general testing of microwave components 
whenever unambiguous phase data (over Zn radians) was re-
quired. Other examples of its use were the location of sub-
array elemental radiators' phase centres and the evaluation 
of ·helical antennae characteristics reported in Appendix II. 
An investigation of microwave tomography (Appendix III) was 
also made possible using this processor. 
The "marking" or modulation of the individual array antennae 
was used in the measurement of antennae phase and amplitude 
errors. This investigation was carried out as part of an 
undergraduate project using computer acquisition of data. 
Prior to ·this investigation, individual subarrays h~d been 
tested using the analogue computer. In these inve.stigations, 
an unmodulated source illuminated an object consisting of 
a high gain exponentially flared horn antenna having as 
termination a germanium diode shunt switch backed by a short 
circuit one quarter waveguidelength behind the plane of the 
diode. The diode was switched between "ON" and "OFF" states 
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and reflected incident continuous wave radiation as an essent-
ially double sideband (suppressed carrier) signal. The 
array under test was used as a receiver and commutated in the 
normal way with a "mark" frequency complementary to that used 
by the reflective object, such that the received signal was 
characterized by modulation, at inter alia, the required sum 
frequency of 336.928kHz. Reflections from objects other than 
the reflective "cooperative target" were ignored by the 
processor due to their lack of temporal modulation, and 
effective measurements of the array errors could be made in 
an environment far trom anechoic. Similar techniques are 
standard in field perturbation measurements using microwave 
homodyne _illuminator and detector instrumentation. C9 i- 93) 
A simp~er microwave configuration was used to measure the 
phase centreposition, in both polarisations, of the radiator 
designs selected ~or transmit and receive elements. This 
information was then used to predict wavefront curvature across 
the array in various geometries. A least squares fit of this 
prediction to temporally averaged measured data was the basis 
of the undergraduate investigation. ( 38) 
The measured systematic amplitude and phase errors of the 
array antennae were found to be of a satisfactorily low level 
so that error correction was not deemed necessary in the pro-
cessing of data leading to the imagery presented in this thesis. 
A most useful feature of the holographic system was the 
facility with which component evaluation could be performed 
once the basic source. and two channel mixer and associated 
signal processor were available. Using simple reflective 
switches and little other hardware most of the functions of 
a microwave network analyser (which was not available) could 




The Theory of the Technique 
This chapter describes the theoretical basis of the orthogonal 
array imaging system. The imaging process is initially exam-
ined using the simple Fresnel paraxial field descriptions 
and the spatial resolution attainable in all axes is derived. 
The use of the simplest reconstruction process may produce 
characteristic image distortion if applied indiscriminately, 
and a more accurate reconstruction process is appropriate in 
these cases. 
Practical considerations dictate that the arrays consist of 
discrete antenna elements, and the resulting sampled holograms 
impose certain limits to the object regions unambiguously 
accessible to the system. The object region accessibility is 
found to depend also on the choice of reconstruction process. 
It is found possible to manipulate the form of the reference 
wavefront synthesised in the imaging process by controlling 
array antenna spacing and a series of simulations demonstrat-
ing this property is presented. 
3.2 Hologram Formation 
The holographic recording system and object geometry are 
shown in Fig. 3.1. The object is assumed to be quasi-planar 
and is conventionally described by a reflectance function 
A(u,v). The object is distant z from two spatially orthogonal 
arrays of transmitting and receiving antennae. It is assumed 
that the antenna arrays are continuous and that the measure-
ment of received signal amplitude and phase is made using 
continuous wave radiation. A transmitting element at y 
illuminates the object plane while the receiving array maps 
the reflected field in the other axis. The received signal is 
a phase-shifted and amplitude attenuated sample of the trans-
mitted continuous wave signal. The total phase shift from 
















Fig. 3.1 Hologram recording system and object geometry 
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2 2 21 2 2 21 px + py + k((u-x) +v +z ) 2 + k((v-y) +u +z ) 2 +constant - 3.1 
where p and k are the wavenumbers respectively of the array 
transmission lines and the medium between array and object 
planes. The constant term absorbs phase shifts in the 
connections to source, reference coupler and mixer. For par-
axial ray paths, the Fresnel approximation leads to the 
following complex received field representation: 
jp(x+y) ff j£z((u-x) 2+v 2+(v-y) 2+u 2) 
e . JA(u,v).e .dudv ---- 3.2 
UV 
This can be re-arranged as: 
jp(x+y) ff j 2\cu 2+v 2) j 2\ccu-x) 2+(v-y) 2) e . A(u,v).e .e .dudv 3.3 
UV 
or, using the convolution notation, as: 
. ( ) . k ( 2 2) . k ( 2 2) JP x+y Jzz x +y Jz x +y 
e .(A(x,y).e ® e z ) --------- 3.4 
where ® denotes the convolution operation. The field meas-
ured with all possible combinations of transmit and receive 
elements may be interpreted as equivalent to that found in 
a plane formed by the projection of transmit and re~eive 
apertures. (Fig. 3.1) The object region is, in this analogy, 
illuminated by a transmitter placed at the intersection of 
array axes, and the reflected field is mapped over the pro-
jected aperture. The sensor commutation also synthesises a 
plane reference wave. Given a square law detector, the re-
sulting hologram has the following fields incorporated: 
h(A,B) = \A\ 2 + \B\ 2 + A*B +AB* ------------- 3.5 
where A and B refer to the object and reference waves re-
spectively, and * indicates complex conjugation. Comparing 
the fourth term of eq. 3.5 with eq. 3.4, A represents the 
* bracketed term, and B the complex conjugate of the synthetic 
reference wave exp(-jp(x+y)). 
In optical holography, holograms corresponding to eq. 3.5 are 
most common ( 1), but in microwave holography a variety of 
detection techniques allow more direct extraction of the object 
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wave information. A system employing a balanced mixer, or 
using modulation techniques to "mark" both transmitting and 
receiving antenna pair (such as has been used in this thesis) 
will generate bipolar real data corresponding to the hologram 
h (A, B) , where: 
r 
hr(A,B) = A*B + AB* -------------------------- 3.6 
A more sophisticated receiver which has two balanced mixers 
with reference inputs in phase quadrature can generate data 
components which directly represent the complex hologram 
hc(A,B): 
= 3.7 
This approach was latterly used in this thesis. A network 
analyser used as a coherent receiver in Hayward, Rope, Tricoles 
and Yue's similar microwave imaging system performed 
essentially the same role. C35 ) 
3.3 Image Reconstruction 
3.3.1 Paraxial Theory 
The simple form of the hologram in complex format obtained 
in eq. 3.4 under the assumption of paraxial propagation sug-
gests image recovery from the hologram by an inverse con-
volution operation. The image amplitude is: 
jp(u'+v') jli.(u 12+v 12) jli.(u12+v 12) 
I(u',v') = (e .(A(u',v').e 2Z ~e 2z )) ® 
-jli.(u' 2+v' 2) 
e 2z ----- 3.8 
This can be expanded as: 
. k c 2 2) . k c 2 2) . k c 2 2) .kc ) - ff ff J-zz u +v J 2z x +y Jzz u +v -Jz- ux+vy I(u' ,v') - A(u,v).e .e .e .e . 
xyuv -jli.(u' 2+v' 2) J·~cu 'x+v'y) -jli.(x2+y2) jp(x+y) 
2z z 2z d d e . e . e . e . du vdx y 
------------- 3.9 
The cancellation of the third and eighth terms constitutes 
the focussing condition. Hence: 
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. k ( , 2 ,2) .k( 2 2) .k( , nz) 
-Jzz u +v ff ff Jz- u +v -J-z v-v k Y I(u',v') = e A(u,v).e .e 
xyuv ~j~(u-u' \z)x 
.e .dudvdxdy- 3.10 
• k ( I 2 I 2) .k( 2 2) 
-Jz u +v ff J- u +v 2 kL 
= e z A(u,v).e z .L .sinc(zz(u-u' \z)). 
uv sinc(~(v-v' y)) .dudv- 3. 11 
-j{ (u'2+v'2) j-~{u'2+v'2) kL kL 
= e z (A(u' ,v') .e z ® sinc(2z(u'JF)) .sinc(zz(v'JF))) 
------------ 3.12 
The sine() impulse response terms of eq. 3.12 are defined: 
. ( ) sinx sine x = x 
The image plane coordinates are (u' ,v') and the array lengths 
in each axis are taken as L. The complex image amplitude is 
seen from eq. 3.14 to be modified by a phase term and shifted 
an amount PF- in both axes. This image shift is a consequence 
of the reference wave synthesised by the holographic mapping 
process. The image is also limited in spatial resolution by 
the smoothing effect of the aperture impulse response "sine" 
functions. Conventionally, the image intensity is taken to 
characterise the object, rather than the image amplitude, in 
which case: 
Image intensity= I(u' ,v') .I(u' ,v')* = II Cu' ,v') 1 2 
------------ 3.13 
The lateral resolution available in the imaging process is 
dependent on the form of the system impulse response. Using 
the conventional Raleigh criterion, the lateral resolution is 
AZ r;-· This is the same as that expected of a filled aperture 
L x L occupying the same hologram plane. 
The paraxial reconstruction process may be regarded as a 
modified Fourier transformation of the hologram data; re-
writing eq. 3.8: 
. ( ) ·b 2 2) . k ( 2 2) 
f I JP x+y Jzzi.X +y J 2z x +y I(u',v') = (e .(A(x,y).e ®e )). 
xy -j1-((x-u')2+(y-v')2) 
e 2z .dxdy 
• k ( I 2 I 2) • ( ) • k ( 2 2) 
-Jz-z u +v ff JP x+y Jzz x +y 
= e ( e . (A(x,y) .e 
xy -j_t_(x2+y2) j1(xu' +yv') 
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. k ( 2 2) JzX +y 
© e z )). 
2z z e . e . dxdy - - - - - - - - - 3 . 14 
=(complex weight).Fourier transform((Hologram data). 
(Focussing factor)) 
The image formation operation can be separated into two steps. 
The first is the weighting of the hologram data by a paraxial 
focussing term, and the second is the spatial frequency trans-
formation of the weighted hologram. This transformation is 
conveniently scheduled as sequential x and y axis operations. 
C35 ) The popularity of the paraxial processor is due to the 
simple and potentially rapid implementation of the recon-
struction process. The focussing criterion is no more than the 
addition of a phase term to each data point in the complex 
hologram, and the transformation can be performed separately, 
as sequential row-and-column Fourier transformations. Side-
lobe control in the final image can be effected at the inter-
mediate weighted hologram stage by a suitable apodisation 
overlay. 
3.3.2 Paraxial Reconstruction Processes 
Different authors have described the paraxial reconstruction 
process in different ways. The notions of "backpropagation" 
and "backpropagator 11 ( 26 , 87 ) suppose the propagation of the 
reconstructing radiation from the hologram to the image plane, 
or opposite to the original object wave propagation in the 
hologram mapping stage. The convolution expression (eq. 3.8) 
has a negative exponent indicative of this direction. 
The paraxial imaging process supposes the object field to be 
the superposition of overlapping paraboloidal wavefronts 
emanating from the point scatterers comprising the object. A 
"matched filter" imaging process generates paraboloidal wave-
fronts with the centres of symmetry overlying suspected 
image detail.C 34 ) By analogy with the (one-dimensional) pro-
cess used in the temporal domain to compress frequency-
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modulated radar pulses, the deconvolving function describing 
the wavefronts is the conjugate of the spatially-reversed 
hologram-to-image plane impulse response. Given that the 
corresponding free space impulse response is an even function, 
the deconvolving factor is again as described by eq. 3.8. 
The numerical technique most widely used in microwave , 
acoustic and seismic holographic reconstruction processes 
avoids the convolution operation by Fourier transformation of 
the focussed hologram data.C 35 , 37 , 94 , 95 , 1o2) This technique 
implements eq. 3.14, and is obviously best used when either 
software or hardware fast Fourier transform (.FFT) processors 
are available. 
The choice of reconstruction technique depends on the format 
of the hologram data (which may be complex, real bipolar or 
monopolar(biased) real data) as well as the degree to which 
the paraxial approximation simulates the holographic process. 
Most early work in microwave holography relied on coherent 
optical reconstruction. (6 , 7 , 14 , 17 , 13 , 2o, 24 , 31 , 32,88) The 
inherent limitations of film in reproducing hologram data 
produces imagery possibly accompanied by obscuring background 
fields generated by the other terms in the transmission holo-
gram. (eq. 3.5) Quite apart from image obscuration, the holo-
gram scaling process necessary to implement convenient optical 
processing is nearly always incomplete; that is, the hologram 
scaling factor is less than the ratio of microwave and optical 
wavelengths. This results in longitudinal image distortion. 
An exception is found in synthetic aperture radar (S.A.R.), 
since the significantly greater apertures synthesised usually 
permit convenient and faithful optical reconstruction of the 
reduced-scale quasi-holograms generated by this technique. 
Despite the inherent depth distortion, a certain operational 
inflexibility and some delay in (chemical) processing of the 
reduced-scale transmission holograms, optical reconstruction 
of images from microwave holograms does have the considerable 
advantages of quasi-instantaneous reconstruction due to 
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parallel processing. Variations in hologram aperture make 
sensibly no difference to the image formation time, a property 
which is certainly not possessed by digital computer-based 
reconstruction algorithms since these are usually implemented 
by sequential processing. 
3.3.3 The Optical Reconstruction Process 
This section uses the pertinent results from the analysis, 
presented in Appendix I, of the optical reconstruction process 
applied to reduced scale microwave hologram transparencies. 
The image reconstruction procedure need only be based on the 
manipulation of the complex hologram h (A,B) formed by inter-
c 
action of the object wave A and the reference wave B (eq. 3.7) 
but practical considerations dictate that this complex function 
cannot be simply represented by the· field emerging from a 
transmission hologram illuminated by plane wave coherent 
radiation. A constant bias is added to the real bipolar com-
ponent of this complex hologram and a reduced scale analogue 
transparency prepared. This has a transmittance T(x' ,y'): 
( b . ) + AB* + A*B T ~ constant 1as ------------- 3. 1 5 
T has transmission values in the range zero to unity. The 
hologram so prepared has K- 1 of the linear dimensions of the 
original mapping aperture, that is: 
x = Kx', and y =Ky' -------------------------- 3.16 
Fig. 3.2 shows the main features of the optical processor. 
The optical scale reduction stage uses two lenses and was in-
cluded to allow plane wave illumination of the hologram 
transparencies, additional scaling of the hologram and ready 
access to the hologram transform plane without disturbing 
any optical components. The overall reduction factor, includ-
ing the initial photographic stage and optical processor 
action, led to an effective K-value of 350. The plane wave 
reconstruction wavefront was chosen for experimental con-
venience in checking image longitudinal position. 
























Fig. 3.2 The optical reconstruction processor 
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~(x' ,y') ~ T(x' ,y'), to within a complex constant. 
--------------- 3.17 
The emergent field component which is a reduced scale version 
of the original complex hologram AB* forms a virtual image 
behind the hologram. The field analogous to the componen·t A*B 
forms a real image, focussed beyond the hologram. Thus: 
· k I 2 2 
Jtzt( r +s ) 
~r(r,s) = Tr(r,s)@ e ------------- 3.18 
where the image plane coordinates are (r,s), k' = ~' A' = 
A I 
632.Snm and z' is the image focal distance measured from the 
plane of the reduced and re-imaged hologram. The subscript r 
denotes the real image component. The paraxial approximation 
is valid in this process. The virtual and real image terms 
are found equidistant z' from the hologram. From the focussing 
condition: 
k' z Z I : : 
kK 2 A'K 2 
AZ 3.; 9 
The longitudinal position of image and object plane are 
simply related using plane wave reconstruction. For the proto-
type system: 
Z I 
= = .39 3.20 
In the focal plane z', the real image distribution is: 
. k' 2 2 . k 2 2 z 2x2 
Jz.z'~r +s) * zAr zAs -Jzz(r +s) .( 2 ,2 ,2) 
~r(r,sJ = e .(A (Kz'A' 'Kz'A') .e K z A ® 
X' k'r Y' k's sinc(y(pK+z;-)) .sinc(y(pK+z;-) )) ------- 3. 21 
That eq. 3.21 represents a conjugated reflectance term is of 
little consequence if the image is regarded as the intensity 
of this field. The image is laterally scaled by a factor Mlat 
where: 
Mlat = Kzz'/' - ~ --------------------------- 3. 22 
The relationship between image and object distances has been 
taken from eq. 3.19. The sine() terms on the extreme right 
hand side of eq. 3.21 represent the image (r,s) plane impulse 
response, and the resolution in this plane according to the 
Raleigh criterion is: 
Kz'A' AZ AZ 
ZA 'X- = Mlat'X- -------------------- 3.23 6.r = 
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Likewise, the s-axis resolution is just: 
AZ 
Lls = Mlat"Y 
X and Y represent the original (that is, microwave domain) 
hologram aperture dimensions. The resolution is seen to be 
fixed in the hologram recording stage by the aperture available 
in that domain. The image is in addition displaced an amount 
Mlat·T in both r and s axes as a result of the offset reference 
wave synthesised in the recording process. 
In the prototype system, the microwave wavelength was A., and 
equal to 30.3mm, and the optical reconstruction wavelength A.' 
was smaller by a factor of 48000. The scale reduction factor 
K was only 350 and this implies significant longitudinal 
image distortion. This is, however, acceptable in the quasi-
planar object geometry considered here. 
3.3.4 Longitudinal Image Resolution in Paraxial Processing 
The longitudinal or depth resolution available in the image 
reconstructed from a full-scale microwave hologram using par-
axial region processing is found by examining the effect of 
small focal length perturbations on the lateral impulse response. 
Applying eq. 3.9, the image field amplitude in a plane z" from 
the hologram is: 
. k c 2 2) . _l5_r 2 2) . k c 2 2) .kc ) - f If f lz-z u +v lzz"'·x +y Jzz u +v -Jz- ux+vy 
I' (u' ,v') - A(u,v) .e .e .e .e . 
xyuv -j 2~"(u I 2+v' 2) j~11(U 'x+v'y) jp (x+y) -j 2~"(x2+y2 ) 
e .e .e .e 
.dudvdxdy 3.24 
The image distance in the reconstructed image is defined as: 
z" = z(1+6.), 6.<<1 ---------------------------- 3.25 
Supposing a point scatterer at u in the object plane leads 
0 




2z z k 
e .e .dx ----------------- 3.26 
x 
Integration is performed over the x-axis dimension L of the 
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microwave array. This integral (eq. 3.26) has the form of an 
even function of x. The image maximum will , consequently, be 
symmetric about the point u', where: 
u' -cPF--u0 )/(1-~) ~ (u0 -1¥-).(1+6) ----------- 3.27 
The image detail is, according to eq. 3.27, magnified an 
amount (1+6) for image distances z">z and similarly demagnified 
if z"<z. The locus of image detail, thus, in the region of the 
focal plane, lies on a straight line joining the aperture 
centre and the detail itself. (This result will be invoked 
in the examination of longitudinal image resolution in other 
object environments.) 
SuttonC 37 ) finds that the maximum value of eq. 3.26 drops to 
-3dB of its focussed value (that is, for z" = z), when the 
peak· value of the argument of the first term is TI/4 radians; 
hence: 
A. z 
6 = 12 
The z-axis image half-power points are thus: 
z± = z/(1+A.z) -------------------------------- 3.28 12 
and the z-axis resolution is approximately ~z, where: 
~z = (A.z 2;1 2) -------------------------------- 3.29 
The longitudinal and lateral image resolutions are equal if 
the paraxial approximation is valid at a distance z equal to 
the aperture dimension L. 
The prototype system has a maximum aperture (in the horizontal 
axis) of 686.8mm, A. = 30.3mm and if z is 1 metre, then the 
longitudinal resolution is 128mm or 13% of the object distance. 
At twice this object distance, the longitudinal resolution is 
523mm or 26% of the range. In contrast, lateral resolution is 
a constant fraction of the range.(eq. 3.12) High range 
resolution is not a striking feature of microwave holographic 
imaging systems using monofrequency techniques. As the range 
increases, the range resolution becomes worse and in the limit 
of far-field operation no range "clues" are present in either 
hologram or image. The situation is rather better in the quasi-
holographic S.A.R. system.C 77 ) As an example, a system aperture 
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Fig. 3.3 On the dependence of range resolution on wavelength 
for a fixed aperture 
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prototype laboratory system is possible. At the minimum range 
for which the paraxial approximation is valid, and taking 
into account the effective wavelength reduction due to the 
go-and-return mode used in S.A.R., the range resolution is 
2Sm. This represents a much more useful fraction of range 
than that obtained in most microwave holographic systems. 
One group C77 ) has exploited this property in the examination 
of object motion effects on S.A.R. imagery. The technique 
resolved ambiguity in the direction of propagation of ocean 
wave trains. 
Reducing wavelength while keeping effective aperture constant 
is not a useful method for improving range resolution. This 
parameter, for a constant 180m aperture, over a 8:1 ratio of 
wavelengths shows only 2:1 improvement in absolute (that is, 
spatial) resolution. (Eig. 3.3) The improvement in the 
relative range resolution is just 4:1. In each case~ range 
resolution was optimised in the sense that the paraxial 
minimum range was evaluated; the range resolution is worse 
(greater) at longer ranges. 
3.4 Image Plane Distortion in Paraxial Processing 
WellsC 34 ) has described the holographic implementation of the 
orthogonal axis synthetic aperture system as "conic holography'.' 
The term refers to the synthetic aperture system's equivalence 
to a system of two orthogonal linear arrays of sensors (trans-
mit and receive), mechanically focussed at a constant range, 
and each rotated about one axis to define an object region. 
(Fig. 3.4) Given that the arrays are sensibly isotropic 
normal to their long axes, the position of the beam maximum 
gain region is the intersection of the hyberbolae defining 
each array's planar object field maximum gain "strip". 
The monofrequency holographic synthetic aperture system may 
be conceptually equated with a continuous wave phased array 
system, given a static object environment. The holographic 
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Fig. 3.4 A mechanically scanned "conic" imaging system 
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of the beam-forming process. In holography, only-one sensor 
pair may be activated at any one time for reasons of signal 
identifiability, a:rid. the post-detection signal "complex 
weighting and integration" technique of reconstruction (eq. 
3.10) is analogous to the hardware implementation of the 
same signal weighting and coherent summation which defines a 
given object region in both transmission and reception. 
Wells considers the differences between holograms produced 
by "areal" and "conic" holography, the first referring to 
filled-aperture sensor array techniques ... (Chp. 1) The holo-
grams are identical for objects in which the paraxial approx-
imation is valid, and as a result the simple consecutive and 
separable convolution reconstruction process is applicable to 
either mode of recording. 
Outside the paraxial region, any comparison between "areal" 
and "conic" holograms is of little utility, since the optimum 
reconstruction processes are significantly different. The re-
construction process applicable to "conic" holography has the 
advantage of separability, albeit with a more complicated 
algorithm than the paraxial one, but still potentially im-
plemented in less time than that needed for the reconstruction 
of the "areal" hologram. C34J 
The aim of this section is to develop practical limits to the 
application of the paraxial reconstruction process, and to· 
investigate, using the prototype system as the example, the 
relative degradation of system impulse response arising from 
(a) the paraxial approximation and (b) the intrinsic hyber-
bolic impulse response loci implied by this process. To this 
end, only one axis of the equivalent phased array system need 
be considered. Limitations imposed in one axis may be inferred 
in the other. 
The vertical phased array in Fig. 3.5 is focussed at a range 
z, by including a set of parabolic complex weights. This 
analogue of the paraxial reconstruction process generates a 
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Fig. 3.5 Phased array analogy of the paraxial reconstruction 
process 
response is a function not only of range and the u-axis co-
ordinate, but also of the orthogonal axis coordinate. The 
impulse response is degraded in three ways. Firstly, the 
paraxial processor is only approximate and secondly, the 
constant focal length implies u-axis defocussing if imaging 
is attempted at large (v, z.) plane angles. Thirdly, the beam 
maximum locus is an hyberbola on a planar object region. 
Taking the last statement, it has been shown (eq. 3.27) that 
the beam maximum lies along a straight line joining origin 
and object point. The beam locus is given by: 
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2 2 2 2 
u /u0 - v /z = 1 --------------------------- 3.30 
where u
0 
is the u-axis intercept for v=O. Hence: 
2 2 4 . 4 u = u
0
(1 + v /2z - v /8z + ........ ) -------- 3.31 
The Taylor series expansion has been used here. It is reason-
able to require u to be within a fraction ~ of a beamwidth 
from u
0 





the largest value of interest in the u-axis, and is determin-
ed by the paraxial approximation and allowable impulse re-
sponse degradation. Thus the u-axis error is limited to: 
2 2 
u 0 v /Zz ~ ~.\z/L ---------------------------
The aperture dimension is L, and the beamwidth is taken as 
\z/L. Hence: 
3.32 
V < (~ 2\z
3
)! ------------------------------- 3.33 .. · u
0
L 




is considered, and if v is 
smaller than u
0
, then the hyberbolic distortion is taken as 
significant. 
Considering the second cause of impulse response distortion 
due to defocussing, the field at (u
0
,0,z) due to the phased 
array is accurately expressed as : 
2 2 1 
f 
jk((x-u ) +z ) 2 
F(u
0
,0,z) = (array weights) .e 0 .dx ---- 3 .34 
array 
The array has been assumed to be continuous. 
2 21 2 2 4 4 k((x-u
0
) +z ) 2 = kz(1 + (x-u
0
) /2z - (x-u
0
) /8z + ....... ) ---- 3. 35 
The first term on the right hand side of eq. 3.35 is constant 
and the second term is the common second power paraxial 
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approximation. The quartic term must be kept sufficiently 
small so as not to degrade the impulse response. Requiring 
this term to be less than TI/8 radians (peak value), following 
a "far-field" type of argument, is unnecessarily restrictive; 
depending on the criterion chosen for impulse response de-
gradation, simulation suggests that peak quartic term values 
between TI and 2TI radians are possible, although impulse re-
sponse degradation is rapid after this figure. 
Simulation using the aperture and wavelength dimensions of 
the prototype system, covering the useful range of 0.75 to 
2 metres, has revealed that phase errors from the quartic 
(and higher) terms of TI radians caused sidelobe levels to 
rise from approximately -14dB (residual non-apodised value) 
to -6dB using a point scatterer object. In addition, the im-
pulse response maximum was in error in its location by one 
quarter to one half the spatial resolution, and suffered 1-2 
dB gain loss. The increase in sidelobe level was considered 
to be more limiting than the loss in spatial resolution. From 
eq. 3. 35: 
4:X.z




p~ak phase error (¢ ) is taken as TI radians. Combining max 
restrictions on u
0
(eq. 3.36) and v(eq. 3.33)(Fig. 3.6) 
conclusion is reached that, in the range of useful object 
distances accessible to the experimental system, the paraxial 
assumption is mo.re likely to degrade imagery than the hyber-
bolic impulse response locus. The effect of the varying range 
from array to object position has been ignored for the sake 
of mathematical tractability in the preceding analysis. 
Fig. 3.6 Paraxial and Hyberbolic 
Limits 
Dimensions are in metres. 
\ = 30.3mm 
L = 0.6868 
ex: = 1 








0. 13 0.53 
0.25 0.59 
0.46 0.80 
0.65 1. 04 
0.83 1. 29 
The preceding conclusion has been checked by a simulation 
which describes the phase of the object wave exactly and re-
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constructs the supposed hologram by a constant focal length 




,z) in the 
object plane, and using the paraxial process for reconstruction 
of the complex hologram results in an imageu'-axis distrib-
ution along a line parallel to the (x-axis) array: 
F (u') = fejk((x-uo)2+(y-vo)2+z2)l.e-j{zCu'-x)2.dx ------------- 3.37 
VO 
array 
The array and hologram plane variables are (x,y), and the 
image axis is u'. If the hologram plane y-axis is coincident 
with the centroid of the array, then (y-v
0
) is replaceable by 
just v
0 





will, in general, be of either sign, 
and this requires that the arrays cross as close as to their 
centres as is possible. This compact geometry has been used 
with the experimental prototype system in its final form. 
The image reconstruction process of eq. 3.37 has been simul-
ated for a range of operational focal lengths and offsets v
0
. 
In every case, the effect of the increase of the distance to 
object point by the orthogonal axis offset v
0 
was investigated 




• The simulation result, 
based on: 
f 
jk((x-u )Z+(v 2+z2))l -jzk (u'-x)Z 
Fv (u') = e 0 0 .e z .dx -------------- 3.38 
0 array 
is exemplified in Fig. 3. 7. Here, a range of 1 metre is assumed 




= 360mm) This corresponds to about 4.8 radians peak phase 
error in the paraxial approximation for v
0 
= O.(eq. 3.35) 
The image lateral resolution is initially 55mm(measured be-
tween -3dB points, and about 25% more than that indicated by 
simple theory), and is degraded to 90mm if the object is moved 
laterally, keeping u
0 
constant, but changing v
0 
from zero to 
400mm. The image maximum is, however, degraded only 1dB and 
shifted -25mm, which is less than one half the expected spatial 
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14 11 3 1 2 ]12 
14 1 3 1 3 12 
9 1 1 12 12 
6 7 8 9 
4 4 5 6 
3 3 +3 4 
Object 
+ 
+3 +3 3 +3 position 
2 3 3 3 
2 2 2 3 
1 2 2 2 
0 1 2 2 
0 0 1 2 
xo 0 1 1 
0 xo 0 1 
0 I ~ Ix~ x1 1 1 
Note: (a) Values given in table are in dB below u'-axis 
maximum for v
0 = 0 • 
(b) Point object range is 1 metre. 
(c) Point object u-axis position is at uo = 360mm. 
(d) Maximum u'-axis image amplitude is traced by x's. 
(e) The u' -axis -3dB response point is traced by +' s. 
Fig. 3. 7 Vertical Impulse Response Modulation 
by Orthogonal Axis Off set 
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It would appear from this and other simulations corresponding 
to smaller paraxial phase errors that a peak phase error of 
TI leads to imagery whose detail is not noticeably degraded by 
the inherent hyberbolic distortion of "conic" holography when 
the paraxial reconstruction process is indiscriminately 
applied. Thus, the resolution degradation due to reconstruction 
processor mismatch is relatively worse (for the prototype 
system) than the inherent hyberbolic distortion caused also 
by the same processor. 
It is also noteworthy that the positions of the image maxima 
indicated in Fig. 3.7 contract with increasing v-axis offset; 
this is in accordance with the equivalent phased array model 
of Fig. 3.5, since the image plane contours corresponding to 
equal processor weights are presumed horizontal in the par-
axial reconstruction process, whereas the equivalent object 
plane beam maximum traces a hyberbolic trajectory. This re-
sults in a characteristic "pincushion" distortion of the image. 
3.S Hologram Formation and Reconstruction outside the Paraxial 
Region 
3.5.1 Theoretical Description 
The simple paraxial reconstruction method has been seen to be 
ultimately limited by impulse response distortion, leading to 
impaired resolution and errors in image plane geometry. The 
paraxial reconstruction processor can also restrict system 
field of vi,ew unnecessarily when array sampling is considered. 
Using the phased array analogy again, the application of par-
axial theory without regard to accuracy in the prediction of 
beam maxima of a discrete element array, having antennae at 
one half (free space) wavelength spacing, would indicate sub-
sidiary grating lobe flanking the main lobe. In reality, such 
an array exhibits only a single lobe beam pattern. More 
effective use can be made of the available aperture by employ-
ing a more accurate description of the impulse response of 
the region between hologram mapping plane and object plane 
in the design of the "backpropagation function. 
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The technique(S?) is nearly "exact" in respect of wavefront 
phase description, but neglects the apodising effects of the 
varying propagation path lengths between object detail and 
array elements and the non-isotropic nature of real antennae. 
A minor constraint easily met in practical systems sets a 
f . ld l" . "d h . . (103) near- ie imit outsi e t e antenna reactive region. 
The total phase shift from a transmitting antenna to a re-
ceiving antenna via a reflecting region dudv on the object 
A(u,v) is, from eq. 3.1 and Fig. 3.1: 
2 2 21 2 2 21 
px + py + k((u-x) +v +z ) 2 + k((v-y) +u +z ) 2 ----------- 3.39 
The complex hologram is: 
· ( ) "k(( )2 2 2)! J"k((v-y)2+u2+z2) 21 JP x+y ff J u-x +v +z 
hc(x,y) = e A(u,v).e .e .dudv 3.40 
UV 
This form of the (complex) hologram from "conic" holography 
is rather different to that which would be generated by a 
system having an areal receiver' aperture equal to the pro-
jected array dimensions (Fig. 3.1) and with illumination pro-
vided by an isotropic source. In such a case, the complex 
hologram would be: 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 jp(x+y) jk(x +y +z ) 2 jk(x +y +z ) 2 
hspherical (x,y) = e .A(x,y) .e © e - -- 3. 41 
Clearly, the equivalent areal aperture-plus-illuminator con-
cept valid under the paraxial approximation cannot be carried 
over to a wider field of view system. WellsC 34 ) indicates that 
image reconstruction in this region from holograms generated 
by "conic" systems is, despite the increased complication of 
eq. 3.40 compared to eq. 3.4, still potentially faster than 
the image reconstruction from an "areal" hologram. He finds 
that the complex "conic" hologram separates into two multi-
plicative factors, which, if not independent as in_ paraxial 
imagery, still allow sequential row-and-column operations. 
In paraxial holography, the image data obtained by one axis 
deconvolution of the hologram data assumes constant focal 
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length across the orthogonal image plane. In conic holography, 
however, and assuming a rectangularly sampled planar object 
geometry, the impulse response distortion and hyberbolic 
error is defeated by adjusting the deconvolving factor focal 
length for orthogonal axis position. The required image re-
construction operation is, using the "backpropagator" notion: 
2 2 2 1 2 2 21 
ff 
-jk((u'-x) +v' +z ) 2 -jk((v'-y) +u' +z ) 2 
I(u' ,v') - hc(x,y).e .e .dxdy 3.42 
xy 
This may be implemented by two sequential convolutions operat-
ing on orthogonal axis data: 
2 2 2 1 
-jk(u' +(v' +z )) 2 1 
(a) I'(u',v') = hc(u',v') ©e v'=constant ------ 3.43 
The second convolution generates the final image from the 
intermediate array: 
(b) I(u' ,v') u'=constant 3.44 
In effect, if the deconvolving factor is envisaged as the 
generator of a (uniaxial) sequence of intermediate image values 
from a data row in the hologram, then that factor is modified 
according to the position of the image row in the orthogonal 
axis. The image is completed by a similar sequence of operat~ons 
in the orthogonal axis using column data. 
3.5.2 Image Lateral Resolution 
The hologram mapping and image reconstruction process may be 
viewed as spatial-frequency domain operations.CS?) 
H(fx,fy) = A(fx,fy).Q(fx,fy) ------------------ 3.45 
The (upper case) H,A,Q refer to transformations of hologram, 
object and "propagator" respectively. If eq. 3.45 is rewritten 
in short form notation as H = A.Q, then the corresponding 
image reconstruction operation is clearly: 
I = H.Q-l ------------------------------------- 3.46 




I= (A.Q).Q --------------------------------- 3.47 
IQl
2 
The bracketed term represents the spectrum of the (measured) 
complex hologram. If the approximation is made that the 
propagator amplitude spectrum is constant or nearly so, then 
eq. 3.47 is equivalent to eq. 3.42, since: 
-1 * * * F (Q (fx,fy)) = q (-x~-y,z) = q (x,y,z) ------ 3.48 
The backpropagator q is an even function of x and y. Drawing 
an analogy with temporal domain pulse compression techniques, 
the image reconstruction operation is very close to matched 
filtering. The resolution offered by the process is taken as 
the inverse of the spatial frequency extent (occupancy) of 
either propagator or backpropagator. The (x-axis) deconvolving 
factor is from eq. 3.47: 
2 2 2 1 -jk(x +y +z ) 2 
e 
The spatial frequency extent of this function is estimated 
. h h . (103) stationary p ase tee nique: 






The aperture dimensions are X and Y in x and y axes respect-
ively. The resolution is taken as the reciprocal of the band-
width: (eq. 3.50) 2 1 
ox = icz 2+x4 +y
2) 2 ----------------------------- 3. 51 
Similarly oy = icz
2
+y:+x
2)l ----------------------------- 3.52 
Using the same argument, the paraxial approximation suggests 
propagat0r bandwidth of X/Az in the x-axis. Hence resolution 
in the x-axis is confirmed as: 
ox= ~z, and oy = ~z -------------------------- 3.53 
The resolution available using the extra-paraxial processor 
of eq. 3.42 reduces to the above (eq. 3.53) forms in the limit 
of longer object distances z. 
That the lateral resolution in the image plane is not constant 
over the plane can be taken as indicative of the adjustment 
to the deconvolving factor needed to maintain be.am focus over 
an assumed plane object region. The linear resolution is 
worst at the edges of the object plane. Described in spatial 
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frequency terms, the hologram formation and subsequent image 
reconstruction processes are linear, and the overall impulse 
response should be an invariant function of image plane 
position. However, eq. 3.45 does not explicitly include a 
term which describes the finite hologram aperture available 
and which convolves the propagator spectrum , since this 
term has been assumed to be sufficiently narrow not to modify 
the propagator spectrum .. The spatial domain backpropagation 
deconvolution approach matches propagator and backpropagator 
wavefronts (having regard for their relative directions) and 
ignores aperture dimensions. As a result, the impulse response 
and hence the spatial resolution vary over the image plane. 
3.6 The Sampled Hologram 
The assumption has been made up to this point that the holo-
gram is a continuous recording. Practical microwave holograms, 
however, are nearly always discrete data recordings, and a 
digital computer-based image reconstruction process can in 
any event only incorporate a finite number of sampled field 
values. 
The prototype system had two orthogonal arrays each comprising 
two 10 element subarrays functionally combined with direction-
al couplers. Antenna spacing was 20.Zmm in each axis, and al-
though the arrays were broken at their centres to accommodate 
directional couplers and their cross-over, the antennae were 
fitted to a constant pitch. The gap in array centres is not 
considered here, as its effect on the imaging process does 
not contribute to the elucidation of the sampling process. 
An approximate spatial frequency domain analysis is appropriate 
to determine the limits of object range and lateral extent 
(offset) imposed by the constant spatial frequency sampling 
interval. The spectra are approximate in the sense that 
amplitude characteristics are of secondary concern, and the 
limits of "instantaneous" (that is , local) spatial frequency 
are taken as the field bandwidth. A feature of the orthogonal 
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axis imaging system is the possibility of synthesising a 
plane reference wave which may make an arbitrary angle with 
the array plane by adjusting the antennae spacing. This offset 
reference wave mode is most useful in image reconstruction 
systems where the hologram data is real, so that spatial 
separation of the desired and potentially interfering image 
and other terms may be achieved. From eq. 3.5, the hologram 
resulting from the interference of object wave A and reference 
wave B is: 
h(A,B) = IAl 2 + IBl 2 + A*B +AB* -------------- 3.54 
In a reduced-scale optical reconstruction mode, the limit-
ations of monopolar real hologram transmittance mean that all 
4 terms of eq. 3.54 will be present in the field emerging 
from the hologram, although only the third (or fourth) is re-
quired , in principle, to recover the original object wave 
and hence the original object scene. A digital reconstruction 
system can, however handle real bipolar or complex data, and 
the spatial separation requirements can be relaxed or even 
ignored, as the background "clutter" producing terms in eq. 
3.54 are then absent. A computer-based reconstruction system 
has therefore access to a potentially larger object region. 
The object regions accessible without ambiguity are dependent 
on the process chosen for reconstructing the hologram data. 
This data, in turn, can be in one of three categories: 
(a) Complex data corresponding to the object wave or its con-
jugate; (eq. 3.7) 
(b) Real bipolar data corresponding to a component of the 
object wave;(eq. 3.6) 
(c) Monopolar real data corresponding to an analogue of eq. 
3.54. 
The first two data representations are the usual (but not 
necessary) preserve of computer-based reconstruction. The last 
(c) is commonly used in optical reconstruction. Complex data 
has been recorded on film for optical reconstruction as so-
called "kinoforms" c1o7) but the process is neither simple 
or common. 
The sampling process is viewed here as an overlay or multi-
plication of the supposed continuous hologram by a two-
dimensional square sampling grid. The equivalent spatial 
frequency domain representation convolves the continuous 
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field and sampling grid spectra. Real, virtual and "background" 
fields will be spatially distinct in the image plane if their 
spectra do not overlap. The accessible object regions are 
divided according to the form of the hologram data. The Nyquist 
sampling criterion dete:rmines the allowable spectral occupancy. 
Case 1: (Fig. 3.8) Given antenna spacing 6 in both axes, the 
permissible spatial frequency limits are just ±1/26 in each 
axis, and maximum object wave bandwidth is 1/~. 
Case 2: (Fig. 3.9) Less spectral occupancy is available as 
the overlapping conjugate spectra of a real bipolar data holo-
gram have been separated by introducing a spatial carrier 
frequency 1/46 in both axes. Maximum object wave bandwidth is 
1/26 in both axes. 
Case 3: (Fig. 3.10)The first term IAl 2 in eq. 3.54 corresponds 
to a spectral "patch" twice the width of the object wave 
spectrum, and has the form of the autocorrelation function of 
the spectrum of A. In addition, the reference term IB\ 2 is 
clustered around the sampling harmonics. The available holo-
bandwidth is more restricted than in either previous case, and 
is just 1/46 in both axes. The separation of spectral regions 
leading to real and virtual image terms has been accomplished 
by the introduction of a spatial carrier at a frequency of 
3/8~. 
Image lateral resolution tends to be at a premium in microwave 
holographic imaging systems, and the above three cases are 
examined to find the largest object region accessible, as a 
function of both range and the reconstruction technique. It 
will be shown that the paraxial reconstruction process does 
not always allow efficient use of system aperture. 
Case 1 (a) Non-offset point object 
For a point scatterer object at a range z from the crossed 
orthogonal array system, the complex x-axis field is: 
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h(x) = e ---------------------------- 3.55 
The object position in the (u,v,z) coordinate system is 
(0,0,z), and the maximum array dimension in the x-axis is~· 
In the prototype system, the x and y array dimensions were 
X = 686.8mm and Y = 585.8mm respectively. The maximum record-
ed spatial frequency is: 
Thus 
If I = x , 
x max A(x2+z2)2 
(m- 1) (x is taken at maximum 
value.) 
' 1/2~ -------------------------------- 3.56 
z ~X(~ 2/A 2 -1)1 -------------------------------- 3.57 
In the practical system, assuming zero object offset, the 
minimum range values are: 
zmin = .304m in the x-axis, and similarly, 
zmin = .258m in the y-axis. 
In comparison, the paraxial approximation (applied without 
regard to considerations of its accuracy) would suggest an x-
axis field: .kx2 
J 2z 
h(x) = e ---------------------------------- 3.58 
The corresponding minimum range is: 
x~ 46 · h · z . = ~ = • m in t e x-axis. min /\ 
(b) Offset point object 
From eq. 3.40, the object field due to a point object at (u,v,z) 
is: 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 jk( (u-x) +v +z ) 2 jk( (v-y) +u +z ) 2 
h(x,y) = e .e ------------------ 3.59 
Using a stationary phase approximation, the maximum offset 
possible in the object plane is: 
umax = 1 .134(v2+z 2)1 - ~ , and similarly: 
2 2 1 r 
vmax = 1 .134(u +z ) 2 - 2 ---------------------- 3.60 
A feature of eq. 3.60 is the increase in permissible object 
offset with orthogonal axis offset, due to the reduction in 
wavefront dispersion. A conservative limit is found when the 
orthogonal axis offset is zero. The longer (in this case, x-
axis) aperture limits the maximum object offset at a given 
range, as shown in Fig. 3.11. This shows that the use of the 
3 
2 
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Fig. 3.11 Forbidden object regions and processor requirements 
(complex data hologram) 
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paraxial processor, when constrained by defocussing limitations 
will not lead to aliased imagery, although the accessible ob-
ject region is restricted both in minimum range and in maxi-
mum off set compared to the region available to the more exact 
technique. (sec. 3.5) The absolute value of offset is plotted 
and the forbidden regions are indicated. The paraxial limits 
for TI/2 and TI peak phase errors are derived from eq. 3.36. 
The ranges used in Fig. 3.11 exceed the practical maxima of 
the prototype system. The use of the paraxial processor is 
also restricted by the Nyquist criterion in its own terms; 
for an x-axis field: 
. k ( ) 2 J- u-x 
h(x) = e 2Z ----------------------------- 3.61 
Applying the Nyquist criterion, the maximum x-axis offset is: 
A. z X 
umax = 2~ - 2 --------------------------------- 3 .62 
Gase 2 The exploitable object wave bandwidth of a real bi-
polar data hologram is half that of the previous case. Using 
the approach leading to eq. 3.57 and assuming no object off-
set and the use of the "exact" processor: 
z . = • 8 Sm min 
The minimum range derived from the paraxial approximation is, 
following eq. 3.58: 
z . = • 92m min 
A conservative value for the maximum u-axis object offset and 
assuming the "exact" processor is: 
umax = .405z - ~ ------------------------------ 3.63 
The Nyquist criterion applied to the paraxial processor leads 
to a more restricted offset: 
x 
umax = .375z - 2 
The limitations on the minimum range and maximum offset of 
the point scatterer object using the two processing tech-
niques, and including also the offsets leading to TI/2 and TI 
3.64 
peak phase error in the paraxial approximation are summarised 
in Fig. 3.12. The penalty exacted for complete image com-
ponent separation is a severe limitation of the system's 
field of view compared with that obtained in Fig. 3.11. The 
2 
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Fig. 3.12 Object region accessibility using real bipolar data 
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simple paraxial processor is, however, applicable almost to 
the edge of this field of view. 
It is in addition necessary to shift the spectra of the con-
jugate image fields to avoid' overlap, as indicated in Fig. 3.9. 
The offset can be generated by appropriate antenna spacing, 
or, if this is not a free parameter, by including a known 
phase shift from antenna to antenna of both arrays. The re-
quired reference field is: 
.2TI(x+y) 
J 46 
B(x,y) = e -------------------------- 3.65 
This function 
the reference 
-1 has spatial frequency 1/46(m ) . From eq. 3.4, 
field is.:,jp(x+y) 
B(x,y) -------------------------- 3.66 = e 
The propagation constant of the waveguide array distributor 
is : 
p = 2TI/Ag 
Hence Ag = 46. This value of Ag implies operation rather 
close to the cut-off frequency of the waveguide, if l = 20.Zmm, 
and an alternative approach establishes the incremental phase 
shifts plx and p~y in the two arrays by including phase shift 
elements in the path between distributor and antenna aperture. 
In this example, -TI/2 radians incremental phase shift would 
be required, using the prototype system parameters. 
Case 3 Monopolar real data holograms require spatial separation 
of real, virtual and background image components and only half 
the bandwidth available in Case 2 can be exploited. Applied 
to the prototype system, the paraxial approximation is 
adequately accurate throughout the useful object regionJ so 
that limitations on object offset derived by both "exact" 
and paraxial approaches are very similar. The minimum object 
range, for no object offset, 
z . = 1 . 84m min 
The Nyquist criterion limits 
x 
umax = .188z 2 , 
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data hologram 
simple paraxial processor is, however, applicable almost to 
the edge of this field of view. 
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It is in addition necessary to shift the spectra of the con-
jugate image fields to avoid overlap, as indicated in Fig. 3.9. 
The offset can be generated by appropriate antenna spacing, 
or, if this is not a free parameter, by including a known 
phase shift from antenna to antenna of both arrays. The re-
quired reference field is: 
.2rr(x+y) 
J 4t:. 
B(x,y) = e -------------------------- 3.65 
This function has spatial frequency 1/4t:.(m- 1). From eq. 3.4, 
the reference field is:. ( ) -Jp x+y 
B(x,y) = e -------------------------- 3.66 
The propagation constant of the waveguide array distributor 
is : 
p = 2rr/Ag 
Hence Ag = 4t:.. This value of Ag implies operation rather 
close to the cut-off frequency of the waveguide, if f:. = 20.2mm, 
and an alternative approach establishes the incremental phase 
shifts pt:.x and pt:.y in the two arrays by including phase shift 
elements in the path between distributor and antenna aperture. 
In this example, -rr/2 radians incremental phase shift would 
be required, using the prototype system parameters. 
Case 3 Monopolar real data holograms require spatial separation 
of real, virtual and background image components and only half 
the bandwidth available in Case 2 can be exploited. Applied 
to the prototype system, the paraxial approximation is 
adequately accurate throughout the useful object region, so 
that limitations on object offset derived by both "exact" 
and paraxial approaches are very similar. The minimum object 
range, for no object offset, 
z . = 1. 84m min 
the Nyquist criterion limits 
x 
umax = .188z - 2 , 
y 
v = .188z - -2 max 
is: 
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Fig. 3.13 Object region accessibility using monopolar real 
data hologram 
--·-.· 
The paraxial processor is in this case limited by sampling, 
rather than by accuracy, considerations. (Fig. 3.13) The 
spatial frequency carrier can be implemented by reference 
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wave manipulation in a similar manner to the previous example. 
In terms of the prototype system, the provisions of Fig. 3.13 
result in a severely limited system.· The miniITuum range aL0n.~ 
was close to the practical limit, and even at a range of 3 
metres, the accessible object region is less than four beam-
widths (-3dB points) wide. 
3.7 Paraxial Simulation of Holograms from the Orthogonal Array 
System 
In this section, the paraxial field description is used ex-
clusively to simulate the orthogonal array system. A 400 point 
hologram is generated by two 20 element arrays, with unit 
antenna spacing presumed in each case. The system wavelength 
was varied, keeping antenna spacing constant, to demonstrate 
a range of synthesised offset reference wave formats. In all 
examples, the point scatterer object has been placed at the 
centre of the projected aperture at the position (10.5,10.5). 
3.7.1 Offset Reference Wave 
The wavelength is given as a fraction of the antenna interval. 
If the wavelength is (1+6) units, then the reference wave 
makes an angle~ with the array axes, where: (Fig. 3.14) 
~ = arcsin(6) --------------------------------- 3.68 
Equal antenna spacing in both transmit and receive axes means 
that the reference wave subtends equal angles with both axes. 
The reference wave is described: 
.27f(x+y)tan~ 
-J -
B(x,y) = e A ----------------------- 3.69 
The reference wave spatial frequency in one axis is just the 
reciprocal of the system wavelength, measured in units of 
antenna spacing. The resultant spatial offset of the zone 














- 1 +o) 
Fig. 3.14 Synthetic reference wave 
(a) z = 15 (b) z = 2 5 
(c) z = 50 (d) z = 75 
Fig. 3.15 "Zone plate hologram" series with increasing range 
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the x-axis: 
Zone plate centre shift= ztan~ --------------- 3.70 
3.7.2 Examples from Simulation 
A series of 4 examples exhibit diminishing hologram spectral 
occupancy with increasing object range. The wavelength is 
taken as equal to the antenna spacing. From eq. 3.68, ~ = 0, 
and the reference wave is coplanar with the hologram aperture. 
There is no shift of zone plate centre.(eq. 3:70) The array 
coordinate system has the result of antenna (1,1) measurement 
at left bottom. The hologram is presented as a "hard-limited" 
version of a bipolar real data gathering process. (Figs. 3.15 
(a) to (d)) The spectral diagram (Fig. 3.16) shows only the 
hologram of Fig. 3.15(a) to be undersampled, although all 4 
holograms have coincident real and 
The hologram bandwidth is taken as 
both x and y axis have an aperture 
virtual image spectra. 
L \Z' from eq. 3.54, where 
of L = 19 units, and A = 
1 unit. For the purposes of image reconstruction, a hologram 
is considered aliased if it is impossible to perform spectral 
bandlimiting without reducing the spectral extent beyond that 
determined by the continuous version of the same hologram. 
Reduction of the spectral occupancy to avoid aliasing reduces 
resolution potential in the image. 
Increasing the wavelength by 11% of the antenna interval 
generates a synthetic reference wave, not planar with the 
array aperture as in the previous cases, but at 6.3° to both 
axes. The zone plate centre (Fig. 3.17) is consequently 
shifted ztan~ = 8.3 units in both axes. The hologram spectrum 
(Fig. 3.18) shows incomplete separation of real and virtual 
image terms, so that image spatial separation is also not 
complete. The reconstruction process (Fig. 3.19) supports this 
result; the real image is chosen here for reconstruction using 
plane wave illumination and this image maximum lies near a 
corner of the extended virtual image background. Calculation 
shows the real image to be centred about (18.8,18.8,75). 
L 
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Fig. 3.17 Hologram 







Fig. 3.18 Spectrum of hologram of Fig. 3.17 shows "patches" 
leading to real and virtual images 
.901 
Reconstructing plane Hologram Real 
f o -- Defocussed 
virtual 
Fig. 3.19 Reconstruction of Fig. 3.17 by optical analogy 
Fig. 3.20 Hologram 
z = 75 and A = 1 .25 
Fig. 3.22 Hologram 
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"patch" Fig. 3.21 Spectrum of 
hologram of Fig. 3.20 
.......... 
. . . . . . . . . 
Fig. 3.23 Hologram 
z = 7 5 and A = 1 . 5 0 
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A further wavelength increase to 1.25 antenna units establishes 
spatial separation of the two image components. With A= 1.25 
units, the reference wave angle~= 14.5°, and the image is 
offset 19.4 units in both axes. The zone plate centre is thus 
9.9 units beyond the top right-hand corner of the aperture. 
(Figs. 3.20 and 3.21) Further increases of wavelength (to 
A= 1.35 and 1 .5 units) develop larger offsets of the zone 
plate centre, as shown by the increase in perceived hologram 
spatial frequencies.(Figs. 3.22 and 3.23) Even in the latter 
case, the hologram is not aliased. 
The image repeats at intervals of: 
I . d AZ 3-·.7··1· mage per10 = /;" -----------------------------
(~ = 1 in this simulation.) In the example of Fig. 3.23, the 
image period is 112.5 units, and the offset due to the refer-
ence wave is not so large that an aliased image maximum is 
indicated on the hologram as an apparent zone plate centre 
towards the bottom left corner. 
3.7.3 Reduction of Wavelength below Unity 
If the system wavelength is reduced and made less than the 
antenna interval, the synthesised reference wave subtends an 
included angle whose sign changes.(eq. 3.68) An example for 
which A = .8 units and z = 25 units is given in Fig. 3.24. 
The point scatterer object is centrally located at the position 
(10.5,10.5,25) as before. The hologram spectrum (Fig. 3.25) 
reveals that, although the hologram has been adequately 
sampled, the separation of real and virtual image components 
is not complete, an observation which is in accord with the 
fact that the zone plate centre is visible on the hologram. 
An extreme example of hologram aliasing (Fig. 3.26) arises 
for an antenna spacing of many wavelengths. Here, the wave-
length. is only 10% of the antenna interval, and according to 
eq. 3.71 the image period is 7.5 units. The hologram reveals 
subsidiary maxima clustered around the central maximum and 
having just this spacing. The object is again a point scatterer 
Fig. 3.24 Hologram 








Part of virtual 
image "patch" 
Fig. 3.25 Spectrum of hologram of 
Fig. 3.24; zone plate centre offset 
has reversed 
· · · · · · · · · · Zone plate centre ::::::I 
: : · : : · '. ·::: : · : · : : ·:: repeats. every 7. 5 
. . . . . : ' . : . · . . . Unl ts. . . . . . . .. 
Fig. 3.26 Hologram 
with severe aliasing. 
z = 75 and A= 0.10 
x 
and is located at (10.5,10.5,75) 
3.8 Conclusion 
The theoretical analysis of an elegant implementation of an 
inertialess.microwave holographic imaging system has been 
presented. 
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The paraxial Fresnel region of operation utilises a simple 
reconstruction process, but the limited spatial resolution 
generally available in microwave images prepared by holo-
graphic techniques encourages the exploitation of object 
regions for which the paraxial reconstruction process is not 
suited. In these regions, a more exact description of the 
mapping process leads to a reconstruction process in which 
the orthogonal array geometry has inherent advantages com-
pared with equivalent apertures formed by areal arrays. 
Maximum ~ccessibility of the object region is obtained if 
the hologram data is in complex form, which implies a com-
plicated hardware signal processor. In such cases where this 
hardware complexity is ?Ot possible, it is feasible to man-
ipulate the reference wave synthesised by the mapping operation 
so as tQ ensure spatial separation of wanted and unwanted 
image fields, although this done at the expense of limiting 
object region accessibility. 
CHAPTER 4 
Optical Image Reconstruction 
4.1 Equivalent System Description 
A series of preliminary tests of the holographic system 
used simple objects and a coherent optical reconstruction 
system in every case. There was appreciable direct coup-
ling between transmitting and receiving arrays and large, 
smooth metal objects were used to ensure that the structure 
of the measured hologram was dominated by the specular 
reflection from such objects. 
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The form of the image distribution using a selection of 
planar, cylindrical and spherical conducting objects depends 
both on the description of the object surface and on the 
holographic mapping system. Subject to the validity of the 
paraxiai approximation the orthogonal array sys~em has been 
shown equivalent to a system having a receiving aperture 
whose area is equal to the projection of the transmitting 
and receiving arrays, and a single illuminating quasi-
isotropic transmitting element situated at the point of 
intersection of the two arrays. (Fig. 3.1,C 34 - 37 J) 
The quasi-isotropic illuminator is common in microwave 
holography c14 ,l 7,lS, 20) since it allows a wide and pre-
dictable object region coverage with simple hardware and 
requires, as a result, little space both in the plane of 
the hologram aperture and in. the direction normal to this 
plane. Other microwave holographic systems employ planar 
wavefront illumination, and these systems nearly always 
synthesise such a wavefront using some variant of the 
simultaneously scanned transmitter-receiver technique. 
(22-26,32) s h t h . d . d" . uc ec niques exten into two 1mens1ons 
the one-dimensional quasi-holographic S.A.R. concept.C 46 , 49 ) 
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4.2 Specularly Reflecting Objects 
The image reconstruction process operating on any hologram, 
whether derivative of electromagnetic or mechanical radiation, 
is directed towards the re-establishment of the original 
object wave. In some cases, the progress of this object wave 
is followed on a purely numerical basis, but a reduced scale 
analogue of. the object wave is created in the optical re-
construction technique. If some 4 priori knowledge of the 
likely distance between hologram and object plane is avail-
able, then following the object wave's progress back to that 
plane derives an image distribution. In the case of specularly 
reflecting objects, the object wave appears to have originated 
at a significantly greater distance from the hologram mapping 
plane and behind the object. 
4.2.1 Extended Planar Objects 
The object is assumed to be uniform over a u-axis dimension 
u
0
, and coplanar with the antenna arrays. The object distance 
is z. The reflected field on the object in the u-axis is: 
(Fig . 4-. 1) . k ( 2) Jzz u u 
A' (u) -· e .rect(- ) ---·-·------------·--- 4.1 
uo 
where the function rect(ii
0
) = 1 for lul ~ uo 
2 
= 0 for iul > uo --------
2 
The field A'(u) propagates from object to array plane and 
appears to originated in a plane z behind the planar object 
and 2z from the array plane. As a result, an image recon-
struction operation :will, if maximum image intensity is any 
criterion, assume that the object represents the reflection 
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Fig. 4.4 Image spectrum of regularly sampled object 
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4.2.2 Tilted Planar Object 
An object tilt may be represented, for small angles ~, as 
a graded complex reflection coefficient multiplying the 
object dimension projected on to the (u,v) plane. (Fig. 4.2) 
The reflected field in the u-axis is: 
j2ku~ 
.rect(~ ) A' (u) = 
= 
. k (4 2 2) -J- ~ z 
e Zz 
k 0 2 j-2 (u+2~z) z u e rect(- ) ------------. . uo 
Th±s is within a complex constant of the field apparently 
originating from a point z behind the object, and laterally 
offset 2~z from the (projected) illuminator position. 
4.2.3 Far-field Imaging 
If a planar object is of suitably restricted extent in 
4.3 
both axes, the illuminating function can be regarded as. 
sens-ibly flat. From eq. 3.12, the image amplitude I(u.'iv'} of 
an object A(u., v) is: 
I(u' ,v') = 
.kc ,2 ,2) .kc ,2 ,2) -J- u +v Jo:-:- u +v 
2.z (A( , , ) Z e . u ,v .e 
sine(~~ (u' +\z)) . sine(~~ (v' +T-)) )1 ---·- --- --- -· 4.4 
A non-Teducing reconstruction mode is assumed for the sake 
of claiity, although the result is equally applicable to 
optical reconstruction techniques. If the object dimensions 
are such that a peak phase deviation of n/8 radians in the 
third term of eq. 4.4 is not exceeded, then the object finds 
the array at twice the (object) far-field. distance. This 
. f kM 2 'tr Th 1 b . . d h . k M occurs 1 :4""Z = g• e argest 0 JeCt W1 t 1S ta en as . 
The reference wave is assumed to be coplanar with the arrays; 
h 0 Th · 4M
2 
I th. 4 4 d t ence p = • us z > -A-. n 1s case eq. . re uces o: 
-J· _k_(U I 2+V I 2) 
2 z . kL u I • kL v I 
I(u',v') = e .(A(u' ,v') © s1nc(z-z-- ).s1nc(zz-- )) 
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If the field intensity characterises the image: 
2 . k1 u I • kL v I 2 
jI(u',v')I = (A(u',v') ® sincC--zz ).s1nc(--zz )) , ----- 4.5 
since a planar object implies real A(u,v). The image is a 
replica of the object, although it is limited in spatial 
resolution in the normal manner. An example of this imaging 
mode is shown by Farhat and Guard.C 14 ) The object used was a 
rectangular flat copper plate. 
4.2.4 Limiting Image Dimension 
A simple geometrical optics consideration of the image 
distribution obtained with a semi-infinite planar object 
(Fig. 4.3). suggests that the image will not exceed one-
half the array dimension in length. This conclusion is also 
supported by eq. 4.4. Assuming that the object extent is 
unlimited, then the last two terms (that is, the impulse re-
sponse) of eq. 4.4 can be regarded as imposing an upper limit 
on the spatial frequenc.y bandwidth of the preceding two terms. 
The analysis is simplified b.y working in only one dimension, 
and by ignoring (a) the offset implied in the impulse response 
terms ( since in the prototype system the reference wave was 
coplanar with the array aperture, so that p = 0), and (b) the 
first term of eq. 4.4 ,(since this term disappears when image 
intensity is calculated). Accordingly, the third term's spatial 
frequency extent is limited by the rectangular spatial filter 
WZA 
rect(2TIL), where: 
F ( s inc ( k2\u ' ) ) = C • rec t ( ~ ~ £ ) ----------------- 4 . 6 
F indicates the spatial frequency transformation operation, C 
is a constant, w is the spatial frequency variable (in 
radians per metre) and the x•axis aperture dimension is L. 
The spatial frequency bandwidth of the third term of eq. 4.4 
is derived by stationary phase techniques. (eq. 3.50-3.54) 
A maximum image plane dimension u' corresponds as a result 
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. . 1 f 4'1TU t d. to a maximum spat1a requency -;rr- ra 1ans per metre. 
Hence, from eq. 4.6 the maximum u'-value is: 
4 'ITU I < 'IT,L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 • 7 
A. z A. z' 
and the largest u'-axis image spread is just L/2. An example 
of a long thin wire imaged in this manner by real-aperture 
microwave holography is shown in ( 14 ) 
4.2.5 Cylindrical Objects 
For the purposes of accounting for specular reflection, 
cylindrical objects can be represented with a complex 
reflectance indicating curvature in one axis~ If a long 
cylinder has its axis of symmetry aligned with the u-axis, 
then the approximate reflected field in a plane tangent to 
the cylinder is: 
A' (u,v) = e 
. k ( 2 2) Jyz u +v 
.e 
. k ( 2) ]2£ v 
The reflected field appears to have originated, at least 
in the u-axis, from a point z behind the plane tangent to 
the cylinder surface facing the array antennae and in the 
v-axis, from a. point 1+J/z behind the same plane. The 
4.8 
cylinder radius of curvature is 2f. Images 0£ cylinders using 
the paraboidal illumination wavefront synthesised by the 
orthogonal array system thus exhibit different object wave 
focal lengths in orthogonal axes. The result is also applicable 
if the cylindrical long axis lies at another angle in the 
(u,v) object plane. 
4.2.6 Spherical Objects 
Extending the description of the cylindrical reflectance 
leads to the approximate field A'(u,v) reflected from a sphere 
and measured in a plane tangent to the sphere: 
A(u.v) 
. k ( 2 2) . k ( 2 2) Jy- u +v Ju u +v 
= e z e . 4.9 
The reflected field appears to have originated from a 
f single point scatterer 1+f/z behind the tangent plane. The 
radius of curvature of the sphere is 2f, and it is taken as 
positive, but a portion of a spherical surface object seen 
as concave from the array will have f a negative quantity. 
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The analogies between the behaviour of optical components and 
the much larger specular objects considered here have been of 
some value in checking the operation of the prototype 
orthogonal array holographic imaging system. Simple geo-
metrical optics theory is adequate to describe the salient 
aspects of the expected imagery. 
4.2.7 Specular Effects with Regularly Spaced Objects 
Two point scatterer objects spaced 6 apart can be rendered 
as two distinct images if their separa.tion is sufficiently 
large. The analysis is again based on the description of the 
reconstructed imag~ (eq. 4.4), but for the sake of clarity, 
only one image u'-axis is considered, and the non-offset 
reference wave mode (p =· O) used in the prototype system is 
assumed. The object is represented as: 
A (u) = o (u±n6/ 2) , where n =· 1 - -- --·- ---- - -·-·-·- - 4. 1 0 
Hence the image u'-axis fi~ld is just: 
.k(62) 
J z kL 
I(u') = e .(sinc( 2z(u'±6u))) ------------ 4.11 
The image has two cophasal distributions which are replicas 
of the impulse response. The object is resolved if the 
spacing -6· is somewhat in excess of the Raleigh resolution 
limit of ~z, since this limit does assume the use of in-
coherent radiation. 
It might appear that a large regularly spaced object would be 
free of specular effects, but an example indicates the 
opposite. The regular object array is described:(lnl is odd.) 
A(u) = o(u±~6).rect(~ ), where u is the total 
uo 0 
object width. The corresponding image amplitude is: 
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•kc I 2) 6. J "'."".'" u 
I(u') = o{u'±n2 ).e z .rect(~) ® 
. kLu' sinc(zz-) ------- 4.12 
The assumptions made in sec. 4.2.3°are 
restrictions on object spacing (6.) and 
also made here. The 
number (n+1) are best 
examined from the domain of the image spatial frequency 
spectrum. (Fig. 4.4) The convolution operation in eq. 4.12 
becomes, in this domain, a rectangular "window" 2rr C1..\) radians 
per metre in bandwidth. (eq. 4.6) The first three terms of 
eq. 4.12 represent a parabolic wavefront of total width u
0 
sampled at an interval 6., and has a spectrum proportional to: 
rect(;t\z) ® (-1)m.o(w± 2 ~m) ------------------- 4.13 
·Tiu
0 
where lml takes zero and integral values. The convolution 
operation copies the spectrum of the continuous field 
exp (~u' 2) with centres at multiples of ~TI radians/metre. 
(Fig. 4.4) 
If object spacing is so small that only the spectrum. of 
the continuous field is preserved by the resolution "window" 
of the system, then no image periodicity is apparent, and 
object length u
0 
should no:t exceed L/2, by eq. 4.T. If, 
on the other hand, u0 is sufficiently small s·o that the 
system resolution "window" is much larger than 2TI(~~o), 
then image periodicity will begin to be apparent when: 
2TI < 2(_&_) 
6. 2/..z 
This implies that the object spacing must satisfy: 
6. > 2(/..Lz) ----------------------------------- 4 .14 
Thi~ value is just twice the Raleigh (incoherent) resolution 
limit. An approximate limit to the total number of object 
points- n+1 which can be imaged is derived by assuming that 
only one sideband pair need to be in.eluded within the re-
solution window. (Fig. 4.5) On this basis. the maximum 
object length is: 
L 
uo = 4 
The minimum object spacing is: 
6. = 4 c"1z) 
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The total number of points 2that can be imaged is thus: 
n+1 = ~o = l~A.z ---------------------------- 4.15 
From eq. 3.~4, the spatial bandwidth occupied by a field L 
in extent and originating z from the array is A.~ .. Hence eq. 
4.15 suggests that the total number of points that can be 
imaged when these are assembled into a regular array is a 
fraction of the system aperture-bandwidth product, a result 
which is completely analogous to the operation of the linear 
FM-pulse compression process (65 ) used in the temporal domain. 
4.3 Examples of Reconstructed Images 
4.3.1 Hologram Transparency Preparation 
The_ images considered in this chapter have all been re-
constructed from hologram transparencies prepared from data 
photographed from a storage oscilloscope screen. A signal 
component (I or Q) of the complex received signal (Fig. 2.3) 
modulated the z-axis (brightness modulation axis) of a storage 
oscilloscope, while the position of the transmitting and 
recehring array element pair active at a given time was re-
presented in x-y mode on the screen. No attempt was made to 
preserve data dynamic range, and following popular practice, 
"hard-limited" binary holograms were used. The data was 
manually transferred to an accurate scale grid representing 
the projected aperture in use at the time, and reduced 
photographically. Including the reduction in the optical re-· 
construction processor, th.e overall dimensions of the hologram 
were reduced by a factor K, whe-re K = 350. Further details of 
the optical reconstruction process are given in Appendix I. 
4.3.2 Image Analysis 
The optical reconstruction processor used in this thesis 
is shown in Fig. 3.2. The plane wave illumination format 
implies a simple and direct relationship between object 
(mapping) domain and image domain distances (focal len-
gths). Image distributions were recorded directly in 
their respective focal planes, using a standard camera 
with lens removed as a convenient film holder and timer. 
The images are characterised by a dominant zero-order 
central distribution repr:esenting the "ba.ckgroundn terms 
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of e,q. 3. 5. and. a two-dimensional spatial harmonic structure 
of the hologram sampling grid. The (required) real and 
diffused virtual image distributions accompany the zero-· 
order background. and al 1 sampling harmonics. Al 1 measure -
ments have, been made using the real image component 
accompanying one of the· first-order sampling maxima, as the 
ima.ge plane extent of these is significantly less that tha.t 
oE the z:ero-·order terms. (sec. 3. 6) 
The hologram reduction f'acto.r (3"5'0) is much less, than the 
wavelength ratio (about 48000) of respective microwave 
mapping and optical. rec.onstruction domains, so that the 
reduced transpa.rencie·s are cha.racterised by many sampling 
grid maxima,, and. the paraxial description is completely 
ad.equa,te over many such maxima in the optical domain. 
(Appendix I) Imag.e analysis is made using optical trans -
parency magnification, and the. periodic sampling. and. image 
structure served as an invariant scale for the purpose of 
predicting object (mapping) domain detail. This procedure 
takes the fractional image offset in the reconstructed 
image, and knowing the parax·ia·l.ly- approximate repetition 
interval in the object (mapping) domain, compares the 
product of the two with the measured position of corres-
ponding object detail. (Appendix I) The only linear 
measurement required in the optical domain is that of 
focal length z' . Given the known scale factors, the object 
\------
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domain distance (focal length) z is: 
z= 2.56 z' ---------------------------------------------4.16 
4.3.3 2 x 1 Array and Planar Object 
An early deployment of the microwave arrays had two 
vertical transmitting and one horizontal receiving arrays. 
The object was a simple rectangular mesh plane, with a 
mesh period much less than the system lateral resolution 
an.d as a. re$ul t trea.ted as a planar conducting object. 
The array and obje·c.t geometry are presented from the point 
of view of an observer facing the microwave radiating 
elements. The vertical array offset was caused by the 
waveguide directional coup1er· used in this plane. The 
hori z·onta1 array was 2.0mm further from the object than the 
transmit array, but in view of the characteristically 
extended depth resolution (sec. 3·, 3. 4) did not limit 
perf.ormance •. (Fig. 4. 5) 
A bright ima.ge maximum (indica.ted. in Fig. 4:.5 (c)) is 
found. a.t z~ =,395mm.. The mesh object was parallel to 
the· hologram and. at 480mm range·.. The image focal length 
z.' =:395mm corresponds,. using eq. 4. 16, to a mapping domain 
object wave· focal length z·=l010mm. This value is within. 
5% of twice the planar object rang.e ,. and so illus'trates 
the simple theory of sec. 4. 2. 1. The real image has been 
re·cons~tructe·d and presented from the same aspect as in 
the mapping stage,. so as to aid. the geometrical elucidation 
of the image plane measurements. In the crude hologram 
(Fig .. 4.5 (b·)), the contours of equal relative phase 
sugg.es0t clearly an imag.e to the left of the aperture. 
An image maximum appears to the left of the defocussed 
first order component (Fig. 4.5(c)) and has essentially 
no vertical offset. The horizontal offset is measured 
as 18% of the image repetition interval. From the paraxial 
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Fig. 4.S(c) Optical image found at z' 395mm 
reconstruction theory (Appendix I), the supposed (microwave 
array) mapping stage image repetition iriterval should be: 
SS 
~~ = 1.S2m. (The antenna interval nx = 20.2mm, and.microwave 
wavelength\= 30.3mm.) The expected mapping stage offset 
is thus 18% of 1.S2m, or 268mm. From Fig. 4.S(a), the 
illuminator is 380mm left of the hologram centroid, and 
according to the theory of sec. 4.2.1, the object wave origin 
is likewise expected 380mm left of the hologram centroid. 
The error in position of this object wave origin inferred from 
the image and· more directly from Fig. 4.S(a) is 112mm, but 
this is within the spatial resolution of this axis (170mm) 
calculated a.t the same range. 
The image vertical position is very close to the horizontal 
axis. The mesh object, being parallel to the hologram 
aperture, causes the object wave origin to lie close to the 
centroid of the projected aperture. (Fig. 4.S(a)) The error 
in this axis is only 2% of the image repetition in terva1. 
If the notion of an equivalent point illuminator at the 
intersection of the orthogonal (subarray) axes is strict.ly 
followed~ then the system should be regarded as having two 
such illuminators horizontally spaced 81.Smm. However, the 
typical horizontal axis resolution (combined with the com-· 
plicated "sidelobe" structure of the impulse response) did 
not justify such elaboration. 
4.3.4 l x 1 Array and Cylindrical Object 
A cylindrical object was aligned with the transmitting array 
axis (Fig. 4.6(a)) and tilted in the plane normal.to the array 
at an angle of 9.6m Rads. The cylinder portion opposite 
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Fig. 4.6(a) Hologram recording system and object geometry 
- Image components are indicated by white arrows -
Fig. 4~6(c) Image found at z' = 400mm 
Fig. 4.6(d) Image found at z' = 200mm 
A bright specular image maximum is found at z' = 400m 
(Fig. 4.6(c)) and corresponds to a (microwave) mapping 
domain range z = 1023mm, using eq. 4.16. The fractional 
image offset in the horizontal axis is 26%, (39lmm in 
the mapping domain, using the paraxially based reasoning 
of Appendix 1), and the vertical offset (-2.6%) corresponds 
to -39mm in the mapping plane. The cylindrical object 
tilt of 9.6m Rads. causes the object wave origin appar-
ently found in this plane to be raised lOmm. From Fig. 4.6 
(a) and the theory of sec. 4.2.2, the illuminator at 0 
would be 98mm. below the hologram centroid and the object 
wave origin is calculated as lOmm higher or -5.7% of 
the image repetition inte-rval. It is sign"ificant that 
both object geometry and. optical ima.g_e predict maxima 
be·low the hologram centroid. 
The· theoretical distance to the focal. plane corresponding 
to the cylinder scattering: line (ta.ken here as half the 
cylinder radius- below the object surface, from sec .. 4 .2. 5) 
is z' =0 2.00mm ... The· image is characterised by two 
separate components horizontally off"set by 27% of· the 
image· repetition interval, corresponding to 204mm in· the· 
mapping plane. F~om Fig. 4.6(a), the scattering 
centre will lie in the direction of the. vertical array 
as, s:een from the cylinder cen:tre. The expected s·ca t-
te-rer offs-et is thus 23'S"mm from the hologram centroid; 
the· error is. only 3lmm compared to the horizontal axis 
res.elution of 97'mm at the half intensity points. The 
horiz·ontal axis resolution for Fig. 4. 6 (d) is 78mm 
(referred to the mapping. domain), which does show that 
the scattering c.entre is correc·tly resolved.. The 
locus of the (horizontal) image with increasing range 
beyond the focal point was shown (sec. 3.3.4) to be a 
straight line joining hologram centroid and object. 
The same fractional image offset at both z'=200mm 
(27%) and z'=400mm(26%) is confirmed in this example. 
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The lateral offset of the two transmit subarrays (81. Smm) 
is not important in this example since the cylindrical 
surface acts-to demagnify the "images" of the in-
dividual subarrays, such that their separation is 
negligible. However, the differing path lengths do intro-
duce a phase discontinuity in the object wave recording 
causing a shift of the impulse response structure with-
in the overall "sine" envelope. This effect is 
considered in Appendix 1. 
4.J .. S 2 x 2 Array and Convex Object 
An image characteristic of a. point reflector and obtained. 
us-in.g a large: (900mm) diame.ter searchlight reflec.tor 
( 4-14mm focal length) pre sen.ting its convex surface to the 
microwave arrays tends to con:firm the equivalent 
illuminator-·and.-areal-aperture model in the expanded 
holographic system·. (Fig. 4 .. 7) 
The apparent object wave origin is derived. from eq. 4 .. 9,. 
and the e.xpected hologram to image maximum· range _i_s __ . 
z: =' 1106mm. referred. to the mapping domain. The optically 
reconstructed image (Fig. 4. T ( c)) is found at z' =· 450mm,. 
corresponding to z = llSOmm in the mapping domain. The 
ran.ge difference. to the two apparent sources, developed 
by the· l.a.teral offset of" the vertical. sub arrays, induces 
only 0.1 radians rela.tive object wave phase shift. The 
demagnifying e·ffect of the convex surface results in 
only lOmm lateral (receive array axis) separation of 
the two apparent sources,. and being almost cophasal, 
the:y are: not: re·s-ol ve·d at this range·. 
4-. 3·,6 An Image series using the 2 x 2 Array 
A rigid planar aluminium sheet (450 x 53Smm) has been 
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Fig. 4.7(a) Hologram recording 
system and object geometry 
Fig. 4.7(c) Image found 
at z' = 450mm 
Fig. 4.7 Imaging a convex object using the full 2 x 2 array 
used to check the image plane trajectory of the object 
wave or1g1n as the sheet rotated throught 38° (in 2° 
increments) from -26° to +12°, relative to a plane 
parallel to and at a range of 673mm from the hologram 
aperture. (Fig. 4. 8) A series of 2 0 images is given 
in Fig. 4.8 (c) and the initial and final holograms. of 
the set clearly suggest by their contours that the 
image maximum has migrated across the aperture from 
0 0 . 
right (-2.6 ) to left (+12 ) . (Fig. 4. 8 (d)) The 
trajectory of the specular image maximum increases with 
ohjec.t an.gle (Fig. 4-. 8 {e) ),. but is s·ensibly constant 
in the vertical axis. The- axis of· rotation made an 
angle of 1. 6 ° with the vertical (transmit) axis- such 
tha:t the obj ec.t wave origin appe·ared higher than the 
equivalent sys-tem illumina.tor. (sec·. 4.2.2) Fitting 
a straight line to the data of Fig. 4. 8 (e) predicts 
z.ero· image effect for an angle of· -1s·0 • Applying 
previous reasoning, this, prediction is in error by only 
3'2:mm·;,, wh·ich is about 30% 1.e·s:s than the image. lateral 
re-solution at this range (referred to the mapping 
domain), and taking into account the interrupted 
horiz:on.tal aperture. The· slope· of the linear fit to 
the data: of: Fig. 4 .. 8 (e) is 1.1% of the image repetition 
interval. p·e·r 1° of" object aspect change, and corresponds 
to 0. 9 3° of appa.rent planar object aspect change per 1°. 
Signi.fTcantly, the image trajec:tory predicts smaller, 
mo-re cons·ervati ve of'fsets than those controlled 
0 e·xperimentally. Referring to Fig. 4. 8 (b) ,. the +12 
obj ec·t P.os:i ti.on w.o.ul.d see.m to predict 660mm s.pecular 
ima.ge· off"set from the holog,ram centroid, in contrast 
to 480mm from the optically reconstructed image, 
referred to the mapping domain. 
This lack of accuracy is attributable to violation of 
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Figs. 4.8(a) and (b) Hologram recording system and variable 
angle object geometry 
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38° range of object angle 
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the Fresnel paraxial approximation at larger angles. 
(sec. 3.4) The optical reconstruction system has a 
maximum width between centre and largest unambiguous 
image position of 3.3mm in this particular example, 
and the paraxial approximation is entirely adequate to 
about three times this distance. (Appendix I) In 
the mapping domain, however, the same criterion is 
only valid to an offset of 400mm, and the resulting 
misapplication of the optical processor results in 
cha.racteristically conservative image of"fs·ets. A 
sing1e-axis simulation of the +·12° object geometry 
using· paraxia1 reconstruction predicted 42Smm image 
maximum offset, or just S"Smm different from that value 
in.feTred. from th.e optical image. The same simulation 
at the other extreme object position (-2.6°) showed 
agreement to within 40mm. The paraxial approximation 
violation tends to produce a hologram which has less 
fringes, or equiva.lently, given a point scatterer 
obJe·ct,. the: phas·e of· the· wave front recorded. in the 
hologram plane is less dispersive than tha.t of the 
(ass.umedJ paraboloid. The nature· of the re.construction 
proce'SS" is· such that the reconstructing field fits· the 
object fi.eld best when the paraxial reconstructing 
waNeLr.ont is of re1a.tive1y longer f'ocal length and has 




Computer-assisted Image Reconstruction 
5.1 Introduction 
The inclusion of a digital computer in the two step holo-
graphic imaging process facilitates the rapid manipulation of 
.both hologram data and image. Additionally, the known 
systematic limitations 0£ the mapping stage can be cbrrected. 
If a two channel receiver is used to generate complex holo-
gram data from I and Q (Fig.2.3) components, then phase and 
amplitude errors of the elements of the transmitting and 
receiving arrays can be compensated, and the unwanted data 
arising from the direct coupling between these two arrays 
can be removed. 
Accurate complex data representation may improve image con-
trast, since the desired image need not be overlaid by the 
(defocussed) conjugate image distribution and/or the fields 
arising from the necessary inclusdon of a bias term in the 
optical analogue hologram. This is not to dismiss optical re-
cons.truction as unworthy of consider a ti on, since it has the 
significant advantage of parallel processing, continuous out-
put, and negligible delay, once the hologram has been prepared. 
As an example, the doubling of aperture dimensions in a holo-
graphic system relying on optical reconstruction would not 
affect image fo:r:matio:Ii. .time·, but the image computation time 
in a serial processor might be drastically increased, as the 
data handled would be quadrupled, and probably more image 
plane points would be desirable. 
The reconstruction procedure applicable to synthetic aperture 
radar (SAR) is of comparable complexity, but only quite 
recently have dedicated digital systems been designed for 
practical imaging; not the least of the problems involved is 
the very high data rate, quoted in one spaceborne imaging 
system as approaching 100Mbits/second. c1o5) 
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There are optical analogue techniques available whereby the 
hologram emergent field represents substantially the 
original object wave unaccompanied by other terms. An early 
technique (l0 6) is essentially a two-dimensional coherent 
optical implementation of a single-sideband processor and 
combines two holograms mapped by an orthogonal reference 
wave pair. A more elegant approach (lO?) uses the principle 
of the (stepped) Fresnel lens. Both appear to require some 
skill and possible delay in preparation. 
A computer-based reconstruction technique lends itself to 
the exploitation of image planes where the scaled optical 
impulse response diff~rs from that of the mapping stage. 
Such a technique is explored in the latter part of this 
chapter as a variant of the planar object imaging system. 
The l.imi tations on lateral resolu.tion imposed by the Fourier 
transform relationship between image impulse response and 
hologram aperture occupancy can be allevia.ted by recourse to 
more recent spectral estimation algorithms (lOS), developed. 
for- time· ser·ies analysis, but equally applicable in two-
dimensional form in the spatia1 domain. These techniques 
appear to offer substantially better resolution and are less 
sensitive to the effects of additive data noise than tech-
. h d" .. (109--111) niques sue · as super 1rect1v1ty. 
As well as conventional digita1. reconstruction from complex. 
data., a hybrid technique is also used in sec. 5. 6, wherein 
the potentially obscuring cross-coupling field is removed 
and image contrast improved in an optica1 reconstruction 
system. A synthetic offset reference wave is added to the 
hol-0gram data after the recording stage, and the result used 
to regenerate the phase-only (binary) optica1. hologram 
transparency. 
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5. 2 The Geometry of the Microwave Hologram Mapping System 
In the interests of reliability, the array hardware was 
transferred to a rigid support with subarrays accurately 
aligned in their respective axes and fitted to a regular grid. 
The arrays were also accurately coplanar, and were arranged 
with axes crossing near the centroid of the equivalent holo-
gram aperture to maximise the system pointing accuracy with 
the paraxial reconstruction processor. (Figs 5.1 and 5.2; 
sec .. J.4.) 
5.3 Subtractive Field Techniques in Microwave Holography 
Wave.front subtraction has- heen va.rious~iy: $.µggest.ed'.·to improy~ 
mi.c·rowave holographic imagery. That routinely us-ed. in this 
work gene.rated a compl.ex difference hologram from two re-
cordings. The object was on1.y introduced in the latter stage. 
If. the field. aris·ing from the direct transmission between 
active eleme·nts (a "cross-coupled" field) can be· regarded as 
lead.ing· to an~ unwante.d. image component, then the subtraction 
procedure is simila.r to that proposed by Ku.j oory and 
Farhat C4T), except· that their subtraction opera.tion was 
ca.rri.ed. out ana·l.ogously and. the imag.e optically recon-
s·t:ruct:ed. fr0!1r a. doubl.e exposed hologram. Their process 
reTie·s: on film linearity·, generates Iow-·level. inteormodula-
t.ion products,. and al.lows only low modulation depth and con-
s-e·que·nt1y a poor ratio of imag,e to zero ord.er distribution 
intensity. 
By contrast.~ the computer-based subtraction is trivially and 
speedily- acc:ompl ished with either real or compl.ex da.te. For 
e:fTecti.ve· remova.l of the cross-coupled component, the 
linearity condition must be: extended to the mapping stage. 
No interaction between cross-coupling and object field is 
permissible, but the hologram-object geometry mitigates 
against this possibility in practice. 
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of 10 antennae -
Fig. 5.2 Crossed array dimensions 
The enhancing of bottom surf ace reflections in the pre-
sence of much larger top surface returns has been sub-
tractively performed in the holographic ice surveying 
system (HISS) C45 J, and the imaging of blockage effects 
in aperture antennae has been facilitated by removing 
f~om the holographically mapped data the field predicted 
for the undisturbed aperture. C
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5.4 Generating an Offset Reference Wave 
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The cross·ed array· ge.ometry optimises the object region 
avai.lable to the paraxial process·or (sec·. 3. 4), whether 
this is implemented by c.omputation or· optically but ob-
jects· c:lose to the (projected) intersection point of the 
arra:ys (Figs. 5 .1. and 5. 2) tend to lead. to images· obscured 
by t:h.e~ central z.ero order background. and. periodic .. dis·t-
ribu.t"ions produced by the sampled. hologram structure. 
The. periodic image property is, howeve·r, a valuable f ea tu re 
in retrieving image la,teraT dimensions, and, an interim· 
reconstruction scheme added an offset reference wave to 
create a· binary· hologram. (The array design. was· based 
on the s;lotted. wa11 ·. res:onant waveguid.e distributor·, 
and~ the. reference wave func.tion accordingly was coplanar 
w;]:.tli: th:e. p1.ane of'. the· transmitting and. receiving elements; 
see s·ec .. 2 .. 3) Data. corresponding to ort:hog;onal components 
of. the· rece·i.ved. field. found with and without object were 
c:onve·rt:ed. to polar form and an incremental phase shift 
of 4. 2. radians per element added to the complex· hologram 
(enhanced by th.e subtraction proc:es:s) in both vertical 
(t:ra;nsm,i t.) and horizontal. (rec:eive·) axes. Taking one· com-
ponent of this, and hardlimi ting produced a binary re-
duced-format transmission hologram. 
From the theory of sec. 3.7, the reference wave subtends 
an angle of 45° with the array plane, and, from eq. 3.70 
the image lateral offset, referred to the mapping domain, 
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becomes just the object range z. In the reduced scale optical 
image, the image offset becomes: in each axis, using eq. 3.21. 
(K is the overall hologram reduction factor) The image re-
petition interval is, from Appendix I, just~(~~), where the 
element spacing 6x (in both x and y axes) is 2/3 of the micro-
wave wavelength. In the optical image, the deliberate offset 
is thus 2/3 of the image repetition interval. 
The orthogonal receiver I and Q outputs were sampled 
sequentially by a single analogue-to-digital converter for 
the first 400 antenna pair intervals after the (1,1) pair 
epoch. Total data gathered amounted to 1600 samples, from 
which a 400-point complex hologram was calculated wherein 
the object wave phase was unambiguously resolved in the range 
-90° to +·2.70°. (This was a range of 360°) All hologram data 
was gathered in two separate one second intervals. 
S.S Example.s of Optically Reconstructed Images 
5 .. 5 .. 1 A Rectangular Planar Obj e.ct 
A large rectangular planar object, placed approximately 
coplanar with the array plane at a range of 76Smm resulted in 
an offset image maximum (Fig. S.3(a)) at a foca.l length 
z' =' 594mm in the optical reconstruction processor. The 
corr~sponding mapping plane dimension z = 1.52m is very 
close to twice the real object distance expected of such an 
object. (sec. 4.2 .. 1) The superior image contrast possible 
with the synthesised reference wave manipulated after the 
record.ing operation can be assessed by comparison with the 
same image plane derived from a non-offset reference hologram. 
(Fig. S.3(b)) Here, the image maximum corresponding to the 
apparent object wave origin is superimposed on the central 
zero order and sampling structure distributions and is by 
Images are .indi1.::1ted b',' arro\,'S lJ1· 1 111 out 111e 
Figs. S.3(a) and (b) Specular 
object (Reference wave is 
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Figs. S.3(c) and (d). Offset(left) and non-offset holograms 
Fig. 5.4 Toroidal obj eCt· 
Note central br:lght region 
Fig. S. 5 Toroidal object. 
Internal reflections have 
been suppressed here 
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no means obvious. The respective offset and non-offset 
holograms (Figs. 5.3(c) and 5.3(d)) are mirror images of 
those used in the reconstruction process, but it is evident 
that in the former the lowest spatial frequencies, indicating 
the direction of the image maximum, are to the top and right, 
in contrast to the symmetrical appearance of the non-offset 
hologram. 
Measured ima.ge lateral offset as a fraction of repetition 
interval is 6 7% horizon tally and 65% vertically. 6 7% is 
introduced deliberately in both axes, and the measured object 
tilt of 19 mRadians accounts for -1. 3% offset in the vertical 
aspec.t. ( Fi g . 5 . 3( a) ; s e c 4 . 2 . 2 ) 
5.5.2 A Toroid.al Object 
A circular ima.ge is obtained using an ordinary car inner 
tube, covered with metal foil. The image is found at 
z: 1· =0 2.S.2mm, corres.ponding to 36mm more than the object range 
of 690mm to the nearest surface, when referred to the mapping 
domain .. The· mirror diameter of th.e torus- (140mm) would sug-
gest a focal length of 3'5mm for this surface. The torus 
major· diameter was 360mm and that estimated from the ima.ge 
is slightly conservative (3'08mm), since the object is close 
to the- paraxial minimum range. 
The appearance of a bright central region within the fainter 
extended. circular image is evidence of internal torus re-
flections and is not due to any "ghost imagery'-' (ll2) 
generated by the thresholding operations necessary to de-
rive the binary hologram. The result of a similar experiment 
(Fig:. 5 .S), performed. using th.e same object bu.t with an inner 
cir:cumferential lining of microwave absorptive material, 
demonstrates the removal of the central image component and 
provides a rather more distinct image of the torus. The 
circular image is broadened by the extended impulse re-
-
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ponse of the system. The estimated object diameter of 
300mm from Fig. 5.5 is also conservative. The position of 
the image centre is correct to within the calculated lateral 
resolution at this range. 
5.5.3 A Regularly Corrugated Object 
An image of a tilted corrugated object (Figs. 5.6(a) and 
5. 6(b)) shows marked specular character. The mea.sured image 
focal length of z' = 720mm is translated as z =, 1. 67m in the 
mapping stage. This figure is intermed.iate be·tween twice 
the object range limits of 670mm and l.OSm and the vertical 
fractional. offset indicates an apparent object wave origin 
at an angle of 16.3° below the· equivalent quasi-isotropic 
il.luminator, allowing for the del.iberate vertical. axis off-
S·et. The· horiz.ontal imag.e offset is negligible since the 
corrugations are parallel to the hologram plane. 
The combinati~n of superficial wavelength and. amplitude 
I.eads to near-normal incidence· reflection for- a calculated 
depression of 16 .. 7°, and the incremental distance· to neigh-
bouring components of' the c.orrugation is one wavelength at 
this depres scion angle. The corruga.t ions in this angular 
re:gion reflect cophasal components· as from. c:: sampl.ed. plane. 
The calculated depth res·olution at: this range (about 400mm. 
is indicated from eq. 3. 2 9) is insuf'ficient to resolve the 
individual strips contributing to the S·pecular effect .. 
Rotating the same object such that the corrugations are in 
the plane of the array (Fig. S.7(a), yields a fainter image 
(Fig. 5.T(b)) at a reduced focal 1.ength z' = 410mm, cor-· 
responding to z = 962mm. The observed image behaviour 
larger focal lengths was such that the image was of super-
ficial detail, since the image is characteristically 
focussed in the vertical axis, but horizontally extended. 
The corrected vertical image offset of -19.3% of the 
Images are indicated by arrows or in outline -
I 
Side view of arrays ~ 
z = 1050mm ~ 
A -------< - : 6 ;JO 71 
. A=69mm _ - Equivalent · ~ 
(object ·system 
pitch) illuminator 
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I 
I ______________________ 1_ 
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Fig. s.7Ja) .vertical object I Fig. S.?(b) Extended ~mage 
Fig. S.8 Vertical cylinder object 
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repetition interval predicts a return from a region 19.5° 
below the equivalent illuminator. (Fig. S.7(a)) Including 
the known vertical angular offset of the object, an object 
corrugation is expected to present normal incidence at a 
depression angle of 25°. The conservative image offset 
estimate is characteristic 0£ the paraxial processor when 
used at excessive offsets. (sec. 3.4) 
5.5.4 A Cylindrical Object 
An extended image provides further evidence of the equiva1-ent 
linear scatterer behaviour of a . .cylindrical object. (Fig. 5.8; 
s·ec. 4.2.5.) The image is close. to and slightly above. a line 
from the imag.e. centroid and. a.t 45° to the horizonta1 axis. 
A c·omponent below the· highest proved to behave as a. c.on-
jugate· or defocussed virtual image with changing focal length 
in the optical. processor. 
The latera1 image dimension is essentially that of the 
system impulse res:ponse in this axis-, and the measured 
spacing of· the three interrupted vertica1 lines is that 
expected. at the calculated range z = 937mm in the mapping 
s.tage. (Appendix I) . 
The~ image c.entr.oid is· found at T3.3% of the· repetition 
inte·rva1 in tfre vertical axis. Allowing for the deliberate 
ofTs·et of 67% ,. that· remaining is very c1ose1y that expected 
of a. cylinde·r whose centre is in line with the equ.iva1ent 
illuminator (Fig. 5.2.) and consequently somewhat above the 
hologram centroid. The cylinder long axis was parallel to 
the mapping plane. 
Vertical fractional extent of the real image component 
(23'%) corresponds to an object dimension of 325mm or 66mm 
more than that measured. The object length is thus not 
accurately determinable given the complicated impulse 
response of the vertical axis which tends to extend 
perceived lengths, and the conservative estimates produced 
by the paraxial reconstruction system. 
5.6 Examples of Digitally Reconstructed Images 
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In this section a series of digitally reconstructed images 
using complex data holograms tends to confirm the object 
specular behaviour deduced from optically reconstructed 
im.ag.es. The same set of objects· as that used in the first 
section have been used again here. The paraxia.l.recon-
struction process was implemented as a direct deconvolution 
operation on the phase of the. complex hologram, according 
to eq. 3. 8, and,. in contrast to the real image displayed in 
the optical system, the virtual image was computed here. 
Th.e reference wave synthesised by the· antenna commutation 
s.equence is coplanar with the arrays, and hence the hologram 
represents essentially object wave data. No offset reference 
wave is necessary in this reconstruction mode. (sec. 3". 6) 
The (s·ubtra.ctive) crosscoupled suppression scheme wa.s used 
routinely. 
The s;tratagem determining image dimensions as fractions of 
the repetition interval is unnecessary, and in the images to 
be pre-sented. the image plane left bottom corner was close to 
the. ( 1.1.) antenna coordinates (Fig. 5. 2) and is presented 
f~om the point of view of an observer facing the array. The 
ima.g.e· field is· quantised into ten levels, symbolically re-
presented according to Fig. 5~9(c), and scaling was used to 
fill mos·t of' this range. 
S·.6.1 A Re·c:tangular Planar Object 
An apparent paraboidal object wave origin is imaged at 
z=1 .9m, behind a large rectangular plane 950mm from and 
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found at z = 2m 
The maximum intensity point is found 8.5 units right and 
9.5 units above the origin, and the image field is com-
puted at 4 0 .4Illlil (twice the antenna interval ~x) increments 
in both lateral axes. The image maximum position is in 
e.rror by only -30mm in the vertical axis and essentially 
correct in its horizontal position. The first sidelobe 
pair of the image is spaced 222mm in the horizontai axis, 
and from the calculated angular distribution :in Appendix I, 
c·losely approximates the diffraction-limited copy of the 
quas-i-isotropic il.luminator supposed a.t the array inter-
sec·tion.. 
A lower amplitude dis-persed distribution is obtained if 
reconstruction is attempted in a plane correspond.ing to 
that of' the re-al image- in an op ti cal sys.tern-. (Fig_. 5 . 9 (b) ) 
The· imag.e amplitud.e has- been amplified 8 times- relative to 
that of Fig .. 5. 9 (a) and shows no additional. f·ocussed term 
(up to the second dis-play level.) which m·ight have been ex--
pec:te.d. had. serious orthogonality error been present in the 
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r.e£erence· channel of· the microwave mixer-.. The orthogonality 
error is estimated as- less than 5°, using the simple theory 
of Appendix Ir. For the· apparent point scatterer of Fis. 
5~ .. 9 (a.},. the· approxima.te ratio of virtual image amplitude to 
that evaluated in the plane· corresponding to the re.al image. 
. f. h h Z:XY f. . . h 1 1.s·:,, rom· t· e same t: eory, A.z , or a continuous o ogram 
ape:rture· XY in are-a. In the practical system,. the conjugate 
bac:kground. t:o the focus:sed. (and optically produced) real 
image· is charac~teris·ed by four separate "patches" '(as· an 
example, see Fig. S'.6(b)). Ascribing the continuous aperture 
ra·tio to the pra.ctic·a1 s~ystem in the·se regions indicates 
a1oou.t T% relative amplitude, whereas Fig .. 5.9(b) has d.is-
pe-rs·ed regions up to 11 % relative am.pl i tude. 
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5.6.2 A Horizontal Cylindrical Object 
An image of a thin cylinder, parallel to the horizontal 
array and with the scattering centre estimated at z = lm 
from the array, i~ impulse response limited in the vertical 
direction and hoiizontally extended. (Fig. 5.lO(a)) The 
estimated centre of the image is within lOmm of its correct 
position. At double this range, the image is compressed 
horizontally and vertically extended. The first sidelobe 
pair spac:ing is, f'rom Fig. 5.lO(b),. 242mm and compares 
f'avourably with the calculated va1ue 257mm. The range axis 
focal separation in orthogonal axis is similar to that ob-
s·erved. in Fig. 4. 6. 
The same object tilted in the plane of· the array exhibits 
simila.r separation at the same range values, but the 
structure· of the impulse r·esponse and. its array axial 
dependence diminish image recogniza.bility in this case (Figs. 
5 .11.(a.) and. 5 .11 (b)) ,. al though the two components do appear 
t:o subtend compiementary angles. 
5. 6. 3· A Toroidal Object 
The ima.g.e. or a toroidal object is perturbed by the impul.se-
respons:e of the sy5tem·, but there is evidenc:e of" an extend.ed_ 
quasi-circular· sc-attere.r·. (Fig. 5 .12.) The horizontal and 
v·e.rtical diameters: are estimated at 320mm and. 2.83mm re-spect-
ively and the image a.spect ra.tio has here been corrected to 
remove perceived distortion tolerable in point-like and 
extend.ed linear· images. The more subtle modulation. of the 
ima.g.e radius accord'ing to the aspect of the· equivalent ill-
uminator relative to the object is not appreciable. The 
image dimension is somewhat less than the 360mm diameter of 
the scattering circle, but is comparable to· the optically 
reconstructed image of the identical object under the con-
ditions obtaining in Fig. S.S. 
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5.6.4 Spherical Object 
A single spherical object shows evidence of some impulse 
response distortion (asymmetry) attributable to the much 
lower reflected field amplitude and subsequent poorer 
signal-to-noise ratio (Fig. 5.13), but is comparable as a 
point scatterer at z ~ 1.lm with the form of the specular 
image component obtained from a large planar object. 
(Fig .. 5.9(a)) 
5. T A Range-Plane Imaging Sys tern 
This section de:Scribes a variant of the planar imaging 
system which sacrifices an image dimension to. obtain 
a.zimuthal and enhanced. range resolution. The procedure is 
designa.ted "range-plane" imaging. The imaging system is 
shown in. Fig. 5. 14-,, and the enhanced. range reso'lution 
arises from the grazing· intersection of the (assumed) 
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plana.r object region and the extended focal axis structure 
of the equivalent vertical axis beam, since the object plane 
is' constrained to be· considerably below the array projecte·d 
aperture. The geometry considere~ here has an object plane 
pa.ra11e1 to the horizonta1 as this configura.tion is probably 
most useful experimentally. 
Range. resolution is achieved in a rather different way to 
both the holographic d·epth probe (HISS) of Iizuka. et al. C4-2 - 45·) 
and. Ka.rg.' s implicit pulse domain technique. ( 2 ' 3) The 
former had two coaxial (rather than two orthogonal) arrays, 
and the intersection of the "fan beams" of transmitting and 
receiving arrays is a compact function of range. That the 
beam· foca1 regions intersect at an included angle which is 
itself a function of range, yields a range-yarying depth 
res-elution. Karg' s holographic imaging system is capable 
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Fig. 5.15 Range-plane imaging by a single linear array 
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range resolution by using wide bandwidth, but it is felt. 
that in at lease one application (the laboratory instrumen-
tation of a variable focal length microwave probe for the 
wave-wave interaction process is proposed in Chp. 1 and 
discussed in Chp. 6) the monofrequency system may be pre-
ferred. In most static imaging techniques, the extension 
of the imaging system's bandwidth (in a temporal sense) 
generally improves the recognizability of the image. ( 2) 
The monofrequency system d.oes ,. however, have the advantage 
o.f s·imple·r proc.e:ssing. 
The geometry considered· in this section does require a 
priori knowledge o.f the. vertical position of the object: 
plane.,. but eve·n this c·an be obta'.ined given a single obj'e.ct 
at known ran.ge· as· a ca·Iibrat:ion point .. 
5. T. l Theory of Range-Plane Imaging 
The ana1ysis is confined to static, planar object distri-· 
butions;.. The: array intersection point (Fig:s. s·.1 and s·. 2:) 
is. at a. he·ight" Y above the· mapping plane coordinate system,. 
and:. the arrays are envisag,e.d· as "looking down" at· the objec.t: 
pl.an.e·. (Fig... s·. 14:) If' t:he~ obj ec-t region is· s t:at:ic during 
e1e- hoTo·gram data ac.quis.ition interval, and if' the vert.ic·al 
amtenffae- are assumed. to be· c·ommutated. more rapidiy than the 
horiz:ontal antennae·, then the system is. similar t:o that used 
in synthe;t:ic ape·rture radar (S.A.R.), where a. platform 
(aircraft or scatellite) trans.ports· a coherent pulsed radar 
at: constant speed past the· object plane. C49 , 64 ) 
Ih:. s:.A •. R .. , .. ra:ng,e· d:isc.rimination is achieved na.turally by 
t:h:e· temporal orderin.g o'f· the scattered signals, but: useful 
rang.e resolution in a laboratory continuous wave holographic 
system requires a second mapping region co6rdinate, and 
knowledge of the height of the object plane. 
It should be noted that mapping of an extended plane object 
does not intrinsically require field measurements to be 
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made in two dimensions, since in principle holographic 
mapping is able to collapse two object dimensions into a one-
dimensional linear record. The geometry of reconstruction 
of suc·h a line.ar (complex) hologram is suggested in Fig. 
5.15. The hologram is considered to be illuminated from be-
hind by a plane wave, representing the original reference 
wave in the practical sys·tem. ·The d.otted. area on the object 
plane sugKests the action. of the recons,truction process.. In 
most laboratory microwave holographic systems the range 
res.elution is suff ic.ient:ly poor not to warrant serious con-
s~ideration of this· mod.e, but as the scale of' the imaging 
system· inc,reas·es ,. so d.oes. the range· resolution become a 
mor:e useful spec·ification·. (sec. 3.3· .. 4·) 
In: Fig,. 5 .14 the. complex. field measured in. the hologram 
mappin.g using all c.ombination of transmitting and receiving 
e'l.eme:nts ,. and a.ssuming. that" the chosen element: spacing lead.s 
to: an equivalent c:oplana.r syntfretic. re'ference· wave·, is:. 
- IJ jk(u~~yi+v2)1 jk((u-x)2~y2~vi)! 
hc.(x:,.y') -· A(u., v) . e . e· . dudv 
A~(u.,,v') 
- ---·-·-·-·-·-r-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-'-·-·-·-·-·-·-e-" 5· .• , 1 
The va.r'fa,ble· y =' Y' +Y, d':y=dy1 , and. Y is the· height of the 
tran,s.mitt:ing and rece·ivtng array intersection point above 
the· chosen (u,v) object plane. Both exponents- of eq. 5.1 
a-re· functions of the objec·t plane coordinate system, and 
th.i.5'. c:omp1icates· the: image· reco.ns.truction operation. The 
I:"e:q.uired: image !:(UrV I) rS· S't'TiCtly reconstructed from· the 
c·omp1ex hologram h (:~·, Y'} using the "backpropagator" 
approach ( 26 , 87 ) :c 
II 
-jk(u 12 +y2 +v-12 )1: · -jk((u-x) 2+Y 2 +v 12 )1 
I (u' , v') = he (x, y' ) . e .. e . 
xy' dNdy' ------------ 5. 2 
This repeats the reconstruction procedure of eq. 3.42. 
The image plane is specified by the (u' ,v') coordinate 
sys-tern, where v' is a coordinate in the r~nge direction 
normal to the hologram projected aperture. Direct eval-
uation of eq. 5.2 poses a sizeable calculation problem; 
given only a 20 x 2D array of complex data comprising the 
·hologram and calculating a similarly sized image array 
requires that the backpropagation function be calculated 
as ¢00 complex data fbr each of 400 proposed output plane 
points. This di.ree:t cal.culation has been perfbrmed as a 
check on an approximat·e· method( 3'S), and even using Fortran 
5 execution on a terminal system, routinely took between 
I and. 2 minute.s while using Basic took over an hour. Since 
th:is; in-ves:tigation was of. an exploratory nature, and as the 
g'.eo.metry was. not· envis.aged. in the original system design, 
some- sacri.f'ice· of image positional accuracy was f"eit· wort·h-
whiie· in order to force s:eparability on to the reconstruction 
alg:orithm and consequently improve image computation time. 
S. T. 2: Approximate Reconstruction Procedure 
The; i.ma.g:e recons'truction procedure ( eq. 5. 2) can be 5impl i-
f:ied. if" th.e maximum· azimuthal image plane dimension is such 
t:h·.at a'z·.imuthal. d.epend.ence- can be neg.1.ec-ted in one exponent 
o·r eq;. 5 .. 2~. The' appr.ox.imate reconstruction procedure- is: 
I(u' ,v') 
• k ( 2 I 2 ) 2! • k ( ( I ) 2. 2 2 ) 1 
ff 
-J .. Y +v -J u -x +Y +v' 2 
-· hc(x, y') .. e . e 
xy' 
dxdy' 5 .3 
Th.e· approximate· proc'.edure can be viewed as a two --step- pro·-
c·e:s.s· producing a final image I from: an intermediate field I', 
where: . ( 2 2 1 
J 
-Jk y +v' ) 2 
I' (x,v') = hc(x,y') .e .dy' -------------- 5.4 
y' 
and f --jk((u'-x)2+(Y2+v'-2))~ 
I(u' ,v') = I' (x,v') .e .dx ----- 5.5 
x 
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The intermediate field produced by the first integration 
(eq. 5.4) can be regarded as a range-ordered sequence of 
fields sampled at only one position in a plane normal to v' 
and coplanar with the hologram mapping aperture. (Fig. 5.16) 
If eq. 5.4 is rewritten as: 
2 2 1 
-. f. ' -jk((y-w) +v' )2 I' '(x,w) - hc(x,y ).e .dy 
y' 
then eq. 5.6 describes a procedure which generates an inter-
mediate field I'' using hologram column (y-axis) data, 
assuming~ constant range v', and performing a deconvolution 
operatruon in the vertical (w-axis) direction. The procedure 
of eq. 5.4 generated a series of fields I'', range-ordered, 
but only sampled at the single point w=O. This point is 
coincident with the (known) position of the object plane. 
The range-plane object is thus treated as an assembly of 
range-ordered strips at a constant distance below the holo-
gram array intersection point. 
The image is (approximately) determined by the second 
opera.tion (eq .. 5.5) which acts on the intermediate field I' 
row. data. by operating on that data with a function which is 
ad.Justed for image u' -axis o·f f set in the normal manner, but 
is also adjusted for the range (v' -axis) assigned that I' row 
data by the initial operation .. (eq. 5.4J The complete rang.e-· 
plane reconstruction process is thus equal in complexity 
(and hence in execution time) to the separable paraxial imag-
ing process of eq .. 3.8~ When both are implemented by direct de-
convolution, except that a single line only of azimuth (u'-axis) 
data is calculated at a given range v', but many such v'-axis 
azimuth samples constitute a planar image. A simpler second 
stage process has also been used: 
f 
-j k ( ( u ' -x) 2 I Zv' ) 












F~g. 5.16 On the approximate reconstruction procedure 
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Fig. 5.17 An equivalent phased array interpretation of the 
approximate imaging process 
This is based on the paraxial reconstruction process. 
(sec. 3.3.1) 
T6 
The approximate reconstruction procedure (eq. 5.3) is also 
supported by the equivalent phased-array view of the imaging 
process. (Fig. 5.17) The intersection of the vert·ical 
·-
(y-axis) and horizonta1 (x-axis) beam maxima defines the 
location of the particular object region point as a function 
of· th.e s:eparat:e array c.omplex weighting operations. The 
price paid. for the simplification of the- reconstruction 
al.g~orithm as se:parable operations- on each axis's- d·ata is a 
range error or "walk" c·oupled to az.imuthal object offset 
(u--ax:is), and a "gain error" (of· less importanc:e) a-riS"ing 
from the lack of exact reg:is-tration of the two beam maxima 
at other than obje:ct positions direc.tly in line- with t:he 
array inters·ection po·in.t. The- latter error- is- e-a.sil.y c.or-· 
rected in a di::g·it:a1 re-construction process. 
The· hologram data comprised a 20 x 20 array of comple.x field 
va.lue·s .. The algorithm,. which implemented eq. S .. 3 as a 
d.ire.ct integ.rat:ion in a Ba'5ic· prog.ram, generated an- inte:r-
med.iate (c.omple.x) arra.y by ca.l.culat:ing f'irst the approximate 
vertical "bac:kpropag_ator"· and. applying_ this t:o the hologram 
da~ta:,. according: to eq. S .4-. The· image was c.ompleted by· im-· 
pTe.me,nt:ing, eq. 5.S,. or, in s·ome- pre"liminary cases,, the· 
s:imp·Ie'r.- v-e-rsTo.n in eq: .. S. T. The azimuthal. (u' --a.xis-) spread; 
of: t:h.e· ima.ge. was 19 units of· 60.6mm, or 5T6mm on each sid.e 
O'f° the: pro j·e.c:ted aperture. 
5 .. 7'.3 Demonstrating th.e Range-Plane Imaging Mode 
The~ ini tia.1 d.emons·trations: of this rang:e-plan.e imag_ing mode 
we,re· made using only the vertical array of antennae and re-
placing the horizontal array functionally by a single horn 
antenna. The object chosen was a narrow cylindrical bar 
which was laid across the object region parallel to the 
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u-axis and at a known distance below the horizontal array. 
The object range was varied from . 4 to 1.2 metres and the re -
construction operation was confined to the evaluation of a 
series of vertical sections through the suspected object 
plane. The height-range sections for the first and last 
experiments are shown. (Fig. 5.18) 
In all 8 cases, the image estimate of range was within the 
inherent 50mm resolution of the displayed data, assuming 
tha.t the object's d·istance below the array centre was 
ac:curat:ely kn.own. T'he vertical beam cross-section d.id not 
va'ry much in the focal reg·ion. along a 1 ine joining array 
c:entre. and focal point, so. that the range resolution could 
be e·s·timated by projection onto the object plane. (sec. 3·.J.4) 
For an ohj ect ran.ge 0. 4m ,. and .. using the· extra.-·paraxia1 the.cry 
of" s·ec .. 3'.S. z·, t:he vertica1 re.·solution ( -·JdB' p·o in ts) is 
approximate·ly cSy: 




')t,. wher·e L =0585 .. 8mm,A.=:30.3mm, 
and. Y=,606mm. - 3dB 1y y 
T'he: ang1e: betw.ee'n array· centre,. foc·a.I point,. and. obj ec.t plane· 
ie: 
a: =- arctan(Y/v) =0 so 0 , whence range resolution !J.v is·: 
t::;.:v. =• a·y .. cota::: =: 44mm .. (The di.splay increment was 5·omm.) 
The: l:ii.near holog.ram• or: one.-d:imens•i.onal data·. array r:epre·-
s:ented· measured complex f'ie.ld. va·lues in polar- form·. Image. 
f:±d.e:Ii:.ty wa:s improved by subtracting the: f'i.e1d measured in 
abs·ence: of· the· bar object· f'rom that found in. its. p.r:esen.ce; .. 
(sec. 5 .. 3') The image was•. f'ound us·ing : 
.. ,~ ( ( ' ) 2: '. 2.) 1 
J
' -·Jl\.. w.-y +y 
:r h~ (y··1')· e· dy' _, c· ... ,. ._.. ~ . 
y·' 
The variable w is an image· plane variabie parallel to y. 
(Fig. 5.16) Image amplitude is displayed as one of ten 
possible levels, and follows the format used in the first 
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Range-plane image of corrugated sheet object 
An early implementation of the range-plane imaging system 
was undertaken using the paraxially-approximate second 
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stage reconstruction process. (eq. 5. 7) One example of 
imagery using both antenna arrays and this reconstruction 
process resulted from a triangularly corrugated metal sheet 
object. The corrugation wavelength was 69mm, and the crests 
were parallel to the u-axis. The sheet was 400mm wide and 
extended from TOOmm to 1. 2m in the range (v) axis. The 
image. has been presented from the point of view of an ob-
S'e:rve·r stationed at the array· intersection point, and 
looking outwards and downwards. 
The. ima.ge structure is c.omplicated by sidelobes· arising 
from the interrupted array g.eometry, but has an extended 
maximum around. rang.e l.2m and. al.s:o at TOOmm. The: latter· is 
proba bl.y due· to the return f:·rom 1.ead.ing edge of the object:; 
the f:ormer may similarly be from the far edge but is signif-
icant that the Bragg. mod.e· of reflection could enhance the 
return from· th.is· reg.ion. Given- 6 9mm pitch and. 30 .. 3mm wave-· 
l.en:g:t·h, a Bragg ref1ec:tion maximum· s-hould. occur f'or: 
c.os;e =· 2A./ A, where A is- corruga ti.on pitch and. A. is waveleng.th; 
Inc:id.ent beam and. obj ec:t included. angle=arccos (2. 30. 3/69) 
--2·8 6° c118 ) T'h·· ·1 · f. d · h -· . .. . 1.s ang e 1.s oun at a rang.e v ,. w ere: 
v=0Yc·ot (28. 6°) =1 .. l.3m:.. This estimated. range to the Bragg 
int:erac:tion reg:ion is· clos·e to the ima.ge maximum in Fig. 5 .19. 
The horizontal image structure is. e.x.tende.d as a result of the 
s;pecula:r refle.ct:ion from the object. 
The s·ame reconstruction process was used to track the u-axis 
position of a simulated point object at cons-tant range v 
Erom the. arrays·. (Fig... 5 .. 2:0) 
Th:e o·bject, a lS'Omm diameter metal sphere, was initially at 
a range of 88·0mm and closely aligned with the horizontal 
array centre. As in previous experiments, the complex data 
represents the difference hologram. The image maximum is 
1. 4 
1.3 






- Horizontal image interval is 60.0mm -
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Image maximum +· 
( c) 
Fig. 5.20 Range walk effect using a simulated point scatterer 
within 60.6mm of the correct position and to the left, and 
has no more than 80mm range error. 
T9 
By contrast:, moving the same ~bjett 7 display units (424mm) 
to the left (Fig. 5.2.0(b)) and right (Fig. 5.20(c)) results 
in slightly reduced image amplitude (86%), but the image 
position is severely mis-represented. The object positions 
inferred from the images are conservative and the range 
errors. (averaging l 50mm) are reminiscent of the similar 
"range-walk" effect encountered in S.A.R. imagery .. Cl0 5) 
Demonstration of Hologram Averaging 
The demons·tra.tion of the range-plane imaging mode revealed 
that: be.1.ow a· c·erta.in object wave· amplitude (it is und.erstood 
that the di.f:f'erence hologram mod.e has: been us·ed. in all. 
e:xperiments) the nois·e: introduced. into the complex dat:a 
destroyed the• correspondence be·tween image and object d.etail. 
This noise: arose mainly in. the receiver mixers, and uncor-
re1.ated. ad.d:i.tive noise from this- source was converted. into 
phas:e and· amplitude noise in t:he polar dat:a representation. 
The· object. used .. in Fig. 5.20 was- placed at a. range of 1.29m· 
from~ the arrays,, and. in a known objec.t plane. Object: 
po-siti.ons were in· 1 ine with the hor:;.:zont:al array centre, and 
a point l.8:Z:rnm t:o t:he right. (3' display uni ts) In Fig. 
5. 2J (a),. the· image. maximum has only· 1.3mm ran.ge· error, and 
is ax:imuthally 30rnm le-ft: of the correct position, which is 
about: one-half the· lateral resolution of a filled array. 
Moving the object results in image Fig. 5.2l(b), and. a 
reduction in object wave ampl itud.e has destroyed. the image. 
There· is a'. component a.t the corre·c.t pos·i t ion, but: ambiguous 
components abound. 
The image fidelity has been improved by the simple exp~dient 
of recording several (8) object fields, as difference 
1.4-
1. 3 
1 • 2. 
1 .1 
1 • 0 
o .. 9 
0.8 
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Figs. S.21(c)-(e) The effect of averaged holograms 
holograms, and averaging by vector addition. Such images, 
reconstructed from averaged holograms, are given in 
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Fig. 5.2l(c)-(e). The object positions, at a constant 
range of· l.29m, were central and 250mm left and right of 
this point. The "range-walk" ph~nomenon has been greatly 
reduced since the reconstruction process used here is that 
of eq. 5.3. The "range-walk" amounts to 38mm; using the 
equiva.lent phased array notion of Fig. 5.17 indicates 24mm. 
The estimated object offsets from the images are 333mm 
(left) and 24.2mm (right) and this·. error is not worse· than 
t:he· 6Tmm azimuthal resolution at this range. The curva-
ture of the image trajectory at constant range of the object, 
but with varying lateral of£set is opposite (that is, con-
vex with re·s.pect to the· array) to that indicated in Fig. 5 .. 17. 
Iil this equivalent phased. array description, the concave 
object regJ.on be·am maximum is a contour of equal processor 
wei.g:ht, and larger aximuthal offsets are acc·essed by longer 
(rather than shorter) vertical array process·or focal. lengths·. 
In t:hi·s re.spect, reas-oning. is similar to that: advanced in 
s·ec. 3. 4 t:o explain hyberbol ic image plane d.i stortion. 
A cylind.rical object, laid pa.rallel to the x-·axis was 
success£u1.ly imaged. by the multiple field averaging technique 
at a. rang,e· of 1. 9m. (Fig,. 5. 22') As in previous demon-· 
s;tr:ations·, .. y-axis position was assumed known, and the re-
construction proces·s. was that of eq. 5. 3 •. The image 
a·z.imuth extent is, at 67 Omm·,. very close to the true object 
Ieng.th of" 620mm, but the theory of sec. 4.2.4 suggests that 
the limiting image dimension of one-half the array apertu~e 
in· t:hat· axis- i.s apparently extended by the horizonta.1 axis 
impu:ls·e re·sponse· distribution. The range· is accurately re-
presented to within two display units (lOOmm). At this 
range, some care must be taken in estimating the effective 
scattering centre of the cylinder, as every lmm error in 
y-axis position influences the image range by -2.8mm. 
- Horizontal image interval is 60.6mm -
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5. T. 4 Simula ti on of the Exact Reconstruction Process 
A direct deconvolution check of the range-plane imaging 
mode using a point object and with Fortran 5 translation of 
the reconstruction procedure of eq. 5.2 has been performed 
by Pare C3S) as a continuation of an undergraduate project. 
The images were generated using both synthetic and measured 
data, and the formeT assumed array geometry indentical to 
that: of the prototype experimental system. 
9· imag,es· (Fig. 5 .. 23 (a.) - (i)) reveal that the.re is sensibly no 
error in the location o·f the image maxima, al though the 
poin.t object off.set of 303mm left and right of the hori-
z.ont:a·l array centre at the lowest range simulated (58lmm) 
wouTd have produced at Iea·st 74mm range error (acc.ord.ing to 
the· equivalent phased a.rray approach of Fig. 5'.lT) had the 
s;impl.er approximate recons.truc.tion process· of e:q. 5· .. 3 been 
foll.owed.. The images have· been presented as if the object 
plane· we·re viewed facing the· array elements,, .. and the side-
1.o:be~ s·truc:ture; surrounding. the image. maxima is· a function 
of" the: aperture an t:ennae dis·t:ri bu ti on rather than an inherent: 
feature· of the technique .. 
The: sma'll e:rrors in·: maxima. posi t:ion (not worse than 1 unit: 
o:f" 4~0 . .4mm) have~ bee.n traced. to an integer round.ing operation 
wh.ic:h has. g,enera,t:ed~ the image· in a plane· 5% higher than the 
objec.t plan.e·. As a re,sult:,. all image dimensions are slight.Iy 
c:o·ns-e:rvat:ive, wh.ic.h is in agreement with the:. opeTa t:ion of 
t·he• equivalent phased array of Fig. 5 .17. 
An axample· of the· reconstruc·tion of experimental data by the· 
pr:·oc:e:S:s i5' give:n in Fig-. 5 ... 24:(a). Ima.g:e orie.nt:a.tion is as 
fo:r.· ot:he·r imag.es from measured data. The object was the 
l SOmm metal sphere used in pr:evious s-tudies·. Hologram data 
was captured using the local Varian V-77 minicomputer and 
stored on punched paper tape. The Univac Fortran 5 system 
-
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Fig. 5.23 A simulation of the range-plane imaging process 
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Fig. 5.25 Imaging in the presence of conjugate data - an 
optical analogue 
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was used for reconstruction, and this process was that of eq. 
5. 2. The image displays essentially no azimuthal ·error and has 
an estimated. 13mm range error only. It is noteworthy that the 
measured range resolution of two display units (81mm) is close 
to that indicated by the simple theory of sec. 5.7.3. 
An image processed according to the simpler approximate al-
gori thrn of eq. 5.3 is given in Fig. 5.24(b) and uses the data 
identical to Fig. 5.24(a). The object range is indicated as 
875mm, which is accurate to well within the range resolution, 
while the azimuthal error in. image maximum position is about 
40mm -· no significant error a.rises from the use of the 
approximate algorithm in this case .. 
The execution of the exact reconstruction procedure (eq. 5.2.) 
with either synthet·ic or measured data took be,tween 1 and. 2 
minu.tes .. The use of the approximate algorithm (eq. 5 .. 3·) sug--
gested in this chapter would reduce this time by a factor of 
10, based. both on comparative measurements of the program 
execution t:irile run in Basic and. Fortran S" languages, and on 
the rela.ti ve number of mu1 tiplica tion operations required. in 
each algorithm, and a 6 to 12 second reconstruction time would 
be close to ll'reaL-time" processing. 
S.7.5 Array Systematic Errors 
A notable diff"erence betwee.n the image derived from synthetic 
and. measured holograms is .the persistent "clutter" in the 
latter, even when appreciable data averaging has reduced the 
effects of random. amplitude and phase errors. This discrepancy 
is~ a.ttributed. to the lack of s.;ystema.tic error correction. 
There is· no reason why these could not be corrected in an 
operational system, and in this case, the multiple field 
averaging process may be valuable where object velocity is 
negligible over the total averaging time. 
A practical advantage of the geometry used in this section 
would allow imaging in the presence of conjugate hologram 
components generated by various hardware tolerances. 
(Appendix 11) If the reconstruction process is regarded 
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as equivalent to plane (reference) wave illumination of the 
complex perturbed hologram, then the defocussed conjugate 
ima.ge field will not in.tersect the wanted image plane. 
(Fig. 5. 2.5) This: analogy with optical pra.ctice is imperfect, 
si.n.ce the backpropag.ation function peculiar to the extra-
pa.rax·ial g.eometry does not mimic the "natural" impulse 
re:s.pons-e· function of f'ree space. 
5. T •. 6 Obj ec:t Region Accessibility 
The r:ang:e-plane imaging system appears to violate· the 
object and. rang;e relationships. determined. by avairab le 
ape·rtu.re and antenna spacing.. No problem has been experienced 
w-ith an object off.set Y of· 600mm' at only· 4-00mm range,, 
a:lt:h,eugh Fig .. 3 .11 appea.rs· to forbid. this·.. The range-
pTane imagJng system has a fixed object plane vertical offset 
and. the: a1iased. imagery arising from· samp1ing violations can 
be. suppress-ed. by displaying, only a finite· positive sample 
ooE the imag.e. range dime·ns ion.. The· s it:uation is. s-imi.lar to 
t:ha\t f:ound. in· a. phased array antenna. w-i th e l.emen t s-pa.cing 
g.re·a•t:e:r than :\I 2:; the element spacing. used in the: proto-
type· holographic sys tern wa.s- 2:>. I 3·. The "g.ratin-g· lobe" 
maocimum appearing above the normal to the vertical a.rray 
d0e,s- not in.terce.pt the object rang,e·-plane if the primary 
b.e;am~ is- focussed be•low this~ normal. Fig: .. 5 .. 1.8. is: a veTtic:al 
axis s:ecti:on of the focussed beam and. does s-how a· subsidiary 
maximum at an angle of opposite s·ign such that no inter-
ference is experienced in an image plane parallel to the 
object and below the vertical array. 
5.7.7 Conclusion 
It has proved possible to retrieve specular image com-
ponents of simple object scenes with satisfactory accuracy 
in lateral and longitudinal axes. The "self-cluttering" 
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of images from more complex objects due to the high impulse 
response sidelobe level is not inherent to the crossed 
a::i··ray configuration and could. be remedied in an operational 
sys:te.m.. The· accessible· object region need not be a.s c·onser-
vative as that indicated in Fig. 3·.13, as real and. conjug.ate 
ima.ge ove·r-Iap is acceptable given adequate contrast of the 
two components. 
A hyhrid reconstruct:i.on sys.tern: offers- a continuous optica.l 
imag:e- output· if a: s.impie· computer is- attached. to the· holo-
g.,ram mapping. system: .. This: generates a binary hologram in 
which an: off.set ref"erence wave is incorporated after the 
mapp0ing, process-, and. could. also control antenna commutation,. 
c:ompens·a.te· known systematic: errors and cane.el exp·ected 
and. unwanted. background. data., such as the cross.-soupled. 
signals· routine1y suppressed. in this latter series of dem-
ons-.tra•t:io ns0 • 
Th:e: una1mb-ig,u:ou.s: know.led.g.e of received signal phase is- a 
p:r.·e:requ.isi te for reference wave. manipulation, s-ince the· 
a; po•s;teriori proce·ssing, retrieves the original. object 
wav-e·f1 .. ont from· a: c:omp·lex~ data recording. In this manner, 
both hardware spe.cifica.tion (which is mos·t accurately im-
plemen.ted~ by an element: spacing leading to an· e.quivalent 
c:0.;p:.la·na:r re£e,re-nc:e wa;ve·f'ront) and image· recog.Il'rz:ability 
requ;iTeme:nts· (which sug-g.est: an offset reference mode) can 
be satisfied.. The binary hologram is suitable for photo-
graphic reduction and recording in the conventional manner, 
but a much faster reconstruction process is feasible using 
an electro-optical modulator array. (Zl) 
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A variant of the planar field imaging system exchanges 
one- object coordinate for an improved, finite, but range-
varying depth resolution property. The format is compar-
able with that exploited by S.A.R., albeit as a continuous 
wave technique, and the offset object confers considerable 
tolerance of those errors tending to introduce image com-
ponents which might perturb a more conventional constant 
rang.e planar image. The format is geome·tr-ically most suited 
to c:omputed image reconstruction:,. and an approximate tech-
nique greatly reduces the time necessary for reconstruction 
by an order of magn'itude. 
CHAPTER 6 
Imaging in the Presence of Object Motion 
6.1 Introduction and Motivation 
The continuous wave nature of the object illumination in 
microwave holographic imaging systems tends to confine 
applications of the technique to the laboratory scale, and. 
aperture to object ranges of less than one to a few tens of 
metres are typical. 
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T.his limitation is not inherent or unique to microwave holo-
graphy, but is imposed by the finite dynamic range and stability 
of the detection system as the field scattered by the object 
and ho.lographically recorded must be measured in the presence 
of a residuum of detector noise, drift and background fields 
coupled from the illuminating source. Pulsed. radar imaging 
systems, whether coherent or incoherent, exploit the temporal 
separation of illuminator and scattered signals, and thus 
need not be range-limited by coupled field components. rn 
practice, a subtractive technique enhanced the continuous 
wave hol.ographic system's range performance since the close 
proximity of. some transmit and receive elements necessitated 
this.( sec. 5. 3) 
At this· stage· however, holography d.oes. not, wi.th very few eX-· 
ceptions(JZ), appear to compete directly with pulsed imaging 
techniques such as synthetic aperture radar(SAR) as a coherent 
mapping tool. SAR has demonstrated impressively the quasi-
holographic spatial pulse compression mode, albeit in one 
dimension only.C 49164165,75,Sl,9Q It has been applied with 
success to a vast range of imaging and remote sensing tasks. 
These have not been confined to the evaluation of static 
object environments, and a very significant and useful SAR 
application has recently emerged with the demonstrated 
imaging of some dynamic features of the ocean surface, as 
diverse as swells, ice conditions, the interaction of sub-
surface topography and superficial relief, small scale surface 
-
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viscosity modulation by oil slicks and the faint wakes of 
ships. C68 ' 7l, 77-79' 82 ' 831 The dynamic characteristics of the 
water surface interact with the coherent SAR mapping operation 
to produce additional image artifacts subtly hidden from 
real aperture incoherent imaging systems. 
An accurate characterisation of the scattering of electro-
magnetic radiation from the ocean surface is extremely com-· 
pli.catedC 81 •83,ll5), and much effort has been expend.ed also 
in. the· mod.elling of the effect of the aperture synthesis 
procedure and to glean more hydrodynamic information from 
t·he. resulting image. (68,69,72-74,80,114) 
T.he e.valuation of the interaction of electromagnetic and 
wat·er waves is usua-lly perfo.rmed. under controll.ed artificial. 
c:ondit:i.ons us·ing laboratory wind/wave tanks· .. Those e-1.ectro--
magnetic· microwave transducers currently employed. include· 
real,...aperture focussed. doppler probes (70' 85) and short range 
FM radars (78 ) and occupy· frequencies in the 1.-.ZOGHz~ range. 
It is the: object of t·his. se·ct·i.on t·o highlight the. operation 
of. a·. microwave holographic. wave. probe. It would appear, given 
the current and anticipated future application of SAR as a· 
major remot·e sensing too1C7 6 ) , to be advantageous to duplicate 
a .. small scal.e· version for laboratory- instrumentation, where. 
t·he· narrow'-·band spe.ctral. characteristics are· retained while. 
an. image, has both az·imuthal and range spat:ial re·sol.uti.on 
s:uff'i.c'i.ent· to d.elineat·e: features of t·he wave, t·ank "sea". 
Microwave holography is uniquely capable of image linear 
re .. solution which is independent of signal temporal bandwidth 
and. inert:ialess apert·ure synthesis procedures· s·eem to off'er 
data c·ollection times compatibl.e with the dynamics of the 
observed quantity. 
It is felt to be important for the maturity and utility of 
the microwave holographic technique that the quality and 
range of observable features be minimally constrained by 
instrumentation artifacts. 
The effects of certain deterministic object motions on the 
overall image impulse response a!:e derived and compared 
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with the corresponding modifications incurred by SAR sensors. 
The aim is the specification of a practical imaging mode 
using orthogonal arrays and holographic field mapping, 
duplicating· as closely as possible the formation of SAR 
imagery, but on a smaller scale. 
6 • .2 Ape·rture Synthesis in Microwave Holography and SAR 
An orthogonal. array aperture synthesis holographic system 
and a pulsed, coherent SAR system have similar f.eatures 
when. used. t.o image objects lying in a plane normal to the 
array ax.es.( Figs· •. 6. l and 6. 2 ) T.he hol.ographic system, having 
N transmit e-lements and M receive elements orthogonally 
arrange.d, can d.eveJ.op an MN-element areal aperture by con--
trolling transmitting and receiving operation in any (even 
random:) ord.er·, provided that all. element pairs are used, 
but. common usage and convenience usually dictate that an 
e:lement of one array axis is combined with a rapid sequential 
addre·ssing· of the elements of the orthogonal array. It is 
even poss'i ble. that t·he el.ements of the latt·er array be 
s:imul:t:ane.ous.ly active,, ii'. the hardware implementati.on is· 
· . t· bl ( }l, 32) ( C'h 7) I.f. t·h h . · t 1 . 1 t· ( 1 s.ui .. a .e.. , . p.. e. orizon a axis e emen s 
to N:} a:re switched at· a c.ons.tant. rate (this affords· eq:ual 
s:ignal. ave-raging· time,s· at each posf.tion), then the situat·i.on 
a-pproaches close-ly that found commonly in SAR, where a 
common coherent transmitter and receiver are transported at 
a .. ~nown velocity V h above and t·o the· sid.e of. the object 
plane. (Fig. 6. 2) The transmitter is regularly pulsed and the 
phase history of the received signal is measured during the 
time that a particular object point is illuminated.C 49, 6416 5) 
The reflected signals from objects at different ranges using 
the SAR system are naturally time-ordered, but continuous 
wave microwave holographic systems require a second (in this 
case, vertical) axis in order to define different range 
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systems, but the limited range resolution available in 
laboratory scal.e systems does not recommend practical deploy-
ment. (Chp . .5) The range intervals are thus produced essentially 
by the proj ect·ion of the focussed vertical axis beam on the 
object plane. 
A significant difference between the two systems is the 
relative motion of transmitting and receiving elements in the 
hol.ographic interpretation, which is absent in SAR •. There 
does not ye;t appear to be a pure holographic, two axis 
interpretation of the SAR system with equivalent illumination 
mod.e and,. in addition, capabl.e of implementation as an 
inertialess system. 
ffowe.ver, the dif'ferences in equival.ent illumination function 
be.tween the. two syst·ems would only be· apparent in comparis·on 
of images· of specularly reflecting surfaces, since SAR has· 
an equivalent plane wave illuminator and the orthogonal axis 
imaging- system a. point illuminator.(sec.4.1) TomiyasuC?4) 
s.tat:e.s relationshi.ps l.inking scan ve.ctor, illumination vector· 
and: object normal. which prohibit specular surface ref.lections 
so that. this difference ne.ed not· be material. This difference 
is not important if imaging of extended rough surfaces is 
att·empte.d .. ( to4) 
I:t· is a•ls-o conv-enient· if' the, sequent·ial. measurements of the 
refle.c.ted f1.el.d by a discrete el.ement· array can be equated 
w:i.t:h t'he measurements obtained by a single element· scanned 
over the eq_uival.ent aperture at a constant velocity. The 
vertical. array of. Fig. 6. l is replaced by a single focussed 
array i.l.luminator, and t·he paraxial_ approximations commonly 
mad:e in both mi.crow-ave holography and SAR are assumed. The· 
vertical. array is assumed to be composed of simultaneously-
addressable el.ements, a provision which is in fact compatible 
wit.h an elegant hardware implementation, and no consideration 
of sequential field sampling in this axis need be made. 
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The field f(x) scattered by a point object is measured over 
an aperture X in a total time T seconds. (Figs .. 6. 3 and 6, 4) 
The spatial smoothing of f(x) introduced by the finite 
aperture of each individual array element is ignored, as 
the effect is both common to discrete and continuous models, 
and did not compromise the measurement of the (bandlimited) 
fi.e·lds in the practical system. Field measurements are made 
at N places, 6x apart, and temporally sampl.ed at intervals 
of 6t seconds .. (!:J.t = ~x9 Eac.h measurement· is t·emporally 
a:veraged over a fract·i.on b of the· commutation int~er:v_.al. At~. 
T.he,· dimensionless paramet·er b varie·s with system conf igur-
at·i.on, and in the. cas·e of the prototype system, b = 0.25. 
T.he receiver was operated on a sequential I and Q component 
measurement· s.chedule ,. wit·h additional time all.owed for ana-
l.ague· c:omputation in t·he interval. 6t. If hardware symmetry 
in a two-channel receiver were guarant·eed, or if a sing·l.e· 
receiver with SSB processing were used(Chp.7), then b could 
approach unity. T.he measured. f i.el.d. is thus: 
v t· 
f(Vht-) ®' re.ct(b~x) . }:8 Ct .... ;!:J.hX) -·--·-·-·--------·-·-·-·---·-- :6 .. l 
r 
The continuous measurement as indicated· by Fig.6.4 would 
re.sult in just :. 
f."( v ht"). ---- -·---·-·-·-·- - -·-·-·- -----·- ------------ - - -· 6 .. 2· 
c·ans·i.d·ering: t·he· paraxially-approximate. fiel.d scattered. by ~-. 
po·int· object, the resul t·s. of the two measurements are similar, 
but· f.'or a spectral. overlay due to the. finite int·egration 
t·ime·,. and a. periodic spectral structure arising from the 
regularly spaced. field sample·s, The field spectra are g"iven 
in Fig. 6. 5 .. T.he apodi.sing effect of the spectral. overlay is 
not". s·e:ri.ous·, since. it cannot, as· a real function, influence 
imag·e position, but· only influences the sidelobe structure. 
The Nyquist sampling criterion requires that a frequency fN 
is not exceeded: 
. nVh 
2nf N = !:J.X rads ./sec. ---------------- 6. 3 
Subject to the above conditions, the simple constant velocity 
scan adequately describes the operation of the discrete ele-
ment system. 
~Array of receivers 
.....--D ·Start scan at t=-T/2 
D 
Point 
~ ~ scatterer~.! ,. 





D. End scan at t=+T/2 
Fig .. 6. 3 Spatially sampled field measurement 
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Fig. 6 .S(a.) Spectrum of sampled field measurement 
P.:i:.g .•.. fr •. S.(b) Spectrum of continuous field. measurement 
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6.3 Impulse Response in the Presence of Object Motion 
6.3.1 Imaging with a continuously scanned array 
The effects of object motion on the system impulse response 
are examined for a point scatterer object moving with 
arbitrary velocity and acceleration. The array is consider-
ed. to be scanned in one axis, while the data aquisi.tion in 
t·he· orthogonal array is assumed to be completed in parall.el 
w:i:t·hin one step.This provision produces an imaging mod.e 
s-imilar to SAR and is quit·e compatible with anticipated. 
hardware implementation. An analysis of the motion-induced 
image artifacts: in a. system having sequential antenna sampling 
in ho th axes , ( which. was us·e.d .. in the prototype hardware) , 
d~o·e.s· not· appear. t·o have· any a.d:vantages compared. t·o t·he. simpl.er 
stratagem. considered. here. (ll6) 
The paraxial Fresnel region of operation implies field 
separability· and all.ows0 the orthogonal array to be. replaced. 
b.y an· equiva.J.ent l.inear.- i.lluminator. (Fig. 6. 6) Using. the. notion 
of a constant vel.oc·ity receiver scan, the pat·h l.engths fr.om 
ill.uminat·or to object· and: from object to the instantaneous 
r.ece.iver.· position are respectively: 
2 2 2 X 
z·J:. (t·} - (z.
0
· ( t) +· y 0~ ( t) + x 0 ( t:) ) 
2 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- -·-·-·-·-·-·- - -· 6 .. 4-
2 2 . 2 i 
and. z~2_ (t) -· (z 0 (t.) + y 0 (t.) +· (x.0_ Ct)-. V ht) ) 
2 
-·-----·------·- 6. 5 
and: the, c:ompl.ex· refle.cte:d. fi.eld over t·h.e aperture· is: 
f( x· y z: t) = ej'.k:(z:l Ct) +· z2C t)) -·--·--·-·-·-----·--·--·-·--- 6. 6 0, 0, 0, 
The. scan is comple,ted. in T seconds, and d.evel.ops an aperture 
dimension X., wh.ere.: 
x: = VhT: ----·------·------·-----·-·---·----- 6. 7 
Ih ord~er to gain some insight into the relative effects of 
different axial motions, ·eqs.6.4 and 6.5 are expanded as a 
Maclaurin series about the point t=O, and linear and quad-
ratic terms are retained, foll.owing the reasoning of Raney 
in (ll4). These terms correspond to image offset and de-
focus respectively, and repre.sent, in turn, the more im-
portant image perturbations. Object motion is taken in 3 
--1- Start at t=-T/2 
I 
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Z I -------------------------, 
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-·'- End at t=+T/2. I 







+ V t + ia t 2 
x x 2 
Y0 (t) = Y0 + Vyt + iayt 
z0 (t) = z0 + Vzt +- iazt
2 
---------------------------- 6.8 
The approximate total path length is: 
zl(t)+ z2(t)= 2z' + (2zoVz+xo(2Vx-Vh)+2yoVy)t + 
z' 
. 2 2 2 2 2 2 
ex. a +y a +z a ) t 0 x 0 y 0 z + (2V +2V +V +(V -Vh) )t Z y X X. -
z:.• 
2 2 




( z V +x (V -Vh)+y V ) -- 0 z 0 x 0 y 
2z'3 
2 2 2 -*-
where: z' =· (z + x + y· ) 2 -------·-·--·--·--·--·-·-·-------·----·--o 0 0 6.10 
A: furt:her simplificat·i.on re.sul ts if. object position at t=O is 
c:onfined' to t·he· immediate vicinity of the z-·axis; t·hat· is, 
if x =y =0. This· assumption is always acceptable in SAR pro--o 0 
ces·sing_, since it is in the nature of this technique to 
produce an along--track. data. record. whose physical extent far 
excee.ds: that ground swath ill.uminat·ed at a gi:ven time. It i$ 
t:hus unnecessary to account· for other than symmetrical. object-
aperture geometries in SAR, and indeed one reported digital 
proc.e:Ssor discards imagery within one half. illuminated 
ground. swath at. the, origin and end. of the data record. (l05) 
Shc'h a' 12rovi.si.on is usually unacce.ptable in microwave hol.o--
gra.P.hY, since s.pat·ial resolution is almost always suff.icient-
1.y coarse· not· to warrant further re·s.triction by i.11.uminati.on 
modification. However, the· approximation is made to extract 
t·he d.ominant moti.onal artifacts, and to suggest an experi-
menta·l g·eometry. 
From eq.6.10, the fi.eld phase is ,0(t), where: 
.0Ct)= 2kz
0 
+ 2kVzt + k(2Y~+V~+(Vx-Vh) 2 +2 zoaz)t 2 --------- 6.11 
2z
0 
If the terms in V~ contribute much less than 7T radians phase, 
they can be ignored, and time-invariant terms in eq.6.11 are 
also of no consequence. Hence: 
2 2 2 




6.3.2 Imaging Static Objects 
The reconstruction process appropriate under the paraxial 
approximation is, from sec.J.J.1: 
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F(S) +!/ 2fej,0(t). ;j~~~(f3-t) 2 .dt ------------------ 6.13 
-T/2 ° 
The image plane variable x' is: 
x.' = SV h ----------------------- 6 .14 
A point object, stationary at position (O,O,z
0
) leads to a 
system azimuthal impulse response: 
F (S) oc sine (kV~ST) --·----------·-----·-----·-----·---- 6 .15 
2z
0 
This function has a half-intensity width of approximately: 
:\ z 
S = ---0- seconds 
-JdB TV~ 
6. 1.6 
This corresponds to the conventional. form of t·he spat·ial 
resolution x:JdB:·(eq.6.7) J.z
0 
x.:JdB - f3-3dB. vh = x --·----------· 6 .17 
6. J. 3 Radial. Object Velocity 
From eq.6.12 only radial velocity component Vzleads t-0 image 
shift, and other velocity· and acce-1.eration components tend. 
t·o defocus the image. The reconstruction process of eq.6.13 
will generate an 
s.patial. shift· is: 






a where: µmax' 
and the image 
x' = - 2zo V z --------------------- 6 .1.8 
max. V 
h 
Compared with the equivalent situation in SAR, C69,73,74 ,ll4 ) 
the holographic process develops twice the offset, since 
there is relative motion between illuminator and scanning 
element, and the SAR system has better resolution by a factor 
of two, when the systems are compared on the basis of equal 
wavelength, range and aperture dimensions. The foregoing 
analysis would appear to allow unrestricted radial velocity, 
but the spectral shift implicit in eq.6.12 must not violate 
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the Nyquist criterion (eq.6.J) nor cause image radial shift 
outside the range resolution (depth of focus) of the ortho-
g·onal illuminator axis, which is assumed to have been focuss-
ed at range z
0
• 
A more complete expansion of eq. 6. 6 admi tt·ing only radial 
motion finds a cubic range term. The allowable cubic phase 
error depends on the acceptable extent of impulse response 
degradation in terms of peak gain loss and sidelobe 
suppression, but an upper limit· of about one radian is 
suggested by Harger. (64 ) Assuming peak e.rror of 'IT/4 radians: 
Tha totai radial 
2z;vh;.. 
x3 
V z· < 
object motion is 
2/..z 2
0 v ZT < 
x2 
V T., and from eq. 6 . 7: z· 
The paraxial region range. resolution is , from eq.J.29: 





The restriction is analogous to SAR with the difference 
that: the· latter has range resolution defined by pulse width. 
The holographic interpretation using an orthogonal axis 
array, simultaneously addressed, defines range resolution, 
and. factors such. as object motion which influence· azimuthal 
focal. l.ength can be monitored by reference to focal l.ength 
in the- orthogonal axis. 
Quite apart from radial motion within the depth of focus, 
the radial vel.oci ty component must not cause image aliasing 
due to excessive spectral shift. From eq .. 6 .1.2, the radial 
vel.oci ty frequency shift is W=2kV z. Referring to eq. 6. 3 
and Fig.6.5, the Nyquist criterion requires: 




Maximum radial object displacement is V T, where: z 
AX - X
2 
V ZT < 46.x 4z 
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In the limit of long ranges: 
AX ;>.. v ZT < 4tix = 4 (N-1) -------------- 6. 22 
N is the number of antennae (J5 including the gap in the 
array in the prototype system) in the azimuthal axis. The 
restriction of eq.6.22 proves more conservative than that 
of eq. 6. 20 at ranges exceeding 2 metres. Such range.s were 
not exceeded in the prototype system. 
6 . .3. 4 Azimuthal. Object Velocity 
The.· peak quadrat·ic phase error in eq. 6 .12 must not exceed 
TI' radians, if d.efocussing is not to diminish image intensity 
by more than JdB. Assuming the reconstruction process of 
e.q .. 6 .. 1J is us·ed,. with reconstruc.tion attempte:d. at range z , - ' 0 
then. from eq. 6 .. 12 :. 







Th& largest value 
mot·i.on is V T. If 
X .. 
of_ t is T/2, and total azimuthal object· 
VY = az =- O: 
V T - 2 ;>.. zo 
x_ < X 6.23 
T.he. object· must not move by more. than twice the lateral 
reso-lut·ion during the, aperture f ormati.on time.. This moti.on 
c.o.uld. be. compensated by adding· a term to the re,constructi.on 
proce:ss; which cane.els the quadratic dependence of eq. 6 .. 1.J. 
The; efTect·ive reconstruction focal. l.ength or range would. t·hen 
b:e.come'. z·; , whe:re: 
z '·=, z· + 
0 0 
2V z x· o_ 
vh 
-·-·- --- -·---·-·-·- -·-·---·- - -·- 6 ,, 24 
Eq_ .. 6 .24- as:sumes that V x· is much sma-1.1.er than V h. The range, 
of:f'se-t required for correct focussing is of the same form 
as· that· developed as azimuthal offset by radial motion. 
(eq.6.18)A velocity component Vx of the same sign as Vh will 
reduce hologram spatial frequency range, and this is 
attributable to a reflection from a longer object range. 
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6.3.5 Elevation Object Velocity 
Tf both azimuthal (x-axis) velocity and radial (z-axis) 
acceleration are suppressed, then applying previous reason-
ing (eq.6.23) lsads to: 
.!. 
V T < (2z :\) 2 --------------·-------·-y 0 
A second, more restrictive, limit on allowable y-axis 
displacement during the· horizontal (x--ax:is) aperture form-
at·ion time T is imposed by the ve-rt·ical (y-axis) array 
illumination(Fig .. 6 .. 6) This illumination is extended an 
amount b.z in the rang·e axis,(eq.3.29) and wil.l have a -3dB 
r·esolution in the. vertical axis of ;x.z /X, assuming t·hat 
0 
both arrays have equal. l.engths. The vertical apert.ur.e, is 
taken to be. formed~ by· pa-rall.el.( that is, s.imuit·aneous) 
operation of all. array· e.I.ements during the t·ime allocate.d 
t·o one~ hori.zontal. axis element, and if" no vertical axis· de.-· 
focussing is allowable, then obj e.ct displacement in thi.s 
6.25 
axis must not· ex.ceed. :\ z
0
/X. Ih the, ranges us·ed in the prot·o-
type syst:em,.( z
0 
=0 •. 4 t·o 2metre·s') , the last criterion dominat·es 
allowable y-axis object displacement. Other object motions· 
do not perturb the. vertical. axis imaging operation, since 
the. cri.teria. derived in the slower horizontal. axis operation 
are· governe.d. by· aperture formation times T. at I.east N( N is 
t'he: number of. horiz~ontal. array elements) times larg·er t·han 
t·ha:t of: t:he v ert·i.caI. array .. 
6 .. 3 .. 6 Radial Acce.lerati.on 
·-· 
Rad·ial. ac·cel.eration is· the only significant component of 
ob-ject· ac·celeration, and leads t·o imag·e def'ocussing .( eq .. 6 .. 12) 
Tf' radial acceleration is a major contributor to eq.6.12, 
then the aperture formation time must be less than T, where: 
T < ( 2A~ i -------------------------- 6. 26 
az 
Given the same allowable peak phase error, an identical 
limitation applies in SAR imaging. (79,ll4) 
6.3.7 Comparison with SAR Imaging 
Raney's SAR analysis(ll4) is extended to include motion in 
the plane normal. to that common to aperture and object, as 
has been done in eq.6.9 here. Under the conditions leading 
to eq.6.11, and assuming the geometry of Fig.6.6, but with 
simultaneous scanning of illuminator and receiver, the 
returned f iel.d phase becomes: 
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,0( t-) = 2kYz t +· k( (V h-V x) 
2 
+zoaz +V~) t 2 -·--------------------- 6. 27 
z:o 
The· appropriate SAR reconstruction operation is, assuming 
range as z : . . . 2 2 
F( al ~~/ Z re JJif ( t) • ~J ~: h ( a--t) . dt ---------------- -- 6. 28 
T.he: differe~A~~:s between the motional. image artifacts found 
in. SAR and. ho'lography are those of scale. 
The azimuth (x.-axis) image offset due to radial velocity is 
of similar sign but half the value found in eq.6.18, and the 
maximum allowabl.e. radial motion V T. will increase with z 
diminishing range as t·he pulse-widt·h determined. range 
resolut·ion in SAR is degraded at shorter ranges. ( 83) The 
maximum allowable. SAR azimuthal velocity Vx is one half the 
hol.o.graphic value, but overall motion is st·ill twice t·he 
az·imut·hal. resolution, since this is superior to that found 
in. the microwave· holographic system by a fact·or of two. 
Bo.t·h· y-axis vel.oci.ty Vy· and radial. a.ccel.eration az are' sub-· 
je.cct t·o the same. lim-itat·ions in the: two imaging· systems. 
6 .. 4 A Practical Microwave Holographic Wave Probe 
An implementation of the orthog.onal. axis microwave hole--
graphic system as an instrumentati.on tool in a laboratory 
wavet8;nk should be capable of variabl.e incidence angle 
illumination, and for the purposes of avoiding motional 
effects in cross-section measurements, be capable of form-
ing the required aperture in a selected time. 
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The geometry of Fig.6.1 is suited to this task, as the ex-
perimental parameters of variable incidence angle and varying 
az.imuthal offset can be simply implemented by using the 
"range-plane" imaging re.gime of Chp. 5. Some demands are made 
of the polar patterns of transmitting and receiving elements, 
particularly· at shorter range·s, but a secondary advantage 
of the arrangement is t·he freedom from image defects due to 
certain hardware; errors which tend to introduce a defocussed 
conjugate, image overlay on more conventional coplanar object--
hologram aperture geometries. The radiation patterns of the 
indivi.dual. el.ements need only approximate the "cosec 211 
pattern often specified in SAR (l03), as the effect of vary--
ing illumination field strength with. increasing range is 
easily- compensated in a numerically-based reconstruction 
pro:cess .. 
T.o demonstrate the e:ff ec.t of varying incidence angle, and 
to inc·lude- the possibility of object azimuthal offset, 
x.-· and. z-axj:s motions simulate , as an example, part of a 
wave: swell moving in the object "range--plane"·, Vertical 
(y:....-axis) motion is neglected. A verr similar situation has 
been studi.ed. by Elachi and Brown( 69 and. assumed the use of 
t:he. SAR sens or. (Fig. 6 .. 7) 
A mo·d.if i.e.d p.araxial approximation is used. to describe the 
s:cat·te:red. fie~ld, and. the illuminat·or--obj ect--recei:ve-r distance 
expanded as- a function of both time and azimuthal position 
including no more than sec·ond order terms. The proj ecti.on of 
the focussed verti.cal array illumination function on the 
obj,e.ct plane is taken to d.et·ermine both range and. range 
res·olution, against which motional defocussing of azimuthal 
data can be compared. The respective illuminator-object and 
object-receiver distances are: 
2 2 2 .!. 
z1 (t) = (z (t) + y + x (t))
2 
---------------------- 6.29 




+(Vht - x(t)) 2)i --------------- 6.30 
where 
x(t) = 
and z(t) = 
x + v t x 
z + v t z 
+ .1.a t 2 
2 x 
2 
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Fig .. 6. T A practical microwave holographic wave probe geometry 
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x 2 x 
zl (t)+ z2 (t)= 2z I + 2V zcos8t + z' + z ... (2Vx-Vh)t + 
V2 · 2 e v2 v v v2 2 ( zsin +a cos8 + h - h x + ..,2S)t ------------·---- 6.32 
z 2z' ~· z' z' 
2 2 .!. 
The slant range z' = (z + y ) 2 , and depression angle 
e = sin-1 (y/z' ). The incidence angle is TI/2-e radians. 
Terms which are not functions of time are disregarded for 
reconstruction purposes. Following eq.6.13, the azimuthal 
re.construction, assuming no a priori knowledge of object 
motion is: +T /2 jk (z . (t )+ z. (t)) -.1!£V2 2 
F'(B) ~·- Je 1 2 . e 2z 0 h(B-t) .dt --·-·----· 6.33 
The maximum l"mage amplitude is "delaye.d" an amount Bmax, 
-·2.z!V cos8 where::. 
8 max:. 
Z x· . · 
--v~2-'=--- -- v-2{2V x-.Y h) ---·-·----·-----·----·- 6 .. 34 
h. h 
The image maximum is centred about x~ax 
2xV 2z'V cos8 
x.' max 
x z 
=· x -· ---"i1 v h 
Bot·h range and azimuth velocity components contribute to 
6.35 
az·imuthal. error in image position, although the magnitudes 
of such errors reduce. as the scan vel.ocity is increased. The 
apparent· radial. veloc·ity· is the V z component· resolved in the 
s'lant· range direction, although the magnitude. of the offse,t 
is0 compensat·e.d. by the'. slant range·, sinc·e- z·'cos8 = z .. An 
az·.imutha.J. image posit·ional. error arises only if the object 
f S' ofTs·e:t .. 
A fundamental property of both coherent pulsed and continuous 
wave· aperture synthesis procedures is the ambiguous relation-
ship of radial velocity and. azimut·hal offset·(eq.6.35), such 
tJrat· obs·erved image off'sets are attributable to either or 
both parameters. This property is reminiscent of coupling 
between range and range rate in l.inear-FM pulsed radars. C65) 
Zero vertical (y-axis) object motion has been supposed, but 
the range-plane velocity component normal to the slant range 
direction introduces a term similar to Vy in eq.6.12. To 
avoid image defocussing on this account: 
1 
V sine < C2z:q 2 
z T 6.36 
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It is necessary that radial motion does not exceed twice the 
range resolution. The range resolution is principally 
determined by the vertical array illumination function, and 
assuming the paraxial field description, would not be less 
than: 
~z = Azcote ---------------------Y 
The vertical aperture dimension is here taken as Y.Eq.6.36 
can be ignored if: 
.!. 
(A~)2 > ~~4~ ------------------------
For the range of e encountered in SAR imaging (8=70° to 
grazing incidence), the right hand side of eq.6.38 will not 
greatly exceed unity, and can be viewed as a requirement 
for operation outside the far-field region of the mapping 
aperture, if no defocussing due to the component of Vz 
resolved into the slant range- direction is wanted. However, 
within this region, allowable z-axis object displacement is 
in any case limited by the illuminator function in the 
normal. manner. (eq.6.20) 
Following eq.6.23, x-axis motion is limited during the 
aperture formation time T to: 
v T < 2AZ I 
x x 
If obj e.ct motion is confined to uniform velocity- in x.- and 
z.-axes, then the x-axis component modulates the apparent 
focal l.ength, and for small Vx the change- is: 
6.37 
6.38 
2V z' x· 
~-Z' = -y- ------------------------------ 6. 39 
h 
The arrangement of Fig.6.7 allows the recovery, from either 
hologram data or a completely specified image, of the sign 
and. magnitude of object azimuthal velo·city, since eq .. 6.39 
represents the dominant focal l.ength modification. Image 
refocussing techniques implemented by optical processors 
have been reported in the SAR literature.(??) A microwave 
array geometry admitting significant object velocity in the 
direction normal to slant range and azimuth axes would thus 
be rather less useful, since the relevant focal length 
modulation term is ambiguously represented in sign.(eq.6.12) 
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6.5 Manipulation of Scan Format 
Several authors have drawn attention to the differences in 
imagery produced by synthetic aperture radars(SAR) and real 
aperture radars (usually referred to as SLAR) .C76 ,78 , 81 ) 
The latter can be regarded as a l.imiting case of the former 
in whi.ch the spatial s.ampling has been carried out at very 
high velocity. A direct comparison of imagery from the two 
techniques is compli.cated by differing wavelengths, pulse 
I.errgths· and a:g:e·rture, dimensions of competing systems. 
A: result which is. trivially obtained but nevertheTess of 
considerable importance arises from the foregoing: analyses. 
Object motions have diminishing influence. on the image 
impuls.e respons·e as the· scan vel.ocity V h is increased ... 
A. l.ower aperture format·ion time can be- specif.ied bel.ow 
which motional influenc.es l.ead to image offsets and change-
of. focal lengths less than the spatial resolution in any 
axis. It woul.d .. t·hus~ appear that a microwa:ve hol.ographic 
reduced s·cale: implementat·ion of the SAR technique could. 
be operated wit·h. varying- aperture formation times T to 
simulat·e, both SAR and,. effectively, SLAR at a common wave:---
1.ength. and. with equal. aspect and spatial resolution of t·he: 
same. controlled_ obj_ect~ environment .. 
T.he incent·i ve is the se·paration of image detail due purely 
to hydro:dynamic modulation of the regi.onal. water cross-
s·e,ction, an effect "re-lat·ively we-11 understood" (Bl), and 
that detail apparently introduced by the relative mot·ion of 
sc.anning· ed..ement, and the linear, accel.erated, and cyclic 
mot·ions of the water surface. As an example, scan modulat·ion 
c.ould be used t·o test a SAR image formation model wherein 
a surface of uniform cross-section which has a periodic 
particulate velocity profile, leads to image domain contrast 
d . d' 't (68,72) an perio ici y. 
That there exists a need for such clarification is evident 
from the remarks of Alpers et al. (8l), recommending radar 
oceanographic research objectives: 
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"The most promising avenues of research can be presently 
accomplished through collaborative efforts involving radio 
scientists and engineers on the one hand and oceanographers, 
geophysicists, and hydrodynamicists on the other. There is 
a great need for experiments involving aircraft equipped 
with SAR, SLAR, and two-frequency scatterometers fl.own in 
coordination with carefully planned surface-truth measure-
ments. T.he latter has been overlooked in the past and merits 
much attention in the future. 
It· is strongly recommended that wave tank and tower experi-
ments be conducted to devel.op and test models of hydrodynamic 
and electro-magnetic modulation of the ocean surface mi.cro-
structure by long waves. Measurements of the dependence of. 
these modulations on the windspeed. and wavelength of the 
microwaves are needed t·o determine optimum ra.dar-·system 
wavelengths. T.ower experiments can be coordinated with remote 
measurements using simultaneously-operating microwave systems 
to define the interac.tion of short waves and. long wave·s and. 
their· interaction wi t·h el.ec.tro-magnetic· waves ... 
Research on radar-ocean interaction should have priority 
over t·he search for the applications of these radar· systems 
t·o new oceanographic features with wave or wave--1.ike. patterns."· 
6 .. 6 Moving Object Imaging 
6h6 .. 1 E~perimental Procedure 
Some simple observations of a controlled wave tank surface 
were, made t·o il.lus.trate the· application of a. hol.ographic. 
wave probe:. The non-dispersive gravity wave regime. was 
selected to simulate t·he analytically tractable situation of 
an object of limited extent travelling at known velocity. 
Water wavelengths substantially in excess of the system 
linear resolution were required for meaningful imagery. Both 
requirements pointed to a shallow water wave, with mean 
water depth much less than a wavelength. This was fortunately 
l.ogistically convenient. The tank was equipped with an 
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el.ectrically driven, variable stroke and rate paddle, which 
was shielded from system view by a mesh screen and covering 
microwave absorptive material above water. At the other end, 
an angled screen trapped floating plastic balls, and formed 
an effective wave energy absorber.(Fig.6.8) This precaution 
prevented the development of a standing wave pattern in the 
tank, a situation which would have unnecessarily complicated 
image analysis. 
The· time taken to complete aperture formati.on ( 47. 5mS and 
950mS: respect·ively· for fast and slow array· axes) denJ.~~g __ a · 
:gractical two-axis imaging system using the established 
hardware- of t·he prototypical system in the face of wa-Ye 
crest speeds up to nearly lm/S. The array circuitry was, 
however, flexible. and commutation rates could be exchanged. 
F:'oll.owing: the .. a:r:ray;...ob.j ec.t deployment pr.opos·ed. in Chp .. 5, the. 
vertical. array was used wi:t·h a fixed focal length and. at 
t:he: faster rate' to def.ine a "range-interval ... on the water 
S'urface., T.he. image· s.eries d.erived from time-ordered recon-· 
s:tr.uc:t:ions- or succe,sS'ive. complet·e array scans was int·end.ed 
t·o produce a hist:ory of surface reflectivity· in t·his interval .. 
The Nyquist· sampling· criterion of eq. 6 . .J restricts· t·he, 
maximum radial. movement of. an. object· cr.e.st during· the· form-· 
a,t:i.on. t:ime• of. an aperture ... From eq .. 6. 2.l: 
2 
V. T'· AX X. z~ · < 4tix -· 4z 
A ty.pi.cal. crest spee.d. was 670mm per s·econd. Even in the limit· 
o:f'.' long ra:ng·es, the slower axis format·ion time T=950mS would 
result.in. over. one half' metre object movement, whereas less 
t:han. half: this is all.owed· by -eq .. 6 .21 .. T.he f.ast·er axis has a . 
limit on object movement of" about J2mm by the same. criterion, 
and. t:his is rat·her less than the range res·olution found. in 
static demonstrations of the "range-plane" imaging mode. 
The t~st geometry(Fig.6.8) had therefore, the vertical array 
switched at the faster rate of 421Hz and performed a receive 
function. The horizontal array was functionally replaced by 
an isolated shunt switch and horn antenna assembly, so that 
the received signals simulated normal operation of the 
Continuous wave transmitter input 
Shunt switch in waveguide 
!/Vertical array used as receiver 
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Fig .. 6. 8 Side view. of vertical array and wave tank 
s: <;; .. 
orthogonal axis array mode. The non-availability of the 
second array restricted. the scope of imaging processes by 
one dimension. 
As an aid to image analysis, an optical photograph of the 
tank was taken looking along and down at the crest line. 
The camera and associated flash system were triggered by a 
radio remote controlled link as the first· of the series of 
interrupt pulses signalling computer data acquisition be-· 
came available. 
6. 6 .. 2 Bragg mode reflection from Surface Ripples 
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An initial e~periment used the simplest possibl.e system for 
chec:king· the f easibil.i.ty of moni t·oring surface reflect·ions. 
The sing1.e, horn il.l.uminator and the first rec.eiver antenna 
simulated a sampled data doppler transcei ver-wi th-·sense .. 
The vertical array was conventionally switched, but a soft-
ware: demodulator was used to extract· I and Q data pairs 
from t·he. data stream at posit·i.ons 1, 2, 41, 42, 81, 82., .......... . 
corre.sponding to a 21Hz s·ampling rate of a single receiver. 
The radial velocity component of the paddle generated waves 
was t.o.o high for unaliased operation, and lower vel,aci ty 
short gravity wave.s were generated using a compressed. air 
s·ourc·e .. (E1.g:. 6. 9 (a) )Strobosco.pically examined, the surface 
ri.ppl.es. appeare.d at a rat:e of 8 .JHz and had wavelengths in 
the range. 25 t·o 35mm,. lead·ing to a phase vel.ocity in t·he 
region of 0 .. 25m/S. This value is intermediate between the 
phase vel.oci ty of supposed surface tensi.on waves ( 0. llm/S) 
and' .. de:ep water gravity wave·s (0.59m/S) at this wavelength, 
al:t·hough the wavel.ength was too long for the farmer, and. the 
water too shallow for the latter descriptions.Cll7) 
The Bragg reflection mode was implicated as the I and Q 
components representing the complex received signal were 
routinely observed in space quadrature on an oscilloscope 
in the X-Y mode, and the periods of maximum signal return 
were characterised by sporadic circular patterns on the 
Fig . 6 . 9 (a) Short gra i ty 'aves in tank 
(Doppl r probe left of tank) 
S spectral peaks 
around -lSHz 
Sp tra with 





fig . 6 . 9(b) Spectral series using dopplcr probe 
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screen, with an observed sense of· rotation clearly linked 
to the. sense of "wind" radial velocity. The observed ripple 
wavel.ength range also supports this.conjecture. (llB) 
Assuming a depression angle 6 for the transmitting horn, 
and ~ for the receiving antenna, the received doppler off-
set would be very close to: 
Vzfo 
f.d = -· -{cosa + cos~) . c 
The transmitted carrier frequency is f 
0
=-9. 9Ghz, c is the 
EM wave propagation vel.ocity, and Vz is measured normal to 
the: aperture. (Fig. 6. 9) T"he range from aperture to inter-
action area on the surface varies and is not retrievable 
by imaging- procedures· using only one antenna pair. 
T.he· data. sampling rat·e was 21. lHz so that unambiguous. 
doppl.er· det·erminat·ion was pos.sible over a range -·10. 5Hz to 
+-1.0 .. 5Hz· .. Once. the· ant·ici.pat·ed sign of. doppler· offset· was 
known, a compl.ex· offset was added to the data, so that the 
doppl.er frequency range· of F1g.6.9(b) is -19Hz to +·lHz:. The 
S·pect.ra. were. obtained by ap.plying a. discrete Fourier Trans-· 
f.orm(DFT) t·o the. complex, offset data. 
21 Jwti t --jwti t 
F ( f d? =· n ~ 
1
( f c ( n tit) . e ) .. e· 
The samp.le interval tit i.s 1+7. 5mS and fc represents compl.ex 
data. The off-::; et int·oduced is w ', and was equivalent· to 9. 5 
Hz·: in Fig·.6 .. 9(b). Fiv-e- sp.ectra clearly show a: peak at --ljHz·,. 
in c:ontrast. t·o a. sixth spectrum· of:· data taken with the 
tank. in a· calm. state in which only components around z·ero 
fre.q.uency are present:. 
T."he· spectral peaks at -15Hz indicate a radial velocity 
c~omponent of 0. 23m/S~·,, and. t·he· sign of the off.s.et. was correct-
this was c.he·cked using a manually translated. cooperative 
target (Appendix II) and the same DFT processing. The data 
record was of approximately 1 second length, and comprised 
42 signal measurements, but the spectral resolution was in 
some cases determined more by the object stability than by 
record length, as the observed Bragg interaction intervals 
were often less than one second in duration. 
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The aliasing limitations of the processor in relation to 
the received signal offset did not allow unambiguous com-
parison of simultaneous positive and negative frequency 
spectra over a range exceeding :t15Hz about zero frequency. 
A fundamental limitation of the sequential processor is the 
appearance of conjugate spectral peaks (Appendix II) , and 
these would be here at a level of -31dB relative to the 
wanted spectrum. 
T'he continuous wave doppler probe has demonstrated in 
microcosm a r.emote sens.ing technique much used in the 
det:ermination of. distant sea states. ( 81 •11.5' 119-1.21) 
6.6.3 A Vertical Aperture Imaging System 
T.he vertical. (rece,i:ver) array and single horn illuminator 
were· used to create· a "range interval" on the wat·er surface. 
The. lack of.· a second aperture dimension removed the. possi.-· 
bility of resolving· object· detail in the azimuthal. axis. 
T.he array centre. and illuminator are both positioned. a 
distance Y above the. object plane. The vertical aperture is 
of l.ength y·· and is scanned at a rate V vm/S in a time T sec-
onds... (F ig· .. 6 . to) T.hus: 
y:• =: v VT -·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-·--·--·-·-·-·-·-· 6 •. 40 
Ih t:he· pract:i.cal syst·em:,. the. array was·· in two sec.tions, and 
t·he·,. scanning pro.ceeded .. directly from the last antenna of 
the. bott:om. subarray to t·he. fir.st ant·enna of the· top sub-
array .. T.he effect of. this discontinuity has been checked 
by· s.imulati.on. The pract·ical system also suggested that 
obj'.ect mo:t'i.on be limite.d to one axi.s, z, since motional 
c;omponents in the X'-axis would, in a single array system, 
lead to reduced image contrast. The depression angles .0, e 
commonly used were in excess of those allowable under the 
paraxial approximation, and a modified two-variable ex-
pansion of t·he distances from object to source to array is 
used. The distance from object to illuminator is: 
z1 (t) = (y
2 
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where: z(t) = z 0 + Vzt ------------------- 6.42 
The distance from object to the scanning receiver is: 
z2 (t) =((y - Vvt)
2 + z2 (t))i -------- 6.43 
The quantity (z 1 (t)+ z2 (t)) is expand~d as a Taylor series 
of two variables about t=O and y=-Y, whence: 
YV t v2sin2et2 v2cos 2et2 v z v z1 (t)+ z2(t)= 2Vzcoset + -z-, + z' + 2z, 6.44 
Terms in (y+Y) t are ignored as reconstruct·ion need only be 
performed about the point y = -Y,since no image detail is 
expected above or below this point in the case of static 
object·s. The slant range z' is d.ef ined as: 
2 2 J.. 
If the object velocity 
eq. 6. 44 become:. 
z I= ( Z' + y ) 2 --------------·-----·----
0 
V z=O, then the. significant terms in 
6.45 
v2·c o s·2e t 2 
z· 1 ( t) +· z 2 ( t) = V vs ine t +· v 2 z , 
2 2 
. y COS' 8 6 46 = ysine + 2 · -·--·-· . z·' 
This reduces t·o the paraxial form y 2/2z·' for small angl.es e . 
Eq_. 6. 46 sugge.sts that a paraxial reconstruction operation 
assuming a backpropagat·ion function whose phase is y2/2z:" 
would: generate an image wit·h insuf.f.icient offs.et s and would. 
be· found. at a distance z" = z'sec 2e, or in excess of the 
true distanc.e. This behaviour has been noted in imagery 
generat·e.d by· the paraxial optical reconstruction processes .. 
( C'hps: .. 4· and 5} A reconstruction procedure· suggested by eq. 6. 46 
f.or image., d'etail c·lose t·o y =· -Y is: 
v2cos2e 
. +~~/ ZJ.· jk( zi.(t)+z 2( t)) .-·j k( ( v 2z, ~(t-· 8)
2 
+Vv-sine( t-6.) 
E( B} - e . e .. dt 6 . 47 
-.T/2'. 
T.he· impulse response near· y = -Y in the y:....axis for motion--
less objects is: 
TIV2cos2e T.B 
E(B) re· s1nc( v A z ~ ---·-·-----·--- 6. 48 
The· spat'ia'l -JdB res.olution is: 
B • v = A z I --------------------- 6. 49 
-JdB v Y' cos2e 
The resolution is larger , or worse, than that expected of 
paraxial reconstruction, as the projected aperture is less 
than the physical aperture and the range is modulated by 
object offset. Including the effects of object motion(eq.6.44) 
and using the same reconstruction process, the y-axis position 
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of. t·he image is apparently shifted an amount cSy, where: 
-2V z' 
cSy = V c·~se ---·-·----·------·------- 6 . .50 
v 
In the practical situation V z was ne.gative as the wave crest 
advanced towards the array, and the measured hologram data 
has apparently the characteristic of that hol.ogram derived 
ft"om a static obj ec.t some di.stance above the water surface. 
If the re.construction simply assumes y = -.Y, t·hen the l.ocus 
of' imag·e maximum i.s' s.uch that the image will appear t·o have 
a l.onger range. T.he image d.etail. reconstructed for- y = -Y, 
as for static d.et·ai.l, thus corresponds to object detail at 
a. c:l.os:e:r- range,. if the: objec·t cl.oses the array.(Fig.6.11) 
T.he: c·omponent of V z. normal. to t·he. slant· range direction i.s, 
V.:z:sine·,. and it· mo·dulat·es· the, apparent· data f'ocal. leng.th. 
F·r·om. eq:.h. 44, t·he~ apparent f·ocal lengt·h is Z'.", where:. 
2 . 2 2· v z:sl.n et 





-------·-·----·-·-·- 6 .. 51 
2V. 2 
z·"' =· z:' -· ~tan e z' ------·-·-----·--·-- 6 . .52 .. v2. 
Ih t:he. practi.caI. syst·em,. v· z 
v 
= -0. 67m/S, V = 7 .. 65m/S, z.' was v 
not· les:st than. lm, and. e· was not· more than 4 .5°, such t·ha:t : 
z:" =' z·' -· 1.5mm: 
T.he; total. phas:e s:hift· associated. with the normal range com-
p:onent; sI:ioul.d. not e,x:c ee,d 7T'· ra-dians if" re-·f o.cuss·ing- of. t·he. 
ho.l.ogram. data- i.s t·o. be; avoi.d.ed:., T.hus :: 
2 .1. 
(2lz' sin e) 2 -·-·--·-·-----------· 6. 53 v· T.' < z:. 
T.'he: ape,rture· forma-t·i.on time. was T = 47 . .5mS, and. for the 
prac·t·fc:al. system., eq .. 6. 53· required t·hat V z be l.ess· than 
2 . .62m/S, whi.ch was· eas.ily satisfied. The maximum allowable 
Vz i.s also contro.11.ed by the Nyquist· sampling cri teri.on. 
Fr·om eq. 6. 21: 
A.Y' 
4t::.y -
The y-axis antenna spacing is fly. 
parameters, the maximum allowable 




Using typical experimental 
Vz is 2.82m/S, again much 
-
The range resolution of the system is essentially that of 
the y-axis impulse response function projected onto the 
orthogonal z-axis.(sec.5.7,3) 
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• 2A.z I 
Range resolution = Y'sin2e -------------------- 6.54 
A typical value for the practical system, assuming z = 1.4m, 
I 0 
Y = 677mm,A. = JO.Jmm was 178mm, if the gap in the array 
centre is ignored. The modest object velocities encountered 
meant that reconstruction operations did not need to com-
pensate for defocussing effects arisng from linear motion. 
Influence or Commutatio.n Sequence on Impulse Response 
The foregoing analysis has assumed the existence of a finite, 
filled. aperture scanned at uniform velocity Vv. The practical 
system had a gap in the array centre caused by the bulk of 
the microwave direct·ional coupler combining the t·he sub-
array outputs. (Figs. 5.1 and 5. 2) The effect· of this gap is 
document·ed in Appendix I. . The axial. impulse response has a 
regular· oscillatory structure under an overall "sine" en-
ve-1.ope if the object is stationary with respec.t to the array·,; -
T.he impulse response of th.e vertical array imaging system 
varies with object velocity V z, even if such velocity d.oes 
not cause appreciable defocussing, as was the case here .. 
The· commutation sequence proceeded directly to t·he 11th 
antenna ( t·he 21.st in a regular sequence across the gap) from 
the; 1.0th without· allowing a scaled t·ime delay. Both 182mm 
subarray apertures were switched in 2J.75mS and accounted 
for an equivalent 7 .. 65m/S scan velocity. A simulation of 
this si tuati.on f.or a range of object veloci ti.es V z. shows 
that t·he y-axis image off set is determined by ratio of 
object and scan velocities, according to eq.6.50, but that 
the position of peak response moves under the overall "sine" 
envelope, rather after the manner of the impulse response 
changes caused by subarray combination phase errors. This 
effect has also been observed in experimental situations. 
Reconstruction from Experimental Data 
T.he. re.construction process assumed return from the mean 
surface level only y = -Y , and accounted for motional 
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offsets in the vertical y-axis by extending the reconstruction 
focal. length z until the image maximum straddled the mean 
surf.ace l.evel. Data was captured in the normal format, as 
20 pairs of int:erl.aced T and Q values every 4?.5mS, and 
sufficient memory space was available for 60 such records, 
re:pre·sent'ing 2. 85 seconds of continuous· surface observation. 
A second series of just 20 I and Q data pairs corresponding 
to a. return f.rom a calm tank was used. as a background ref-· 
e'renc.e and subtrac.tively removed from every aperture. data 
s:e;q)J.ence before reconstruct·ion .. (s:ec·. 5. 3) Imaging- was al.s·o· 
att·empt·ed. in t·he' absence of' tank: content·s but with wave,· 
generator operating·, and spurious image components arising 
from this source were of. negl.igi.ble level.. The. image ampli-
tude is taken aS": 
:V'I'/ 2' 2 2 X .. 
,I - +f;.L . .. --jk·(y I +.z- ) 2. , 
F' (y )-· f.c (y). e . dy -·-·--·- 6. 55 
-:Y'/2 
T.he measured data in complex form is denote·d f , y' is th.e· 
c. 
image, co.ordinat·e syst·em and z was· increased from z unt·il .. o, 
image maximum apparently coincided with t·he mean water· l.e.ve.l .. 
A ra:ng·e, o·f F(y'') val.ue:s· were, g·enerate·d in t:his region. 
T.fre~ re:c:onstruc·t:ion, according.· to eq. 6. 55 from data simulat·-· 
fng· both stat'ionary· and. moving object·s is given in F1g;.6 .. 1.2. 
T.he: impulse re:Sponse in an obs.erve,d obj ec·t velocity range· 
-::o. 1m/S about V z = -0. 67m/S is· suc·h t·hat the peak response. 
:p:o)s~i.t.ion. ind.icart;:es the. rang.e offset caused by obj,e,ct mot·ion 
only .. T.he project.ion of the image on t·o the· range z--axis has 
negligibly affected the form of the. impulse response and the 
ma:ximum is only 0. 5d.B below the. static object value. The 
value of z used in the reconstruction process of eq.6.55 
thus represents solely the range modulation due to object 
velocity Vz' and the form of the impulse response, project-
on to the z-axis, is not significantly affected by such 
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Comparison of a. time-ordered image series with optical 
photographs of the same situation demonstrates the appearance 
of periodicity in t·he microwave image. (Fig.6.13) The image 
amplitude code is common to that used in Chp.5. The analysis 
is complicated by the repetitive and extended range sidelobes 
of the impulse response(Fig.6.12), but it is evident that 
er.est and image maxima are aligned in the shorte·st wave 
per.iod image-. (Fig.6.13(a), (b), (c)) In Fig·.6.13(a), a ere.st 
is. visible at z.
0 
= 1..Jm., whil.e a. corresponding image maximum 
oc:cur.s: 6 imag·e records (O. 285 seconds) after t·he. start of 
data aquisition and photographic sampling. The measured 
c:rest velocity of 0. 63m/S indicate:S that the crest is centred 
in t·he' range. "wind.ow" on the surface at z = 1.1.2m, but· only 
data re.c.onstruct·e:d us:ing, z = 1..4m in eq.6 .. 55 shows· corr.ect 
y·• -·axis offs.et. T.his is.· conf'.irmed·. by t·he simulation of 
Fig:. 6 •. l.2 •. 
A single example of imagery reconstructed with z = 1m is 
0. 
g:i.ven in Fig. 6 .. 13 (f) and. has evident period'ici.ty, but the 
y·'-ax-i.s·maximum. l.ies 3 units (182mm) t·oo high, which is also· 
in k:eeping with a negative radial velocity c.omponent. In 
F'ig·.6 .. 1.J(e) the measured water wavel.ength i.s 750mm, and the 
ra.ng:e·-·s:hif.t·ed image. pea1ks have. overlapping· leading and. trail-
i:ng; s:id.e.lob.e:s of: succe.ss-i:ve maximum ref.l.ection regions which: 
a;.ppears· to· d.ouble. t·he per.cei.Yed wave. frequency .. The· maxima 
l.ead: t:he: cre:st·s by a·bout: 1.60mm in this. exampl.e,, which sugg·est·s 
that; t:h.e· p:os-it·i.on of maocimum re.:fl.ectance is also irr the· 
r.egi.on of' z· =· 1. 1m and that ma·ximum. reflectance is relate:d. 
t:o t;he, r.eg.i.on of· maximum wave: sl.ope. ;, it.is the r.egion whi.ch 
siuib:tends· l.e:as:t angle betwe,en t:he slant range direction and 
wave surfac.e .. 
The· extende,d side-lobe structure does not encourage a more 
de.finite .. conclusion, but such a conjecture would be support-
ed· by a tilt modulation model of wave EM cross-section. C69, 
76, 82) . In t·he shorter wavelength cases, the region of maximum 
maximum tilt immediately preceeds the crest in the direction 
of wave advance, as the wave is close to breaking, while 
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7.1 Confirming the Imaging Principle 
The orthogonal axis array microwave holographic imag.ing 
principle has been demonstrated using the simplest biased 
real data format and optical .reconstruc·tion of reduced scale 
transmission holograms. No .si~ple method was available in the 
ini t.ial stages to compensat'e ·for the superimposed cross-
coupled data components, .but the specular return from large 
planar and simply curved obj.ec·ts dominat·ed ·the hologram data. 
The resulting images .have conf.irmed the ·val.idity .of ·the 
equivalent _po.int .illuminat·o.r ·and :areal rec·e1v·e :a,perture 
mode.l of the .system in ·the paraxial Fresne.1 .region, and 
have displayed both the anticipated .s_patia1 .re:solution and 
.impulse response structure. 
7. 2 Simulation of an Offset Referenc·e wave 
The sy.stem :incorporates an ef.fective two channel rece.iver 
which allows the representation of -essentially obj ec·t wave 
data in complex amplitude and phase notation. C·o~puter­
ass.isted data capture has extended ·the system dynamic .range 
by .removing the unwanted cross--coupled, background ·and 
res.idual system of.fsets from the data using a two...:pass 
experimental procedure. 
S.imulation of an offset reference wave field technique is a 
valuable feature since unwanted image plane components may 
be spatially separated from the desired distribution. This 
has been acheived by adjust.ing the object wave phas·e a 
posteriori, and recreating a biased real ho.logram as a re-
duced transparency in the normal manner. The optical recon-
struction process implements a paraxial region reconstruction 
technique, and the orthogonal arrays were crossed close to 
their centres to maximise the region accessible to this 
processor. The images have demonstrated improved fidelity 
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and contrast using the off set reference mode and two-pass 
complex data assembly. The technique is felt to be more flex-
ible when implemented by software means, since the antenna 
spacing need not be dictated by synthesis of the required 
reference wave, but more directly by system spatial resol-
ution requirements and microwave hardware feasibility. In 
this respect, the extra microwave and lower frequency 
circuitry developed to measure I and Q received s.ignal com-
ponents has proved most worthwhile .. 
The two-pass subtractive technique removes all signal com-
ponents common to both measured fields; such common components 
include not only unwanted cross--coupled and background s.ignals 
but also system constant off sets .suc.h as ~those. ar.is1ng in ·the 
post-mixer preamplif.ier, commutation and synchronous detection 
stages. (Fig.2.J) As a result of this strategy, extreme care 
taken to reduce system offsets is not warranted, provided that 
the offsets do not change with time and that receiver .linear-
ity is assured. Despite its apparent complexity, the micro-
wave system was simple to use and was also most re:l.iable in 
operation. A period of about 20 minutes was allowed b.ef ore 
every imaging session to allow ·the stabilisation of the 
klystron source and the travelling wave tube preamplifier. 
No attempt was made to trim .system constant offsets, although 
these often exceeded single object field amplitude. 
7,3 Numerical Reconstruction of Holograms 
A numerical.ly-based reconstruction process operating on com-
plex hologram data provides maximum object region access 
with ideally no unwanted fields overlapping the required 
images. 
A development of the planar imaging system leads to a geometry 
similar to that exploited by SAR, with the difference that 
range resolution is defined by the projection of the vertical 
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array beamforming process onto an object plane normal to the 
array aperture rather than by conventional pulsed technique. 
The two-pass subtractive hologram data assembly has been 
supplemented by multiple field averaging to improve image 
fidelity in situations where the return from low cross-
section objects has been excessively corrupted by system 
noise. An advantage of the chosen geometry is the spatial 
separation from the desired image of unwanted components 
developed by certain mixer and following receiver errors. 
An approximate reconstruct.ion algorithm has demonstrated 
t·olerab.le image distortion while allowing a ·very significant 
reduction in time taken to compute the image fie.ld. 
7. 4 Tmag.ing in the Presence o·f Object Mot.ion 
The similarity between the ape:rture synthesis process in SAR 
and the crossed array ·microwave holographic ·system considered 
in this thesis .has been invest.igated with a view to .using 
microwave holography ·as an instrumentation tool in the .lab-
oratory -evaluation of the interaction between hydrodynamic 
and e·lectromagnetic waves. SAR is a ·major remote sensing 
instrumentation ·technique applied to sea state measurement 
and a smaller, laboratory scale system duplicating the same 
imaging process as far as is possible is clearly required. 
The sequential sensor commutation in orthogonal axes has been 
.found undesirable, but a simple hardware configurati.on 
which allows simultaneous field measurements at all receiver 
array elements reduces the equivalent scanning procedure to 
only one axis. It is of some practical significance that the 
simplif.ied hardware configuration also leads to a system 
closely copying the SAR imaging ·process without compromising 
its performance as a conventional imaging system .in any way. 
The following comments apply ·to a proposed microwave ho.lo-
graphic imaging system to be used as a wave probe, and re-
presents an extrapolation of prototypical hardware practice 
and a select.ion of techniques used in related instrumentation 
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and reported in the literature. 
7.5 Hardware Adaptation for a Holographic Wave Probe 
7.5.1 Wave Probe Specification 
The orthogonal axis imaging system is seen to be capable of 
deployment as a mini-SAR instrumentation tool in the evalu-
ation of the interaction of hydrodynamic and electromagnetic 
phenomena. In order that the action of SAR may be closely 
simulated, and to implement a flexible system, it is des.ir·-
able that(a) the vertical array aperture be formed as :fas·t 
as possible, preferably with the constituent elements sampled 
in parallel, 
(b) the horizonta·1 aperture ~be formed in a var.iable 
time, ranging from some minimum time in which ohj e.ct motion 
causes neglig.ible impulse response distortion, and that the 
sequence of element switching be .rev-ers.ib.le, 
(c) the received signal be processed and fully re-
·presented in complex format, giving maximum ob_j ect region 
access with the .appropr.iate reconstruction .Processor, and 
(d) both arrays be of reliable and simple design. 
7,5.2 Wave Probe Hardware 
The most elegant implementation of' (a) .follows ·that used by 
Larson(Jl,32) and has an array of receiver :mixers, instead 
of ant-ennae only, whose ref.erence inputs are derived :from 
a sample of the transmitted s.ignal. The reference field 
supplied to the mixers was in Larson's syst-em off.set in 
frequency(us.ing a SSB generator) from ·that of the source and 
illuminator so that the post--mixer signal amplification was 
performed at a low in·termediate frequency. The use of a mixer 
array, rather than a single mixer preceded by a microwave 
preamplifier compensating for the receive array multipl·ex-
ing insertion loss, also has a beneficial effect on the 
dynamic range of the system.(lOJ) 
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It is always convenient to process the received signal as 
a component offset in frequency from the reference field, 
since performance is severely compromised if transmitting 
and receiving antennae are merely turned on and signal de-
tection made in the presence of the output residual offsets 
of the balanced mixer. For this reason, the current system 
"marked" both transmitting and receiving antennae with 
distinctive tones, although the simple shunt switches used 
in both arrays were fundamentally inef'f icient in converting 
incident source continuous wave power to power at a sideband 
frequency.. 
A more eff ici·ent design might use cross waveguide directional 
couplers with the short coupled waveguide radiators terminated 
by diode switches. (Fig. 7. 1) Even the sJmplest one diode switch 
backed by a short circuit plane one quarter waveguide.length 
distant has nearly 10dB .improvement in convers.ion .los.s com-
pared with the shunt transmission sw.itches used in ·the :.proto-
type, (Appendix 'II) , and operation o.f such an array w.i th sig-
nificant unmodulated signal leakage from other antennae nee·d 
not compromise performance. This switch reflects essent.ially 
"DSESC modulated fie.lds, and adding just one more dio.de can 
further improve insert.ion loss by implement.ing a SSE gener-
ator. ( 122) This device reflec·ts an incident unmodulated field 
in 3 possible phase states, :if ·the 3 possible short c.ircuit 
planes are activated in a regular sequence. The sign of 
frequency offset is contro.lled by commutation sequence, and 
the magnitude of the offset is the commutation frequency 
. . { 122·-124) divided by the number of possible phase states.· 
The SSB device is probably best used to offset the ref·erence 
frequency, however, since only one device is required and it 
will be easier to optimise conjugate sideband rejection .in a 
s.ingle switch than attempt to do so for the number .required 
in a practical transmitting array. A particularly compact 
implementation of the SSE generator uses a 4 port circulator. 
(Fig.7.2) A port is terminated by a two terminal reflect.ion 
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Fig. 7.4 On "multiple-look" imaging : incoherent combination 






Fig. 7. 5 .Operational holographic wave probe geome·try 
-
7,5,3 Operational Calibration Procedure 
A practical microwave holographic imaging system should 
inco.rporate some means of periodically compensating both 
unwanted signal components and systematic errors. This 
procedure is quite simply included in the crossed-array 
system. The two major imperfections of the system are the 
unwanted cross-coupled, background and electronic system 
offset components and the tolerances of the transmitt.ing 
and rece.iving arrays which arise .in the .fabrication stage .. 
. Both types of .imperfections can be measured us.ing :a "c.o-
operati ve target" device situated within the system .fie.ld 
of view. (Fig. 7. 5) 'In order to distinguish tbe :return '.f.rom 
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the cooperative target .in the presence of obtrusive signals., 
·the intermediate frequency reference s:ignal used .in the 
synchronous detection ·part of the suggest·ed c;ircui t (Ei·g .. 7., 3) 
would .be temporar.ily reduced .in :frequency, so that ·the o.b-
·trusive signals do ·not match ·the .receiver proc.essor. Tt is 
then a sim,p"le matter to switch ·the "cooperative ·targe·t" 
device in a sequence direction and at a rate which .affects 
the frequency of the scattered :fie.ld and re-establishes the 
:match to the receiver. If there are lV.l ·transmitting and N 
receiving elements, lV.l+N complex numbers describe the array 
systematic errors. 
·Establishing the contribut.ion of ·the obtrusive signal com-
ponents requires that ·the "cooperative target" be removed 
or :rendered invisible ·to the system .. If .removal .is ·either 
time-consuming or not acceptable, then the return from the 
dev.ice is .largely and conveniently removed by operating the 
imaging system in the normal mode, with matching mixer of:f-
set and intermediate reference frequencies, and cycling the 
"cooperative target" through an integral number of complete 
phase state sequences during every transmitting antenna 
active epoch. 
Both obtrusive signal fields and systematic errors could be 
held in reconstruction device memory, and applied to complex 
measured data before ·image recovery was attempted. Two 
successive complete hologram field measurements could est-
ablish both sets of data, so that experimental use should 
be minimally interrupted. The error correction procedure 
can be automated easily and is no more complicated than the 
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F'ig. AI. 1 Hologram recording system and object geometry 
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h(A,B) ex IA+Bl 2 = IAl 2 + IBl 2 + A*'l3 +AB* ----- AI.4 
A slightly more complex two diode mixer in a balanced con-· 
figuration can be regarded as a multiplier, and the mixer out-
put in this case becomes: 
h(A,B) ex A *·B +· AB* --------------·-·--·----·-·----·--- AI. 5 
Using the notation of eq.AI. 3, the hologram is described: 
jp(x+y) j£zcx2+y2) jt(xz+yz) 
h.(A,B) ex cos(e . (A(x.,y) .e x e z )) AI.6 
Conventionally,. the original object wave is recovered by 
illuminating the hologram with the original reference wave B, 
and. the following terms appear in the output fi.eld of the 
ho lo g,ram·: · 
I (A ,.B) ex. B ( I A I 2· + I B 1 2·) + A *!3 2 +· A I B 12· -·-·-·-·--·-· AI. T 
If the· las-t term, which represen.ts a copy of the original 
obj ec.t wave·, is' spa:tia.lly separate from the other terms, the 
image. will be a faithful reproduction of the original object 
to w-i.thin the'. inherent limi.tations of spatial resolution and. 
monochromatic. il.lumina.tio:ri, since the planar reference wave· 
B. s;ynthesis·ed by the recording process is. of constant ampli-.. 
tude ... ( eq .AI .. 2.) 
The· hologr.am .. recording, as a. photographic transparency usually 
requires a. non-ne.ga.tive· transmission in its. simplest form. A. 
c.onstant: or bias. term must: therefore be added. to the hologram. 
oE eq· .AL.fr to yie1d. a. suitable transparency anaTogue .. It· is 
common prac.tice(l 4-, l 6 -·Zl ,z:4 ,lZ?) in microwave holograp·hy to 
subject: s'uch a. hologram to: a hardlimiting proce·ss by electron-· 
ic and/or photographic means in the exposure of the hologram 
t.ranspa.rency .. This dynamic range compression proces-s is found 
to lead to be.tter image-to.-background contrast, al though 
sh·orter f'ocal leng,th defocuss·ed image artifacts do arise from 
the limiting process. In the prototype system, the hologram 
was stored temporarily on a storage oscilloscope screen, and 
the highly non-linear threshold characteristic of this 
channel produced essentially the same limiting process. The 
process can also be regarded as a removal of amplitude in-
formation in the hologram of eq.AI.6, leaving regions of 
positive or negative component only. The correspondence 
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* between these regions and AB hologram phase. has lead to the 
term "phasigram" being applied to this technique. ( 1?) 
AI .1. 2 Relationship with Areal Aperture Systems 
The expression of the mixer input field in eq.AI.3 is com-
pletely equi val en t to that field which would be measured; 'over 
the aperture projected by the transmitting and receiving 
arrays with an illuminator positioned at the array point of 
intersection (0,0,_0), and using as reference wave a plane 
wavefront e -jp (x+y) making an included angle cc with the a.rray 
plane in both. axes. The. angle cc = sin - 1 (A. / !:,.x - 1), p = 2rr/A. g g, 
the antenna interval is /:,.x. As a result, the hologram 
g.~n:e-rated by the o.rthogonal a.rray sys·tem ha:s the- same ima.ge 
re.sol.u.t:ion as: that which would be d.isplayed by the equ.ivalent 
areal- ape·rture system. The pro·totype system· had /:,.x. =, A. /2. 
g 
with. a.I te-rna te phase shifts of rr radians, incorporated in the· 
des.ign of the.~ waveguide dis·.tributor in both axes, and. the. re-· 
f:et .. ence· wave· wa.s- as: a: result both· planar and. coplanar with 
the· o.rtho gona:l microwave arrays7 •• (Appendix II) 
AI..1 .3' The? Optica.1 Reconstruction Process 
The: ana1.ogue· transparency must be scaled. to a· size suitable 
for optical components .. Suppos·in:g reduction by a factor K, 
(K>>1),. then a. point (x ,.y} in. the· original hologram is re-· 
lat~d to that in the scaled transparency h(x',y') by~ 
(x,y) - (Kx' ,Ky') -----·-·--------·----------·---·- AI.8 
The· reconstruction is accomplished by illuminating the hologram 
w,ith a· copy oE the· (scaled) reference wave;· in the pra.ctical 
system this was coplanar with the array plane. The recon-
s~ruction system (Fig.AI.2J incorporated a demagnifying stage 
to provide both further hologram reduction and to establish 
a convenient spatial Fourier transform plane in which filters 
could be introduced without disturbing the other components. 
The spatial spectral purity of the laser radiation was con-
ventionally established by a short focal length lens and 30µm 
Helium-Neon 
la.s·er 
A.' =63.2 .. 8nm 
I· 5 OOmm I· 







Fig· .. AI. 2. The optical reconstruction processor 
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spatial filter with following collimator. 
The significant fields emerging from the hologram transparency 
T(x' ,y') when this is illuminated by plane wave coherent light 
are (a) a reduced scale version of A*B 2, 
(b) a s~milar version of AjBj 2 and 
(c) a constant background field, corresponding to the bias 
te:rm. In a plane. distant z' fron the reduced re-imaged holo-
gram (Fig.AI~2J, the field is: 
k' 2 2 
J 
j-:,((r-:X') +(s-y') ) 
tjJ ( r, s J a: T ( x ' , .y ' ) • e 2 z . dx ' d y ' -·- -·- - A I. 9 
x'y·' 
whe.re k' = 2:rr/ /....' , /....' = 632. 8nm and ( r, s) is the optical image 
plane coordinate system. The term T(x' ,y') is within a complex 
con~tant of that indicated in eq.AI.6 and has also a bias term. 
The· component of eq.AL 9 corresponding to the original field. 
is AIBl 2 and: is traced through the reconstruction process:· 
. k ( 2 2) . , ( K ukK rk ' ) 
a:· J f. Jz;: u +v J x p --z--Z' 
tjJ (r-,.s·) A ( u., v) . e: • e . v 
x'y'uv . ,·(· ·K vkK sk'.)' .k' ( 2 2) 
J Y · P --z---z:i- J 2 z;' r +s 
e· .. e: 
. c , 2 , 2.) ckK
2
+k, ) J x +y -- --
e· · 2z. Zz' .dudvdx'dy' - Ar.ro 
The, focus-sing condition requires that the exponent of the last 
term of eq .. AI.10 be set to zero, whence: 
k' z· /....z 
z:' - _, kK 2. = -· A I K2. -·- -·-·-·- -·-·-·- -·-·- -·-·- -·-·- - - - A 1 .. 11 
The negative s·ign. of z·' indica.tes- that the optical axis 
position- of this field is on the laser side of the hologram, 
and it is interpreted as thus a. virtual, ima.ge .. Subs·tituting. 
e.q.AI.11 into eq.Al.10, and integrating· over (x',y'), the 
limits being the s·caled aperture dimensions X' , Y', yields: 
. .k 2 2 .k' 2 2 . 
f 
Jz-(u +v ) J2z' Cr +s ) . X' ukK rk' 
t/Jv(r,s)a: A(u,v).e .e .sinc2 (pK--z----z-r)· 
sincY' (pK-vkK_sk').dudv 
2 Z Z I 
u,v 
The integration limit xm =X/K, and Y' =Y/K. ------------
AI.12 
AI.13 
The constant of proportionality in eq.AI.12 absorbs a term 
equal to hologram area X 'Y' . 
. k' 2 2 
J 2Z' ( r + s ) I r k' z. EE s k' z EE 
ijJv(r,s) a: e {A( z'kK+K'-z'kK+K) . 
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. k ( ( r k ' z p z) 2 ( sk' z EE) 2) X , k, y, k , 
eJ z'kK+T +· -z.'kK+k ©' sincy(rz,).sincy(sz,)} 
-·-·-·--·-·-·------·------------ AI. 14 
If the smoothing effect of· the sine() terms is dis-regarded, 
then the virtua.l ima.ge· .is just: 
J··k( (rK-E) 
2 +·(sK ..EE) 2 ) 
. nz· . nk k k 
ijJv(r,.s) a: A(rK-y-,.sK-y) .e -·-·-·-·-·-·--· AI .. 15' 
The result of eq .. AI~ ll has been used here,. and the leading 
ter.m of eq.AI.14 has· been igno.red, since the measured or ob-
se·rved quantity is the image intensity I (r,s), where: 
• . v 2 
Iv(r,,s;) =· ijJv(r-,.s.) .. ijJv(r,s.) =' jijJv(r,s·)j AI .. 16 
The; i:ma.ge· is re.duced in. s.i.ze by K (K>>1), shi£ted from the 
optical axis by the e.f:fe.ct of the reference wave an amount 
p·z:/kK and. is·, in addition,. phase-modulated ... The virtual image 
is" not useful for permanent: recording, and. the real. ima.ge 
d . d f h A*' 2 . h . . h 1 ·.e;r1;ve . rom t e · B. te:rm in t e transmission o og,ram out-· 





z·' -___,.. -·- -·-·-·-·-·- -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- -·-·-·- - -· -·- -·-·-·- ---·-·-·-· AL •. 1 T -· x I K"'. 
exp;:,ess;ion-. for real image amplitude is, a.gain ignor-· 
s-,inc:() smoothing. terms·: 
. k' 2 2 . E.E 2 E.E 2 
lzz·' (r +-s- ) *· nz nz -Jk( (rK- k) +{sK- k) ) 
a:; e .A ErK-T. 1.sK-k). e 
-·- -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- -· - - - -· A I .•. 1 8 
The real image posi.tion is behind the hologram with respect 
to the, reconstruct~ng- radiation. (Fig~.AI. 2.) 
AI .1. 4 The Reconstructed Image Position . 
Both real and virtual images are offset an amount pz/kK in 
both r and s axes. This reflects the fact that in a continuous 
(as opposed to sampled) antennae array the synthetic reference 
wave makes an angle p/k radians with the axis, and the image 
offset in a non-reduced reconstruction would be pz/k if a 
--·· /ert:ical array 
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Fig. AI.3(b) On image position and orientation in holography 
recons.tructing wavefront coplanar with the hologram is 
supposed .. 
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The hologram formation and. reconstruction is sketched in Fig. 
AL 3. There need. not always be. one virtual and one real image 
since· other combinations are possible by manipulating the 
focal length of the reconstructing radiation, but planar 
reference and reconstructing wavefronts a.re useful experiment-
a.lly as direct z·' estimates may. be made· without having first 
t:o. compensate for additional system lenses. In digital recon-
s·,t:ruct:ion techniques, the u.se, of the· "backpropa.gator'' notion 
can be· viewed as: leading. to the derivation of the virtual 
ima:ge. The advan.ta.ge of the d.i.gi tal reconstruction is the 
facili.ty with which the· propagation direction of the simulated 
illuminating. radiation. can be altered .. 
Iff Fig.AI .. 3(a.), the· formation- stage· of the hologram, the 
object F is s-een as- :r: from the hologram. aperture .. The. same· is 
seen. as. a. recons.tructed. virtual. image·,. looking through. the 
ho.U..og.ram towards the· illuminating sourc:e in Fig .. AI .. 3 (b) . By 
way oE c:omparison,. the: r.:eal ima.ge·, all.owed. to self:-·focus-. on 
a: su.i.table screen z·' beyond the hologram is seen as F. Both. 
image:s are· focussed below the hologram. centre,, but the virtual 
ima.ge· wilr form· a. de·focussed. distribution above the focussed 
r..ea.l ima·ge· if the· screen here has, adeq:ua:te vertical. extent .. 
The: re:aT image magnification. from the original object: plane 
to .. the: reduced. opt:i.c~l image is: 
Mlat 
From eq .AI .. 11 , 
z:"kK: z·' A.' K -·---·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-· AI: •. 19 Z1C' = 2 z:A. 
z·' -
1 
A.z/A.'K , so that Mla.t is just: 
M. -· - .. lat K 
The: long_i.tudina'l image po-s-i.t:ion· is·· from. the· same equation=~ 
- A.z z~' 
- A. 1 K2 
Iri the prototype system K was, including the hologram re-
imaging stage (Fig.AI.2), about 350, ·but the longitudinal 
image position was just 0.4 of that of the object. Had K been 
equal to the ratio of formation and reconstruction stage wave-
lengths A./A.' (ab_out 48000), then image proportions would have 
been in all three a~es a similarly scaled version of those of 
the object, but this provision would have resulted in un-
acceptably small transparencies. 
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The lateral image resolution is simply derived from eq.AI.14. 
The sine() functions have in their respective axes a width at 
the. half-intensity points given by: 
\'z' \'z' fir = ~ and As = -yr-
Substituting for z.' and X' and Y': 
AZ 
fir = XK. and s = ~~ -·- - - -·-·-·-·- - -·-·- - -·-·-- AT. 2 0 
hologram aperture is fully Provided that the reduced sea.le 
used., the reso.lu.tion of the optical image is seen to have been 
'determined in the ho1ogram mapping or formation stage. 
It s:houl.d. be stres-sed that the image offset has been derived 
a.s. though. the orthogpnal. microwave antenna. arrays were com-· 
posed oE c.ontinuous- emitters and. rece.ptors. In a practical 
m:i.c.r.owa:ve sys-tern, on:l.y discrete antennae are feasible in an 
in.e-rtialess implementa.tion and. the system described in this 
thes:is- us·ed a re·sonant: waveguide· distributor which ensured 
z·ero rela.tive· phase difference betweeff elements. (Appendix II) 
The: referen.ce· wave was acco:rd'.ingly coplanar with the holo·gram. 
*' ·-aperture· and. the terms; A B and AB in eq.AI. S" corresponded. to 
the- obje.ct wave· itself and its- con.jugate a.s a result, and 
the,i.r.- sum· r.epr·esented. a. component of the object wave. 
AI.. 1. S" The Sampled. Ho lo.gram 
The preceding. analysis; has· presumed continuous t.ransmi tting 
and receiving arrays, and. consequently has considered. the 
reconstruction of the fie1d emerging from a continuous holo-
g:r.am ... The· reduce·d, holog,ram; is mu1tiplie.d by a two-dimensional 
sampling grid to $imulate the sampling process arising from 
disc.rete arrays of antennae. The sampled hologram is thus: 
hs(x' ,y') = f JT(x',y') .8(x'-nAx').&(y'-nfiy')dx'dy' 
x'y' 
The sampling interval fix', Ay' is: 
Ax' = fix/K, fiy' = fiy/K, 
where fix = fiy and represents the antenna interval in .the 
mapping stage. The. prototype system had 6.x = 20·.2mm. (sec. 
AL 1 .2) The· sampling function can be decomposed by standard 
methods: 
cS (x' -n6.x.' ) 
values. Similarly: 
j 2'1Tnx' 
~ I e 6.x' , where n takes integral 
n 
j21Iny' 
cS(y'-n6.y') ~ rt e 6.y' 
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The inclusion of the sampling function generates a multiplicity 
of. equally space·s optical image orders; the image amplitude 
t.JJ (r, s:) become·s : 
v . kc 2. 2.) . k , c 2. 2 ) 
f 
· . J z· u +v J 2.z , r +s t.µv(r,s)~ A(u,v).e .e . 
U;;lncXz' (±.~;~+pK. u~K-\k,') .sincY
2
' (±~~~+pK-v~K_s~_; )dudv 
--·-·-·-·- -·-·- -·-·-·-·- -·-·-·-·-·- ---·-·- A I. 2.1 
Tlie· virtual image· i.s- identical to that of eq .. AI .. 12, but in 
addition is repeated at intervals in the (r,s) plane, where: 
r n. 
r k'z. 
n . _£.E z'kK. k. , such that rn is: 
n-. ~~ ... ~- -· T ··i, -·----·-·-·-·--·- --·- -·-·-·--·-·-·- -· A I.. 2.2. 
Th . 1 b . . . . A. z , 1 Th . . e: in.terva s etween successive images is JUSt 6.x·K· is 
corre.sponds to a reduced (by· K) version of the image spacing 
in the· fu1.l.-·si.z-e holog.ram· reconstruction, assuming that the 
paraxial app-roximation is. valid.at the angles suggested by 
eq .. AI.22 ... Tfra.t: the paraxia1 approxima.tion is not always: valid. 
at this off"set in the· non-·reduced image is apparent f.rom sec. 
3' .. 6 , bu.t the· reduction process generates a hologram wherein 
the sampling interval t::.x' . is many wavelengths (about. 91) long, 
ra.the:r· than just two thirds of a wavelength long as in the 
microwave sys:tem, and. henc.e· the paraxial. approxima.tion is 
applicable· over ac muck wider portion of the optical image 
field .. Given a hologram of width X', and an image plane offset 
r, then the e.rror in assuming paraxial wavefront description 
is no worse than ignoring the next term in the Taylor series 
field expansion, or: . k' 4 
J :--:-!( r -x ' ) 
e:(r,s) = e 8z' 
This term should have a maximum value not in excess of 'lT rad-
ians for the exponent. (sec.3.4) 
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3 1 X' 
Hence: r < (4z' A.') 4 - 2 , and as the least z' value en-
countered was about 200mm, ·the minimum value of r under which 
the paraxial approximation is still valid is 11mm. By way of 
comparison, the image will repeat at intervals of only 2.1mm 
at this range. The parax.ial approximation is thus valid and 
adequately accurate over distances much larger than the optical 
image repetition interval, and thus over the lowest and 
brightest image order. The consequence is that the image im-
puls·e response and image location accuracy are wholly de term-· 
ined by the· accuracy of the paraxial approxima.tion. in the 
(m±crowave) formation stage. 
The spatial extent of the individual data samples ·comprising 
the binary reduced hologram· is of l.ittle importance, since 
onlT the amplitudes of the hi.gher- image orders are then in 
que·s-tion .. Given an .. optical. image:,. knowledge of the optica1. 
foca1 leng:th z' , the scaling !ff.actor K, the formation and re-· 
construction wavelength ratio A./A.' and a measurement of the 
ra.t:io of: image off-set from: the optical axis to image repetition-
interv:a.l in the (r, s;) plane· will dete:rmine the original obj ec.t: 
ge.ometry, and no image order higher then the first (n=1) is 
required .. for this purpose·. 
AL.2 Confidence Testing of the Imaging System' 
The· imaging operation~ is not considered complete with. the 
retrieval of the· optical component. An assessment of the. 
succes's of" the, overall ima.ging operation should. be based on 
the original object geometry, taking into account the object 
orientation and the nature of its inte.raction w-i.th, coherent 
microwave illumination. 
The object geometry was simply deduced using the sampled_ 
hologram-image pair to advantage. An initial direct measure-
ment of image focal distance z', taken between the plane in 
which the reduced re-imaged hologram was found and the plane 
in w_hich the "sharpest" image appeared. (Fig .AI. 2) The cor-
responding object domain focal distance (range) is a simple 
function of reduction factor K (about 350) and the wavelength 
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ratio!../!..'. (about 4.SOOO)(eq.AI.17) The image lateral offsets 
can in principle be multiplied by K and compared with the 
object domain dimensions (eq~AI.19), but the small size of 
this image (the image repetition interval is at most a few 
millimetres) suggests the use of magnifying components to 
examine its detail. Rather than attempt to measure overall 
image magnification produced on the optical bench and the 
following printing stages, the image· offsets are taken as 
fractions of the image repetition interval, a ratio which is 
invariant with respect to image size. 
The predicted object lateral offset is taken as the same 
fraction of the paraxia:lly-equivalent object domain repetition 
interval ~~·· (eq.AI..2.2) That this quantity corresponds to an 
obj ec·t-a·rray plane· angle far outside the paraxial approxi.--
mation' s region of va.lidi ty is not: important· provided that 
the approximation adequately describes the region common to 
object and. array plane. 
In: practice:, the image was directly rec.orded. at original 
scal.e on Kodak Tri-X panchromatic film .. (35mm,. 400ASA) The 
film.holder was a conventional SLR camera operated without 
lens,. and. depending on image focal length and in tens·i ty, the 
e:xposure times varied. from 1I1000 to 1I12 5 seconds. Imag,e 
anal.ysi.s used the· same· s1ides- optically projected and. magnified .. 
The. refle·ctance characteristics of the object had to estimated 
inasmuch as specularly behaving objects could lead to ·image 
distances- apparently much in. excess o.f the true object to 
hologram range .. (Chp. 4) 
AL.3 .1 Lateral. Impuls·e Response with Combined Subarrays-
The antenna arrays were developed as four 10-element subarrays 
having two orthogonal polarisation designs.(Appendix II) The 
subarray functions were combined in both axes by directional 
couplers, and these unfortunately caused a gap between the 
10th and 11th antennae due to the bulkiness of the necessary 
waveguide bends, flanges and spaces required to adjust the 
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antennae to a. uniform grid. (See photograph of array, Fig. 2. 2) 
It is no simple matter mechanically to adjust both lateral 
offset and. simultaneously ensure equal path lengths between 
subarray feed points and the common connection point of the 
d.irectional couplers to source and preamplifier. Differential 
pha.se errors in signal combination at these po in ts can cause 
pointing errors in the axial impulse responses of. the vertical 
and. horiz.ontal arrays. From eq .AI. 14 in the preceding analysis 
a. suba.rray of length X' (measured in the reduced re-imaged 
h.ologram. doma·in) re.sul ted. in a system axial impulse response 
in· that axis: 
.. x1· rk' 
f:(r) a: sine ( ) .. TZ:' 
Ta:king X' =· X/K., and, the expression for z·' from a. previous 
equation (eq.AL.17), 
f ·c· ) . . ( lT'X:. K') r · a:. s·-1.nc A.z:··r . 
The· r-axis- impu1s·e response is· simply a. scale.cl. version of the· 
corresponding object domain function,. and the response· for 
combined subarrays is derived. in tha.t domain .. There is a 
Fourier transform relationship linking aperture dis.tribution 
and impulse response. The x-axis- microwave· array aperture· 
dfs,tribution. is :. 
x h'.(x·) -· rect·(x) 
Hence· the· non--reduced imag.e. plane (u.' , v') (sec .. 3. 3·. 1) impulse: 
r:e;s,pons:e: in. th.e u.' -ax~i.s is-: 
. u.' XlT·. 
H (u.') a: sinc{--xz:-) ---------·-·-·--·-·-·--·-·-·--·-·-·-·-·-·-· Al .. 2:3" 
The: a.rray'S' we-re used. ini t:ia-.lly in. an L arrangement (Chp .. 4) 
as: this gave better isolation betwe.en transmitting and. re-
ceiving· antennae than the +·arrangement us-ed with the digital 
and. enhanced. optica1. recons;truction processes. (Chp . .5) In. the 
la\tt'e!r·,. cross-coupling.: was· reduced to negligible p·roportions. 
by a·, subtractive technique .. (sec .. s·.3) The equivalent analogue 
(4 T) · · 
operation has been reported but was not used here. The 
array geometry is shown in Fig.AI.4. This deployment had a 
relative shift of 81.Smm in the axes of the vertical arrays 
caused by initial hardware limitations. The paraxial region 
approximation finds the orthogonal axes' impulse response by 
transforming the aperture occupancy in each axis separately .. 
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Figs. AI.4(b) and (c) Array impulse response 
The horizontal array occupancy is: 
x 
hh(x) - rect(X) © (8(x±Dh~Ax)) 
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Dh =· 1 2 .. 5, Ax =· 20. 2mm and X = 181. 8mm .. The co.rresponding im-
pulse re-sponse is: 2 , D A TIU'X TIU h .. uX 
Hh(u') a: sinc(-rz-) .cos( AZ ) 
The impulse response of the horizontal array (Fig.AI.4(b)) 
exhibits a narrow maximum flanked by slowly diminishing side--
lobes. The resolution at the half-po.wer points is: 
u' = AZ , or as an angular fun.ct ion: · -·3-dB 4Dh Ax 
8 --3:dB =· A 
4-DhAx. 
30mRads. 
The· resolu.tion of the system is higher than that of an a.rray 
o'f:· equal overall aperture, but the side lobe levels are much in 
e·xce.s~s·. o.f. those expected o.f a. filled array aperture .. A filled 
a'rr:a.y ape·rture would. ha:v:e.· 44mRads. resolution, but the firs,t 
s,idel.obe· pair in the. combined .. array are at only -·2dB level .. 
( F ig;..AT. 4-( b) ) 
The: vertica.l arra;y had. a_ smaller sub array gap (Dv =' 7. 5) and. 
re su.Ited. in s-1.ightl_y wide:r central maximum ( 59mRads- .. ) and. 
lowe-r amplitude (-6dB) side1obe performance at a. larger offset 
of· ±'.lOOrnRads- .. (Fig.AI.4(c)) 
AI .s .. 2: The· E'Efe.ct of. Gombina.tion Pha.se Errors 
The· mechanical constraints imposed fitting, antennae to a 
r:eg:u.Iar ·gr.:id. and ensuring that these· are' also collinear- means-
that a phas·e error can be· introduced between the signals of' 
ea.ch suba;rray pair. Assuming a relative phase error of e: 
radians between. the subar.ray ports, the array occupancy in 
an axi$ becomes.:· 
±Je:/2 
~(x) - rect(~) © (8(x±D.Ax) .e ) 
Using the translation property of the Fourier transform: 
. TIU'X 2Tiu'D x e: H(u') a: sinc(---rz-).cos( AZ -2) 
A maximum error in the position of the central lobe of the 
impulse response function results if e: = TI. The angular error 
would. be A/4DAx radians. The effect of phase errors in com-
bination is to translate the oscillatory structure under the 
sine() envelope, and the regular nature of this structure 
means that a peak "pointing error" as laree a·s· the -3dB 
beamwidth is possible. 
Al.3. 3 Ax.ial Offset in Vertical Subarrays. 
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The x-axis relative offset of the vertical subarrays Y1,Y2 is 
d ... (d. =· 81. Smm) This resulted from the E-plane. divergence of 
the ou.tput ports of the directional coupler signal combiner. 
The hologr.am segment resulting from commutation of the sensors 
in. subarrays Xl and. Y1 and having a point scatterer target 
at (u,.v, z) is approximately: 
. c· ) . k c 2. c ) 2 2 c ) 2 ) JP x.+y Jzz u + x-u +v + y-v 
hx lY 1 ( x·' Y) -· e . e· 
The: co.rresponding. segment from the X1 ,.Y2. subarray pa.i.r is: 
. ( ) . k ( ( d ) z: ( ) 2. 2 ( ) 2~) Jp· x+y J 2:z u- . + x-u +v +· y-v 
hxryz:Cx,.y) - e . e 
Th& above· expressions are similar, taken over their respective 
suba.rray y-axis\ values, bu.t for a. term:· 
Eld:, u.,. z:J - e· 
· k (d 2: 2 d) J2.z: · - .u 
Th~ eff~ct: of· such an. error term fbr a point object is to 
pertur.b the. position- of the impulse· response maximum under the 
en:v:elo.ping; s·inc() function in the s·ame manner as the.· phase 
e:rror$ in. combina:tion- in. the orthogonal x-axis. The· error is:. 
function: of both· range and. object u.-ax.is position, so that: 
ima.g;in·g: of obj ect:s; extende.d. in that axis is additionally p·e.r-· 
tu.rhed ;. howe.ve·r,. the· array off set was corrected. by additional 
hardware before any imag:ing of extended objects was attempted 
and'. used. only in a. pre1iminary "con.fidence test" with objects 
w:ho·s-e• specul.ar nature· a:llowed. point scatterer treatment .. (Chp.4-) 
AI.4 Object Region Accessible to 10 and 20 Element Arrays 
Differences in the lateral dimensions of the object region 
accessible to the crossed array microwave holographic system 
employing two 10 element,. and, by way of comparison, two 20 
element arrays are examined assuming the use of the paraxial 
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reconstruction process. The object region u- and v-axis 
accessibility is governed. by both pa.rax.ial accuracy and 
sampling considera.tions·, and is a function of range to that 
object plane. (secs .. 3.4 and 3.6) A criterion of paraxial 
approxima.tion accuracy suggested ( eq .. 3. 36.) a- peak phase error 
of 'TT radians: 
( <P~~z3A.)1 X h ~ . th 'TT -- Z' w ere 'I' = TI, z is · e range, 
A. =' J0.3mm, X = •. 1818m (10 element) or .383"8m(20 element) 
and. t:he antenna element spacing is taken as tJ.x = tJ.y = 20 .Zmm. 
The arrays are suppo.sed to be. assembled without "mis-sing"-
antennae as filled. arrays. 
The Nyquist sampling: criterion, based on a s·ta tionary phase 
estimate of hologram. s-pec:tral extent, limits the u-axis 
acc:es-sihili ty according to: (sec ... J. 6) 
A.z: X 
uinax -- 2 tJ.x. -· 2' 
Xz·, 
. The~ axial half-power resolution is taken as - in the con-· x. 
v:entional manner. An es;t:ima·te of the number of resolved cells 
ac:ros-s- the obje·ct region is taken as-- the u-axis limit divide.d 
by· c.e-11 dimension and. doubled. 
The· actual number of cells resolved. on the: areal obj e.ct may 
be .less than this numbe-r and. would. also depend on expected 
object contras:t as· the· conv~ntio.nal apodising_ procedures 
used: to control s;idel.obe: leve.ls, on this- account would also 
d. · d 1 . · · 1 . · ( 1 l) E . -. f. h ·h d d ·. egra e 1near reso .ution... xam1na.t1on o t e s a e .. reg.ion. 
of Fig:s~. S-Ca) and. (b) shows- that the paraxial accuracy- limit--
a-tion. ultima.tely re·s,tric.ts object region access-ibility, and 
in the range interval be:low 2 metres used in the prototype 
So/Stem no more than JO ce-lls (for the· 10 element array con--
fi.g:uration) are available., but about 100 are available for 
a 2·0 element sys·tem which. has slightly more than twice the 
linear aperture in either axis. The latter system could thus 
accept more complex objects but at the expense of an increase 
in the minimum usable range. 
La.teral 
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System Design Features 
The major hardware components of the circuitry responsible for 
sele.cting the active antennae, generating the required. micro-
wave power and process-ing. the received signal are described 
in. ra.ther more deta,il. than in Chp. 2, and. in addi ti.on, some of 
t:he·ir des:ign features are highlighted. 
AII.1.1 The: Antenna Arrays 
The signal. distributor for both tran.smi tting and receiving 
arrays was a. slotted. waveguide operating as a resonant ant:e.nna .. 
This: type of d:is·tribu.tor was fe1t to offer a. s·imple:· and pre.--
dic.tab1e- me·t:hod of' obta.irring a set of- spatially s·epara.te 
s:igna1 fields: with ( idea.lly) z·ero relative. phase shift and. 
e.qµal ampli.tudes ·- Other rea1iza tions of a:rray antennae do not 
impos:e the' same limita,tions in C'hoice o.f slot s-pacing:sJB9) 
but the· pric:e pa.id. for this extra. design parameter is a 
re1.ative increase- in insertion~ los·s. The deci.sion. to base t:he-
antenna. des:ign'. on waveguide- technology was made of necess·ity· 
s:inceH more mode-rn and .. compact: stripline and micros·trip tech--
no:log,y· demand.e.d. support e.quipmen.t for fabrication. and. te·s t 
measurement: whi.c:h was- not availa~ble· to this author. The 
narrow, all.owabl.e: Ereque.ncy rang.e. imposed· by the re.sonant S'lot: 
leng:t:h of: a-.pproxima.t:ely one: ha.lf f'ree·-space wavelength and. 
the: adjustable s·hort c-ircui t use:d to reflect an open circuit 
condition. as· suba.rray te:rmina.tion was not a s:er.i.ous- problem 
a:.t: the· bandwidths (l_e.s;s than o .. 01%') oc:cup·ied by the sys--tem at 
the: curren.t s--t:a.ge. 
Slots were cut in the broadwall of one suparray ·, (Fig.AII.1 (a)) 
and in.the narrow wall of the other,(Fig.AII.1(b)) so that 
the switches and associated radiators could be arranged fbr 
copolarised operation. Cross-polarised operation would be 
possible using identical arrays in both axes, although 
Fi g . ArI.l(a )( Lcft ) 
Subarray type with 
slots in broad\all 
of W<.lVCguid 
f-ig. AII.1(b)(Right ) 
ubarray type \ ith 
lots in narrow wall 
of wa eguidc 
I 
. -·- :~ 
' 






Fig. AII.1(d) Section Fig . AII.1(e) Diode Fig. AII.1( £) 
of switch and flange equivalent circuit Switch driver 
(Switc h in "ON" state) 
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polarisation filters have been developed for SAR use( 126 )and 
would be appropriate for generating co- and cross-polarised 
microwave holographic imagery as well. 
The re.sonant distributor design assumes slot-to-slot spacings 
of multiples· of one half waveguidelength( in this case 2.0. Zmm) 
and almost· exa.ctly· equa.l to two-·thirds of the free space 
wav:el.ength. of 30. 3rnm .. Lower spacings were not practical since 
the· o.perating frequency would have approached the waveguide 
cu.t-ofE frequenc.y .. 
AII . 1 . 2 Switche-s 
Shunt two diode swi tche.s were used in both axes .. The negligible 
bandw,idth requirements al.lowed. device se.lection to be bas·ed_ 
on: the· d.i.od.e· parasitic. reactan.ces-; rather than having to try-
tO' min.im.is:e the. effe.c.t of these parameters ... In addition,. the 
d.e.s:i.gn wa.s· a.ls-o required to yield a switch as simple as was, 
QO$.Si.bl.e·,. so tha.t comparatively large· numbers could be made 
wit:hout reqµ.iring individual. ad.j ustmen.t. (Fig .. AII. 1 ( c)) 
Germanium. point" contact "'s·ignal" diodes were used in all 
swi.tthe·s·~.(The· type used was OA91.) A short stub,. equal in· dia-· 
me:te·r- to th.e· diode, was mounted. centra.l.ly in .the waveguide 
and· conne'.c.ted. in series with the· diode, so bridg;ing. the narrow 
dlfmens:ion: of the· wavegu.id.e .. The· microwave circu.i t was com-· 
p'1.eted. bf £Tanging, tfri.s·. stub and. inserting a plas:tic wa·she:r-
be:t:wee:n: flang.e and the. outside· broad wave gu.i.de· wa1.l so fo·rm-· 
ing:. a. bypas'.s capacitor .. The· value of th.is bypass capacitor 
wa;s· less than SpF and represented only -j 3 ohms reac.tance at 
the; op·e·r.at'ing, frequen.c:y •. (Fi.g;s; .. AIL.1 (d) and. (e.) )The· switch 
d:r:iver c.i.r.cuit is shown in Fig .Arr. 1 (£). The t:rans·istor 
driver bas·e· was held at TTL logical zero level in the m·inimum 
transmissiom (quiescent) state, and , depending on which axis 
was selected, a 188kHz or 148kHz square tone-burst waveform 
was applied during the active epoch. The waveguide was as a 
result at TTL supply potential, and thus waveguide connection 
to· source and preamplifier was made through thin low-loss 
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insulating washers between the mating flanges. The choice of 
germanium diode OA91 was only made after extensive tests of 
various units, includirig a variety of mechanic~lly similar 
germanium point contact, silicon planar and hot carrier types. 
Silicon PIN diodes were not considered on the basis of the 
high costs of these devices . All diodes were tested in the 
same mount and where necessary the shorter diodes were ex-
t:end.e.d by an equal d.iameter post so tha.t all assemblies span-
ne.d. the, waveguide. The swi t:ches were terminated by a ma t:ched 
a.tt:enuator and. following det:e.ctor for repeatability of trans-
mis·sion measurements. Those diodes having the thinnest and 
longest "whiskers" within the envelope and the lowest capac-· 
itance: under reverse-biased condi t:ions proved to be best 
su.it:ed. to. waveguid.e· switch. service. 
Slotte.d'. l.ine admittance: measurement.s. also revealed that in 
al.I. cases in both transmission state·s, the· admittance in the 
diode plane was net inductive. The proposed equivalent circuit· 
is shown_ in Fig.AIL.1 (e) and the quantities Cc· and Gj refer 
to the: f:ixed. enve1.ope· and. junction capacitance· respectively. 
The.se are practically inseparable in. a low frequency bridge 
measurement and the total value at -10 volts reverse· bias 
wa,s. 0 .. rs:pF .. The. post inductance was negligible compared to 
that of: t:h.e "whisker", denoted. by Lw. The equivalent circuit: 
in• the' ''OFF" ( 1 ow er t:ransm·is.s-ion ) state was- not quite that 
of a-. secri.es res-onant circuit·,. the whisker reactance being 
twii.c:e· that of' the junction capacitive reactance·, but a diode 
combining high whisker inductance and a junc.tion capacitance 
of about 0. 3pF could. not be· found .. 
I.t: wa.S' pos:Sible. to improve~ marginally the "ON" state trans·-
mis:sion at the expense· of the "OFF" state isolation, by in-
c:luding a ( capacitive) adjustable screw reflected in to the 
plane of the diode. In the "ON" state, the junction reactance 
represented by c. ·is effectively removed from circuit by the 
J . 
action of the forward current then flowing and replaced by a 
low resistance term instead (of the order of 20 ohms), and 
the peaking of the "ON" state transmission by the screw is in 
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accordance with the equivalent circuit. 
The switch also served as radiator without the addition of 
any external components. The interelement spacing of 20.Zmm 
meant that standard RG-52/U waveguide was too wide for the 
broadwall subarray and a reduced width version with standard 
height (lOmm) was fabricated from the solid with a 17.9mm 
internal dimension. The cut-off dimension at the system 
operating frequency was 15. 1 S"mm and. tolerances on th.e width 
of the waveguide were he Id. to 0 .1 mm over 2.0 switches in an 
a.ttemP.t to minimise. phas-e errors due to the increased wave-
guide phase velocity sensitivity so close to cut-off. 
The· d.eve.lopment of the a.rrays as· two pairs of 10 element sub-· 
a-rrays was in retrospect unfortunate., since the· combination 
into a. single. array· function involved. both a power· loss of 
30.B: in. the directiona.l couple·r and. an inevitable gap between 
suba.rrays in- a .. gi.ven axis which was caused by the bulky wave-· 
guide hardware and. th-is: adversely affected the form of the 
imag~ing system's impuls.e· response. 
AII .. l .3 Array Eva.luation 
The; e.va.Iua·.tion of: subarray and. array performaTlce was intended 
e:stab'.lisfr. the a-rray ins-ertion loss.es· and the re·lat:i.ve; phase. 
and. ampl ftude errors acro·ss: the aperture-.. Any switch of ei the-r 
a.rray- fi.mcti.ons- both as commu.ta.tor and amplitude modulator. 
This; las;t proces-s is: p·erformed. in two steps, u.sing. di.ff eren.t 
frequencies- in each a.rray .. It is. always: convenient if the 
rece.ived. signal is modula,ted either in amplitude or in phase· 
asx th·i.s enormo.us·ly simplifies the recovery of. smal.l. signal.s. 
( 91') in· the. pre.sence of a- much· larger amplitude reference field. 
·The insertion lo.ss is expressed as the loss in conversion of 
continuous wave power to power at a single sideband. Without 
modulation during the active epoch, the insertion loss of a 
switch varied. Using a matched termination (as opposed to an 
open waveguide) the subarrays having E-field polarisation 
parellel to their long axes(Fig.AII.1(b)) had an average 
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insertion loss of 4.6dB and the other type (Fig.Ail.1(a)) 
had a loss of 3.SdB. Measurements were made using a microwave 
spectrum analyser (HP85'5SA) as a wideband receiver. The mean 
powecr of one fundamental sideband of the squarewave toneburst 
was, for· an average element of the more efficient array, 
-·13· .. 6dB below the level a lossless switch would transIILi t. The 
hig~ conversion loss was an unfortunate property of the simple 
shun,t switch .. By compa.rison, the reflective switch used in the 
cooperative target device· could achieve higher performance 
s:ince re;flecti.on of a. continuous wave field al ter.nately f-rom 
p1:anes s,paced A.g/ 4 a pa.rt amounts to suppressed-carrier DSB 
in the· ideal case and. even practically, the conver.·sion loss 
was. onl.y 4dB. 
The. s·ignal. reflected from the object under investigation was;. 
remodulated by the· S·hunt switches of. the other array .. The· 
overall conversion loss including fixed losses in the switches 
an~ the modulation proces~ itself was. about 28dB~ The syn-
chr.onous~ dete.ction. pr.oce.s·s· used. recovered. power in both 
fundamental. sidebands and: improved the ins:ertion loss for 
pr~ac:tical purposes by 3dB .. 
The initia.l measurements of. sys·tematic phase errors in a sub--
ar.ra,y0 were· made· us.ing a cooperative targ.etc 9·1 -·93 J, being a 
harm antenna terminated in a. diode· swi.tch and .. short c.ircui t .. 
The: d"evic.e· had. impre:ss:ive· advanta·ges, and the- system c.ou.Id. he 
use.d: to· d.etermine the: co.opera t·ive· targ,et ''s· phase- ce.ntre. a.lbeit 
in:. an: env·i ronmen.t far f:rom~ anechoic.. 
The array test geometry is shown in Fig.AII.2(a) and a view 
oE the: source rad.iat:or and. array as- seen f'rom· the cooperative 
targ~et is:· given- in: Fig;.AlI. z·(b) .. The· mi.crowave source· was. un-· 
mod:u·late.d and. the· first subarray of 10 antennae was used as· a 
receiver·. No travel.ling wave tube· pr.eamplif ier was necessary 
in the receive path since system los·ses were far lower than 
in a typical two-axis imaging situation. The output phases of 
the reflected signals are seen in Fig.AII.Z(c) in order of the 
antennae. The cooperative target was just within the array 
f~r-field and normal to the antennae centreline. The signal 
\rray 
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extracted for analogue measuring purposes was found at the 
output of an analogue sample-and-hold , which was arranged to 
follow the ana.logue processor (q.v.) phase output a variable 
time after the commutation of number 1 antenna, very much 
after the· manner of a box-car detection system and possessing 
the signal averaging properties of this technique. Only the 
systematic phase errors were considered to remain after.this 
stag.e., 
This: preliminary test showed that the first subarray had 4.0° 
pha:s,e s:pread. acros.s the· ape-rture at the f arf·ield. distance. In. 
Fig,..AlI.2(c.) the sligh.t "concavity" of the phase data shown 
as. analogous voltage quantities proved to be that expected., 
s·ince this effect increased at s·horter ranges. A least-·squares 
pa,r.ah0lic fit of" the phase: data to that calculated. for this 
ra-rrg.e· showed. only T0 r·.m: .. s .. phas'e error .. This· error is com-· 
parable with the'. "·random errors or ~:1 2° from a mean" accepted 
by Hayward,. Rope.,. Tri.co les· and. Yue ( 35 ) in their· 16 x 16 
an.t:e:nnae ,. mechanically switched, orthogonal array imaging 
s·ys;tem·. The:se· te.s.ts showed that the basic. array design. was; 
s·ound and. that optical reconstruction would be· worthwhile. if 
the· cross-coupled. (that is, coupled direct:ly from transmit 
to rece,i.ving antenna) signals could be· removed. or otherwise 
ke.pt: to a: sufficiently low level.. 
A more· comple·t·e survey of the transmitting and. receiving: 
a\r<rays: was; pos·sibl.e· once: the complete antenna. system had been 
assembled. wi.th signal combining hardwa.re· (d.irectiona.l coupl.ers), 
mounted on a. su.i tably I.rig.id. frame· and the interfac~s to the 
De:partmental minicomputer commissioned. The survey was perform-· 
e:& und'er supe·rvi:sion a·s. an, unde·rg.raduate project:. C3B) The 
antennae sys·tem was deployed as shown in Fig.2 .. 2 of Chp.2. 
This s~rvey was geometrically quite similar to the previous 
test. A local normal to the plane of the arrays was establish-
ed using a reflected beam from a low powered Helium-Neon 
laser and an optical mirror fixed in area of array intersection. 
The transmitting array was disconnected from the source feed 
and functionally replaced by a simple radiating element and 
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series switch placed a known distance along the array normal 
and. linked to the source by coaxial cable. The arrays were 
surveyed separately and used. as receive components. The 
commutation circuitry was switched so that in both cases 
commutation was at the same rate. This precaution simplified 
<la.ta capture. 1600 data points were recorded on paper tape 
for later analysis. These data corresponded to 40 frames each 
of 4-0 <la.ta, there being an I and. Q component from every antenna 
of the 2.0 in a full array. Summation of these frames amounted. 
t:o time domain averaging of· the signa.l components· and only 
sys,tematic errors were considered to remain afterwards. A 
s.phe-r-ica.l wavefront was as·sumed to originate from the phase 
centre of. the remote transmitter and. a. least:-·squares fit: was 
applied to the mean·. measured. data .. 
The system was a.lso operated in its norma.1 imaging. mode, but 
using a large· (1m2) r.ig:id. a.luminium sheet as a specular re-· 
flee.tor and taking care to remove before.hand the (average) 
c.ross-c.oupled signal field. The specular" image" source. found 
appa.rentl.y behi.nd. the object was- located in three· dimens.ions 
and. again a leas·t-·squares· fit of the field considered to 
emanate from the "source" was applied. to the mean measured 
data~. The array phase· errors derived from bo:th separate and 
ima:g·ing surveys'. are shown in Fig .. AI r..3 .. 
An· obvious "'step" between subarrays; in: the vertical axis: is 
due:· t:o unequal. path leng.ths in the d.irect:ional couple:r. The 
l.ar.·g:e: d~iscrepan.cy- in: phase' error be.tween the two methods· for 
number 8 antenna. was found to be cau.s·ed .. by a defe·ctive array 
driver integrated. circuit in the slower commutation circuit 
u.s;ed. on.ly in. the· ima.ging mode .. inve.s·tig.ation ... It is- a.lso 
n0·te.worthy that the lower combination phase error of the hori-· 
z·on.tal array is re-fleeted in a remarkably symmetrica.l impulse 
response in this axis in the image; referral to the results 
of Chp.S (Figs. 5.3(a),S.6(b),S.8,S.9(a) and5.10(b)) shows a 
central bright region flanked by symmetrical maxima as expect-
of the array structure, (Appendix I)whereas the distinct com-
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response where the maximum is slightly and consistently below 
the correct point.(Figs.S.7(b),S.8,5.9(a) and 5.10(b)) This 
c.onc:lusion applies to both optically- and numerical.ly-based 
recons-tuction of imag.eswhere the specular effect has been 
dominant. 
The r.m.s. pha.se error for the vertical array was 24.5° when 
tes,ted separately but only 13° when tested as an imaging 
sys:tem .. The explanation of this· discrepancy is quite s.imple. 
As:suming s.pecular behaviour for the large flat object, any 
phas·e· error in. comhina.tion w.il.1 produce· a vertical of£set in 
the image impul.s:e· re.sponse. Us.ing the ima.g;ing notion., the 
wave£ront: supposed. to, .emanate from that maximum. will thus 
c:omp:ens·a.te f'or a linear. phase error component across the 
re:sp e:e:.tiv-e· array- axis , an:d. s:o produc:e a r athe'T' he t ter r. m. s: .. 
pha\s·e e,r.-ror estimate.. In. I.ike· manner, the pha·se errors f'or 
the: ho:riz:onta-1 array· we.re~ 2.2°(te,sted separate1y) and. 16° 
(te.s:t:ed. a.s an: imaging sy s·tem) .. 
The: imaging~. a:.t:t:empts. prior to this survey had used. o.pti.c:al 
re·cons.tuc.tion: f'r.om. unproce:s·sed. bina.ry holograms and had. shown 
. that the efTe:ct of· ga.ps:. in the array axes due to the. bulky 
wave:gui.de· d.irectional. couplers and. other hardware was: a more· 
s:e·ri.ous de£ec:t: than systematic phase errors. Gompensa.tion of: 
such. £:Lx:e.d e:rror.s-; was thus not rou.tine1y performed., but: the· 
p·ro:c:e:clu.r:e:· f:or do·ing so w.ou1d .. require· no more. than: thr·e·e 
Fo,rtr.an. s;ta,tements- in a: recons.tr.uc.tion program., 
The:- pro:ce.duxe. outl.ine.d. he.re- demonstrates the· simple surveying-
and. diagnos:tic f:eature:s of the orthogonal axis imaging system. 
Corre:cti.on of: phase e·rro.rs woul.d. involve only the. storage· in 
the .. re:construc:tion p-ro·c:e,s;s.or of M+N va1ue·s:,. in a. sys;tem having: 
as many tota~l elements:,, whe:reas an area.1 filled array of 
e.quivalent aperture and element density would require MN phase 
correction data. 
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AIL 1.4 Amplitude Errors and. Incomplete Elemental Isolation 
The 10 element subarrays were individually tested using a 
simulated open circuit waveguide radiator and matched. load 
with square law detector following. Tes·ts were ca.rried out at 
operational power levels and as an exampl~, the vertical array 
(tha.t: is-, having electric field polarisation par11llel to the 
long. axis0 had only 1 .SdB peak-to-peak variation among the 
"ON" e:lements, and the mean isolation of a switch element of 
thi.s:. type: was -·23'dB be~ow the mean "ON" state level. The· 
resu1 ts: of "ON" state level measurements made during the 
c:ompu.t:er assisted survey were more· sca.ttered, and. the same 
ell.ements o.f the vertical a.rray showed 6dB varia.tion. peak-·to-
peak., even allowing: f"or th.e s·light rang.e diff.e.rence.s, to the· 
s-ource: f'rom. e·l.ement to e1 ement .. 
The.· most likely explana.tion of this discrepancy wou.ld ace.cunt 
for t·he· finite leakage of modu.lat:ed signa.l components by 
n.ominal.ly- "OFF"- antenna. elements as a superposition of the 
s~J?.heri.ca1. fi.eTd. due to that "ON". antenna and a lower level 
a.rra-y of cophasal. radiating: elements. This· backg.round fie1d 
would be enc:ounte:red at a range of· no more than· 6 % of its 
fa'.r-·fie1d: d.istance· in the g.eometry leading to Fig:. AI I. 3, and. 
would thus be· approximately planar and uni.form across the 
projected, ape·rtu.re· .. In thiS'.. model, the spurious field. com-· 
ponent:s at the source· pos·ition would. be· not more than .. 35% of' 
the field; g.ene.rated by the· "ON" antenna, wh:ich. would. I.ead to 
a· pe·ak add~itional apparent phase error· of 2.1° and amplitude 
e-r.rors. up to +2 .• 6dB. and -3 .. TdB, which is in the range of 
er:ro·rs-; obse-rved in: t·he· f:r.ee· s:p.ace· e:xpe·riment. 
k direct· tes:t of th.is conj ec:ture would involve imaging the 
aperture· in all "ON" states pos:sible (2.0), but such an. under-
taking is complicated by (a) a resolution reqirement rather 
less than J....g/2 (the element spacing) and (b) simultaneous 
very low side lobe level, since a very .Large dynamic range is 
., 
required to separate "ON" and "leaking" antennae at this 
spacing. 
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In so far as practical imaging situations are concerned, it 
is noteworthy that the "range plane" imaging system consider-
ed in the latter part of Chp.5 should be particularly tolerant 
of errors arising from this source, as the beam focal position 
(which defines the imag~ plane extent) is everywhere below 
the projected aperture of the system. 
The array structure described here may not at first encounter 
appear likely to lead to low phase errors given the non-
dissipative switching mode and consequent poor VSWR in the 
d.i.s·tributor. The resonant spacing of the antenna elements 
implies that all are (elec·trically) equal distant from the 
source, and the. reflected signals are absorbed partly in the 
d.irect.ional coupler load and in the· source isolators. A signal 
r.eflected. from an "OFF" antenna will always appear in. the 
same relative phas·e to an "ON" antenna.,. regardless o.f such .. an 
antenna.' s pos:i tion within. the array. Attempts' to reduce array 
insert·ion. loss by increasing distribution slot coupling are 
likel.y to introduce series resistance elements into the s·hunt 
component model ( 89 ) and. subsequent amplitude and phase taper 
across the array would be· less suited to synthetic aperture 
use .. 
AIT.Z Microwave Source 
In; view of the considerable losses- in both transmitting and 
rece·iving· arrays- due to the complex signal modulation process, 
the microwave source was operated. far above its rated voltages 
in an effort to increase the available power . A low power 
Varian klystron- rated. at 25-SOmW (continuous wave) and intend.-· 
ed for local oscillator- service in radar equipment was made to 
deliver approximately 200mW. Forced. ai.r cooling was necessary 
and the klystrun was mounted on a substantial heatsink. The 
anode potential was increased from the rated 250V to 4SOV. A 
number of similar devices were kept (pre-tuned) as spares, 
but no failure or reduction in radio~frequency power, as 
monitored by mixer bias current levels, was noted over 
approximately 300 hours of operation. 
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AII.3.1 The Microwave Mixer 
The requirement for complex data repre·sentation of the holo-
gram specified a two channel receiver to process the low level 
sum frequency signals from a pair of microwave mixers whose 
re£erence signals were in time quadrature and input. signals 
were in phase. As the modulation process at transmitting and 
receiving antennae g.enerated a variety of different frequency 
components in addition to that at the requi.red sum frequency, 
a balanced. mixer was indi.cated. to optimise the· rejection of 
unwanted components. The separation of· signal and reference 
c.omponents was by conventional hybrid. junctions· (Fig .AI!. 4 (a.)). 
and s:ignal distribution. was: by H-plane junctions, leading· to 
copha.sal signal. components· at all. 4 mixer diodes .. A s1.otted 
line· s~ignal sampler could. be' mechanically adjusted to ensure 
t:he. quadrature ref'erence field condition. 
Th& mixer diodes (INl3C) were initially selected f~r equal 
res-ponse· and impedanc.e at a. given bias current level of 2.00µA. 
The: total. av-a.ilable re-f'e:rence. power was- 2mW, and this was-
deri ved. d.irec.tly f'rom the source via a 20. 3'dB directional 
coup1er ... Individual trans.resistance amplifiers incorpora.ted 
fee·dback res:is:tors so that: mean vol ta.ge level and. hence signal 
s:ens:iti:v:ity· c.ould. be equalised without affecting bias current 
or: the: wa:v:·eg.µide~ to diode impedance match .. (Fig .. ALLA-(b)) 
Signal subtrac.tion after the trans-resistance amplifiers- was 
by· two id.ent:ical. , bif-'ilaT wound transformers., and. the second-
ary ou,tputs• incorporated. attenuators to compensate any remain-
ing. I and. Q channel ·imbalance. in amplitude. 
AIT •. 3". 2. PhaS'e· and. Ampli.tude Errors in the· Mixer 
The mixer diodes are taken to operate in the square law 
·region. The subtraction of the outputs of a balanced mixer 
amounts to multiplication.of the input and reference signals. 
If the input signal is: 
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and. the reference signal is: 
./ fref (t) = v 2cos(w 0 t + <P) -·-·----·-·-----·----·-- AII. 2 
where: w 
0 
= 2 7T. 9. 9GHz., 
ws = 2 7T. 336 ~ 9kHz·, 
e = s,ignal phase, <P = reference phase, and 
the factor a indicates the efficiency of the modulation process. 
The mixer ou.tput component at the frequency ws, the sum of the 
fundamental frequencies of the tonebursts applied to transmit 
and. receive antennae,. is: 
£-IC t) a: a:V 1v 2cosw 5 t . cos ( e - <P) ---·-·--·-·-·-· AI I. 3· 
If. the referenc·e· field is· shifted TI I 2 rad.ians a.t the other 
mixer, the. Q component output is simply: 
av, v·2_cosws t . sin(e - <P) ---·-·-·-·-·-·-· AI.I .. 4 
The same constan.t of proportionality is assumed., since: this 
can be'. adjusted. using the circuitry of Fig .. AII.4(b). The am-· 
plikudes of the modulated. I and. Q comportents were extracted 
by s,ynchronous detection, and. the polar- representation of the· 
received. signal follows from Euler's identity. The amplitude. 
becomes. av 1 v 2.'' and the phase· is ( e - <P) • 
In. practice,. ampli.tud.e imbalance and phase errors arise in 
mixe·r cali.bra t:ion. Id.eally ,. the two (baseband) signals I and Q 
a.re: g.iven a.s;:. (r,.Q) -· R(cosa:,.sina:). R is the amplitude.,. 
and. a: is the pha.se· difTe:re.nce (8 -· <j>)between input and refer-· 
enc:e' ·s·i.gnals ... · As:suming, that the reference in one. mixer is in 
relative error by 1jJ radians: and c: fractional amplitude, then 
the complex description of the reference field is multiplied 
by a factor (1 +· c:)e-jijJ .. Hence: 
(1.,Q) -· R(cosa::,, s:in.a:) +· R(O,,c:sina::) +· 
R ( 0 , ( 1 +·c: ) s i mjJ co s a:) - A I I. S 
The ratio of tlu.e unwanted and wanted components is: 
Ratio(unwanted:wanted sequence) :i= ((~) 2 + (siznijJ)Z)! AII.6 
As an example, 10°(.17 radians) and 20% amplitude error leads 
to a field conjugate to that of the wanted field and at a 
relative level of -18dB. 
-
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The required focussed image will, at worst, be found against 
a background of the diffuse conjugate field, and the relative 
amplitude will be greater than that measured at the hologram, 
and will depend on the object and holographic system geometry. 
The contrast. of wanted image and unwanted background components 
arising from the conjugate hologram data can be illustrated 
for a point object if the reconstruction process is followed 
for both components. Initially equal amplitude wanted. and un--
wanted hologram data. are assumed-this corresponds to a re-· 
construction based on bipolar real data. A hologram aperture 
of· area XY (m2-) is c.onsidered to be generated. by the o.rthogonal 
array system and the par axial approximations a.re mad.e. The re--
construction operation is, f~om sec.3.3 : 
f
. f -jE( (X-U I) z+·(y-V I) 2.) 
F(u' ,.v') =- _ f'(x,y) .e z:z:' .. dxdy 
The: image and ho lo gr a~ ~lane coordinates are (u.', v') and. 
(x,y) respectively. The hologram data is taken as: 
k z· z 
f(x,y) -· cos(zz(x + y ) ) 
An o.bject p·oint on axis· and at· a range of z ha.s been assumed .. 
Real. data hologram corresponds to equal amplitude of wanted 
and. unwanted complex data. The approximate- amplitude of the 
d.if"fi.is·e: component. is f"ound. using a stationa.ry phase approach, 
and. retaining only the amplitude of the re.sul t. ( 1 OJ) The 
contrast expressed a.s field amplitude ratio is: 
Focus,sed image- comp on en t 
Diffuse- background. component -· 
ZXY 
-xz. 
_,_. ____ ,_·--·-·- AI.I .,7 
In the special case of real bipolar hologram data considered. 
here, eq.AII. T would. also indicate the ratio of field ampli-
tudes· in the real and virtual image pair, where· one. of these 
has· b_een reconstructed. agains·t a diffuse overlay of the other. 
The imaging mode survey of the arrays had X=.6868m, Y=.5858m 
.A='3·0.3mm and z=·1.9m, and the image contrast ratio in addition 
to the inherent measured discrimination of the two channel 
receiver is approximately Z3dB, so that the incomple.te 
antennae isolation is a relatively more serious contributor 
to antennae phase and amplitude errors. 
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The contrast ratio is comparable with that found by Fargan 
and Newsome( 128 ) in their analysis of the passage of wideband 
linear frequency modulated pulses through matched and conjugate-
ly mismatched filters. Their result for the ratio of outputs 
of matched and mismatched (one dimensional) filters is simply 
1 
(2.Time-:-bandwidth product) 2 • The spatial bandwidth of the 
hologram is X/A.z m- 1 , and duration corresponds to aperture 
dimension X. !~eluding a second orthogonal axis of aperture 
Y, the same result f·or image contrast is obtained. 
Mo·st objects of interest will be· composed of multiple point 
scatterers or will be of extended nature, and applying the 
principle of superposition, the image to background contrast 
will be less since the separate diffuse background attending 
ea.ch image point will be to a very la.rge extent coincident. 
AII. 4 Post-mixer Signal Processing 
AII.4 .1 Sum Frequency Amplifier and .. Synchronous Detector 
The I and Q mixer outputs were switched in turn to the input 
of a variable· gain narrowband amplifier. The commutator was 
implemented using standard CMOS bilateral switches (type CD 
4066) in- a series changeover configuration. The feedthrough 
of higher order harmonic components of the switching frequency 
was. minimised by briefly short-circuiting the commutator out--
put during the changeover interval. The system clock frequency 
0£ 1.6BSkHz was derive~ by division by 200 of a signal phase-
locked. to the synthesised sum frequency reference. 
(Fig,. AI I .. 5 (a.)) The c.lock frequency was further divided by 4 
to produce 421Hz and the antennae were switched at this rate. 
A given antenna pair was thus active for 2.374mS, and the 
first two periods of 594µS each were allocated to estimation 
of the I and Q signal components.(Fig.AII.S(b)) The phase-
locking stratagem ensured that commutation frequency harmonic 
feedthrough gave rise to only direct voltage offsets in the 
demodulation stage, and the further use of the subtractive 
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The latter procedure was repeatedly observed to be effective 
down to the system noise level in removing all offset voltages 
common to the two mapping stages. 
The preamplifier was implemented as a case.ode configuration 
using linear integrated circuits (type MC 1550G)and the gain 
was. variable manually from 21.4 to 75.4dB in a 4kHz bandwidth 
centred at 336.928kHz .. Normal operation was with a. 60dB gain 
setting. 
The synchronous. detector- was designed around a 4--quadrant 
va1riahle transconductance mul tiplie.r (type MC 14951) ,, and 
required a 2 ... 8V r .m. s .. sinusoidal reference signal derived 
from the filtered. output· of· a logic gate whose inputs were 
the· two antenna .. array tone burst frequencies 148. 3'2.TkHz and 
18·8 ... 6:01 kHz: .. These. freqµencies were· in turn de.rived from two 
crys,tal controlled: osc:illators,. The sum of the two frequ.encies· 
was- chosen. a.s the· processor carrier as bandpass filtering was 
more s·imply p·erf ormed at the sum than at the difference 
Er.equency .. 
No explicit bandlimiting was performed in the synchronous 
detector, but the following stage comprised. two parallel 
operational_ integrator.s. Since the rec.eived signal suffers 
es>S'entially no delay and. i.ts duration is known, a linear 
matched: filter- is s·imply implemented by controlled. integration-•. 
No- s:eparate commutator was required here as the PET reset 
trans.-is·tor- acros-s the inte,gra ting capacitors- performed this; 
function .. The· I-component integ_ra tor was active from. 0 to 594µS 
and. the Q-component was found during the epoch 594 to 1187µS. 
The integrator outputs were both. tracked by s-ample-a.nd-hold 
devices-,. (type· LF 3'94) a.nd the peak value, updated just he fore 
rese.t,. held. until the following antenna pair epoch. 
The sum frequency amplifier bandwidth of 4kHz was adequate for 
an early systemC 37 ) which had the entire antenna epoch of 2.5 
mS available for a single component (I or Q, but not both) 
measurement. The limited bandwidth and extended impulse re-
sponse implied "leakage" into the Q-epoch of I-epoch inform-
ation. Since the dynamic range performance required at this 
-
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stage is very high (a Q estimate of zero is as significant as 
a maximum value), and extending bandwidth is an. ineffective 
way of reducing this e·ffect, a compensation procedure was 
sought. The amplifier is modelled as an underdamped second-· 
order system and together with the following synchronous de-· 
teeter, has an overa11 "baseband" impulse response of : 
Rt wo 
h(t) = e 21 - e-2Qt where: w
0
=2'JT.336.9kHz, 
Q =w0 /t:.w, 
and t:.w.=·bandwid th. 
IE the synchron.ou.sly detected. low frequency I cnmponent. ha$ 
unity amplitud.e, then the matched filter output is proportion-· 
al to : 59J4µ S -ext 
.!.. (1 -· e· )dt =' 0.873-
To-
The· factor a: ='. w
0
/2Q. The corresponding con.tribution of the· 
I-c·omponent "leakage" into the Q-epoch. filtered ou.tptit is: 
sr4µSa:t 1 ( e. .) dt - 0 . 1 2.T 
T'Q . 
The proces·s- line.arity implies that a constant fraction of the 
inte.g:rated. 1-·filter ou.tput is "leaked" into the· integrated Q-· 
f"il ter output. However, this is exactly the same effect as 
that produced. by a non-orthogonal mixer reference field. pair. 
(eq . .AIT. 5)' It implies that the compensati.on can be performed 
by P.Urposely slewing the· reference field. pair's relative 
pha,se; r.elations·hip. The P.ha·se adjustment need.ed. is s·imply :: 
Phas:e: compensation = tan-·1 (0.127/0.873) =·· 8.3'0 
The- comp'lement:a:ry e£f:ect whereby Qi components· 11 lea.k" into a 
suc:ceeding Ii+·1 epoch; is· .entirely negligible, by virtue of 
the intervening dead time allocated to the analogue. amplitude 
and. phas:e processor .. 
AII .4-. 2. Analogue. Amplitude and Phase Computer 
The analogue phase and amplitude processor was originally 
intended to facilitate numerica1 reconstruction from phase-
only data holograms, but in the event it proved more effective 
to use the component I and Q field data and a subtractive_ 
mode of hologram preparation.(sec.5.3) The analogue processor 
did prove invaluable in the assessment of hardware as this 
was built and made possible a tomographic mode of microwave 
imaging. (Appendix I I I) 
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The processor was based on a two-integrator loopC9 o), where 
the mean I and Q components. were loade.d as initial conditions 
using summing amplifiers ahead of both integrators. After the 
end. of the period. allocated to Q component recovery, the loop 
was allowed to oscillate just more than one cycle of its 
na:tur:a1 frequency of 884. 2Hz. A comparator detects the first 
p·osi:.ti ve-·going. z.ero eras.sing of the sinusoidal waveform at an 
integ.rator output and simultaneously generates a negative 
logic. interrupt pulse intended to signal the Varian mini-
computer to acquire data connected to one of its. I/O channe.ls .. 
(Fig, .. AII.S(c)) The amplitude R. =· cr 2· +· Q2) t i.S"- that of· the· 
peak ou.tput of' the second integrator. Also at this time,. the 
output of an integrator set to have an ini tia1 ou.tpu.t vol.tage. 
analogous to 2TI radians is· sampled and this integration pro-· 
cess- halted .... The result is an analogue direct vol.ta.g.e in the 
range 0 to 8 .. 16 vol ts: representing 0 to 2TI radians· of signal 
pha.se .. A fl.ip-·flop memory element ensured. that. only· one 
int:e-rrupt per computation cycle was possible. The computer 
dynamic range. extended. over two decades ( 40dB) and could 
acc.ept compon~nt pairs leading to a maximum amplitude R of· 7 
vol.ts .. ,, wh.ile. at the other extreme a 70.mV s:ignal wa·S· subject 
to a. 7° ( 0' •. 12 radians) maximum phase error. Linearity of the 
phas:e~ output was determined in practice by the microwave mixer 
ca:libration rather· than by the analogue processor itself. 
AI.L.4- .. 3 ln.terf.ace to Varian Computer 
Some additional digital circuitry was necessary before 
operational use. A manually-operated switch signalled the 
start of data acquisition. The switch output was verified by 
a debouncing circuit, and after the recognition of the (1,1) 
antenna pair epoch, interrupt pulses appeared at the computer 
I/O interface continuously. Since two components I and Q con-
stituted a single complex field measurement, the first 
interrupt pulse originating in the analogue processor was 
followed by a second 560µS later. In the interim, a FET 
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switch connected the Q sample·-and-hold output to the analogue 
to digital converter input. Sui tab1y long delays were in.-
corpora ted in the changeover switch to allow adequate settling 
of each output. This process delivered 800 interrupts per 
field (corresponding to components r,,Q,, ........ r400'Q400) 
and. software was used. to demultiplex the components and to 
truncate the· data stream after the. desired number of fields. 
This arrang.ement was operationally convenient (requiring onl.y 
two cable connections between the microwave system and the 
computer) and a. neces·sary procedure in the case of susp.ected· 
obj e.ct motion,. where field-·sequen ti al component data capture 
is· meaningles·S. 
AII.~.4· Motional Phase Errors in S~quential Processing 
The· s·equential use of the sum frequency amplifier and. foll.ow-· 
ing. detector as·sured the tracking of transfe-r func·tions of 
bot"h' rece.iver channels· irrespective of the manual gain setting. 
of the amplifier and any parasitic phase shifts cau.sed by such 
gain chang.es, but did cause an apparent error in reference 
orthogo.nality in the presence of object motion. For the pur··· 
poses·. of' discussi.on,. the rece·ive·r is considere.d to be a match-· 
ed t:wo channel system with. a S94µS delay incorporated in the 
Q channel. (Fig,. AI r..6) 
Compared wi.th an I component of a signal reflected from a 
sta.tionary object, tha.t derived. from a signal Doppler shifted 
by w (rad:ians/se.cond) will have an approximate relative 
amplitude coswt .. sinc(wT/2). The quadrature channel will. have 
an output sinw(t-T) .sinc(wT/2), where T is 594µS .. The analytic· 
signal representation of the I and Q outputs is: 
I+ jQ = sinc(wT/2)(ejwt(1+e-jwT) + e-jwt(1-ejwT)) 
Fbr small wT, an approximate ratio of the positive and neg-· 
ative sequence components is jus·t 2/wT. Since wT has the 
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of the same form as that due to an error in phase orthogonality 
or amplitude imbalance of the mixer references. (sec .AI I. 3. 2) 
AII.5 Network Analyser Mode and Measurements 
The basic analogue signal processor could. be used alone with 
simple horn antennae replacing the transmitting and receiving 
arrays as a single frequency network analyser to monitor the 
performance of components developed and considered·for de-
\T.elo.pment in t:he imaging system .. 
AII.S.1 Mixer Alignment 
The. ha.rdware aTrangemen t of· Fig .. AI I. T( a.) had an unmodulated. 
source· and. t:he cooperative taTget: d.evice reflected es·sentially 
DSBSC modula:te.d. signals,. The arrangement was initially used 
to. al.ign the mixer and the analogue proces·sor phas·e output is 
shown- in Fig .. AI I. 7 (b) ad.j us.'ted for optimum linearity .. To a 
firs,t approx:imation, the orthogonali.ty error in phas·e. causes 
a, $inus·oi.dal perturbation in.perceived phase, and a fit to 
the, <la.ta of Fig.,.AII..7(b) reveals· no more than 4-0 (67mRad.s.) 
re·sidua.l. equi va:lent- phase error. This would correspond to a 
conjuga.te· hologram field, accompanying, the desired complex 
daita!.. holog.ram: wi~th a·. re.•lative ampli tu_de· of -·30dB .. 
AIL.S-.. 2. Antenna. Phase Centre L.oca tion 
The location of the· apparent centre of radiation of the 
s;tandar.d waveguide switch and antenna element was found. by 
se1ec'.t·ing. a cerntr·e~ o·E a-.z±muthal ro·ta.tion which yielded least 
change in measured path phase with rotation of the device. 
The. result indicated a. phase centre 8mm behind the aperture 
in the electric field plane, and between 1mm and Zmm in the 
magnetic field plane when rotated in elevation. The difference 
was hardly significant given the depth resolution of the 
system, and in practice object~to-aperture plane ranges were 
taken to the antenna aperture. 
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AII.S.3 Analogue Microwave Phase Shifter 
At an early stage of development, an analogue phase shifter 
·Operating on the principle of the Regia-Spencer device( 129 ) 
was built to evaluate the possibility of using a single 
microwave mixer with a reference. field switched. in phase 
sequentially. This wou.ld have simplified the microwave mixer 
whilst retaining the existing analogue processor, but in the 
event the device failed. to have adequate switching and settl-
ing time, despite all the pre.cautions taken such as longi-
tudinal slitting of the waveguide·. Fig .. AII.T(c) shows. the 
d.iff.erentia.l phase shift and. relative amplitude obtained with 
the device inserted in the cooperative target signa.l. path and 
u.s-ed: in. the· reflection mode. The range of pha.se shifts- shown 
would, be· halved. in· a. transmission. device .. In practice,. such' 
a. device would. best be employed in the· receive path to avoid. 
mixer termina ti.on disturbance with varying reference· levels. 
Insertion loss is. not a serious problem given amplification 
ahead of the mixer,. and. hysteresis effects are e.asi.ly avoided. 
by resetting the ferri t·e magne·tically just before every change 
of s·tatus: .. 
AII .S . .4· He.lica.l Wire:· Antennae 
An early d.eployment had: helical wire antennae as radiating 
eTemen.ts ... C37J A d.i.stinct advantage of the type was· the direct 
adJustment of' phase shif.t by mechanica.l rota ti.on of the body 
of· the antenna which was a. 6-turn reflector backed helix of 
constant radius. The array was not further developed. because 
o:f; the: poor mechanica1. reliability. The· z·: l ratio between. 
d.ifferent.ial electrical phase shift and mechanica.l phase 
angle is obvious from Fig.AII.7(d). For this test, the antenna 
was terminated with a commutated diode switch based on coaxial 
line technology. The amplitude response shows considerable 
fluctuation the peaks of which coincided with the truncatid 
radiator lying parallel to the incident field vector. Nested 
spiral circularly polarised antennae switched by PIN diodes· 
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have been mooted in at least one phased array radar, in which 
these elements formed a variable phase reflector surface.Cl 30) 
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Appendix III 
Phase Object Imagery via Microwave Tomography 
Transmission tomography using X-ray illumination has within 
the last decade developed into a mature technology.C 131 ) 
Numerous applications of non-invasive plane imagery have been 
identified in medical diagnos1s, and the significance of the 
technique has been recognized by the award in 1979 of a Nobel 
prize in Physics shared by Allan CormackC 132 ) and Godfrey 
Hounsfield. 
AIII.1 The Motivation for Microwave Tomography 
. The commissioning of the analogue signal proce.ssor incorporated 
in the microwave holographic imaging system of this thesis 
presented the o~p6rtunity to exploit tomographic principles 
in the imaging of a type of object not practically accessible 
to microwave holography. By analogy with optical and acoustic 
practice, an object characterised by transmission approaching 
unity and a real dielectric constant a little greater than 
unity, is referred to as a "phase object". It was felt that 
measuring the small changes in total path length as differ-
ential phase shifts between a compact sourc~/receiver and a 
cooperative target straddling the object region might well 
demonstrate high contrast imagery. 
Microwave tomography might at first seem to be somewhat 
divorced from the primary theme of this thesis, but there are 
close links with ape-rture synthesis techniques, inasmuch as 
the fan-beam impulse response characteristic of a long linear. 
array can be red~ced to a pencil-beam response suitable for 
extended source mapping. Rotation of a linear array through 
180°(the array, may possess physical aperture or may be gen-
erated by aperture synthesis) synthesises a rotationally 
symmetric aperture in the same way that rectangular aperture 
was developed by linear array translation.C 133 ) 
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Tomographic techniques were, in fact, applied in all but name 
to the radioastronomical problem of reconstructing two-
dimensional source brightness distributions from fan-beam 
scans taken at various aspect angles.C 134 ) In the field of 
active radar astronomy similar techniques have been used to 
generate lunar radar reflectivity maps. A reflected continuous 
wave emission contains information relating to a particular 
area's reflectivity coded by the Doppler shift frequency 
resulting from lunar rotation. This technique is referred to 
as 11 supersynthesis 11 .c 1o3) 
AIII.2 Principles of Tomography 
The principles of tomographic imaging will be developed with 
the X-ray system as an ex&Illple, although it is significant 
that the mathematical basis leading to the system impulse 
response, Fourier· frequency domain reconstruction and the 
appropriate compensation schemes were developed by Bracewell 
and Riddle in radioastronomical context.C 134 ) 
Consider an object whose absorption at a point (x,y) is f(x,y). 
(Fig.AIII.1) The object extent is bounded and is assumed to 
be probed by a thin monoenergetic X-ray "ray-bundle". Source 
arid receiver are fixed relative to each other and are trans-
lated past 
coordinate 
the object region at various angles 










The line integral is taken between source S and receiver R. 
(x' ,y') are rotated coordinates, such that: 
I 
0 
x' = cose · sine x ---------- AIII.2 
y' -sine cose y 
is the source intens~ty in. object absence. Clearly such a 
measurement performed continuously along x' discards object 
the measurement series position data in the direction RS; 
forms a projection of the function f(x,y) at an angle e. Such 
projections are taken for granted in single aspect X-ray 
radiography. It is intuitively obvious that if every point 
Object bounds 
Fig. AIII.1 Generating projection data 
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in the object region could be made in turn the centre of 
object rotation (with respect to fixed source-receiver 
coordinates x' ,y') then that point's absorption could be 
measured albeit in the presence of motion-blurred and lower 
level data from regions outside.the centre of rotation. The 
blurring could be reduced with increasing radius of rotation. 
Such systems are considered practical, and several such 
developments using purely analogue reconstruction have been 
reported by Barrett and Swinde11C 135 ) and Lindegaard-Andersen 
and Thuesen.C 136) 
Methods of image reconstruction from projection data fall into 
two general catergories; these are algebraic(ART) and filtered 
backprojection. ART reconstructions are based.on iterative 
techniques and will not be considered here~ The second tech-
nique is based on Fourier spatial frequency domain represent-
ation, although reconstruction is normally more efficiently 
performed by· the equivalent data-domain operations. Fig.AIII.2 
exemplifies unfiltered backprojection formation and summation 
to form an image from a finite projection data set. It is 
clear that the unfiltered backprojection-and-summation results 
in non-zero image amplitude outside the object boundaries; 
any point object will be imaged as a maximum density region 
surrounded by a spoked sidelobe region; In the limit of a 
large number of projections this leads to a radially symmetric 
and monotonically diminishing impulse response. 
From eq.AIII.1 the projection 





~oo f (XI 'y I) • dy I ------- AIII.3 
The quantity is assumed to be of limited extent. The back-
projection data is obtained by extending f 8 (x') in the y' 
direction: 
= ------------------ AIII.4 
The one dimensional Fourier transform of eq.AIII.3 is: 
+oo+oo • 2 1 1 
.·. · F8 (u') =_00
L
00
Jf(x',y').;J nu x.dx'dy 1 :.:AIII.S 
where u,v,u' ,v' are the independent variables of the un-





Generation of a projection Backprojection of a few data 
data sequence sequences forms a crude image 
Fig~ AIII.2 Unfiltered backprojection-and-summation image 
formation 
Eq.AIII.S can also be expressed .as a particular case of a 
general relationship: 
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+oo+Joo -j2TI(u'x'+v'y') I 
Fe ( u' ) c _J_ f (x ', y' ) • e . dx' dy 'r All I. 6 
v'=O 
In other words, the one dimensional transform of projection 
data taken at angle 8 is the two-dimensional object f (x,y) 
transform sampled at 8 in the spatial frequency plane along 
the line v'=O. This result is generally known as the Central 
Slice Theorem. This result is intuitively appealing if a co-
sinusoidally corrugated surface is taken as an object. 
(Fig.AIII.3) At angles other than those in which the analysing 
.beam traverses the object along a constant section, no period-
icity will be noticeable in the object projection. In the 
spatial frequency domain, the periodicity is expressed by . .. 
distributions along the line v'=O. Recalling eq.AIII.3: 
-· -f8 (x') = :Jf(x'.,y').dy' 
The spatial frequency trarisform of this projection, using 
polar spatial frequency p is: 
F 8 (p) 
The Central Slice Theorem 
+oo -j27TpX 1 
=_
00
Jf8(x').e .dx' ------ AIII.7 
has been used here. Also: 
u = pcos8 
and v = psin8 ------------------- AIII.8 
Assembling all such F8 (p) is equivalent to summing a back-
projection continuum. It is sufficient to take a range of 
projections 0~8~7T to cover the complete (p,8) spatial frequency 
region. Accordingly: 
_ 1Tl:1-oof j2TI(pxcos8+pysin8). . · 
fb(.x,y) - F8 (p).e .dpd8 - AIII.9 0 00 . 
The subscript b denotes the backprojected continuum. By com-
parison, given the object distribution f(x,y), the polar 
representation of the two-dimensional spatial frequency trans-
form is just:C 134 ) 
f (x,y) 
:
00f:1-ooJ · j 2TI (ux+vy) 
.- F(u,v).e .dudv 
-00-00 
_TI[. J j ZTI(pxcose+pysine) . . 
- F8(p).e . -IPl-dpde 0 - . 
----------------- AIII.10 
x 
Corrugated object Object spatial frequency spectrum 
(peaks at a) 
Fig. AIII.3 On the Central Slice Theorem 
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Comparing eqs.AIII.9 and AIII.10, the summation of back-
projected data results in an image which has been filtered in 
the spatial frequency domain by a radially symmetric 1/IPI 
function. The procedure for reconstruction of a "perfect" 
image (that is, considerations of finite object size are 
temporarily neglected) is clearly multiplication of the back-
projected data spectrum by a radially symmetric IPI function 
before transformation back to the data domain. The back-
proj ection-and-summation operation is equivalent to convolution 
of the true object by a function which is r~dially described 
by the transformation of IPI. Barrett and Swinde11C 135 ) show 
that the impulse response of a continuum of integrated back-
proj ections is proportional to 1/R, where:· 
R = (x2 + y2 )~ -------------- AIII.11 
Hence: 
fb(g) = f(g) ® 1/R -------------- AIII.12 
g denotes the object position vector whose magnitude is given 
by eq.AIII.11, and® indicates the convolution operation. 
AIII.3 Impulse Response Compensation 
It is generally considered necessary to correct the image 
degradation imposed by the nature of the projection and back-
projection-and-summation operations. The radially symmetric 
p-filter IPlcan be synthesised by cascading two filters. 
IPI = jp.p 
~h~re p = -j -----p>O 
= +j -----p<O ------------- AIII.13 
The "exact" restoration technique involves pre-emphasis of 
projection data spectrum according to eq.AIII.13 ;'.·ti1e.~.indicat­
ed operation is the derivative of the Hilbert transformation 
of the data.C 137 ) The Centr~l. Slice Theorem allows operation 
on the one-dimensional data projections. Restoration .of the 
image can thus be performed by two equivalent operations; 
either by multiplying the transformed data by a radially 
symmetric "high-pass" filterlpl, or by differentiating the 
Hilbert-transformed projection data. In the presence of finite 
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object spatial frequencies (since any data spectrum will have 
upper limits imposed by beam and source/receiver geometry) 
and projection data noise (such as radiation quantum noise 
and analogue-to-digital converter quantisation noise), this 
operati~n may degrade intolerably the image signal-to-noise 
ratio. Practical processors, whether digital or analogue, have 
dynamic range limitations which may be imcompatible with 
accurate differential Hilbert transform data representation. 
Bracewell and Riddle( 134 ) considered that projection data 
were bandlimited in such a way thai spatial frequencies 
beyond M (cycles/metre) were absent. In this case, the requir-
ed p-filter is shown in Fig.AIII.4. This filter may be syn-
thesised as: 
IPI = rectCfM) - ~(rect(~) ® rect(~)) --------- AIII.14 
where: 
rect(_e_) = 1 -----p<IMI . . .. ZM · . 
= 0 ----~p~IMI ------------------ AIII.15 
The equivalent (data) .R-domain operation is a convolution of 
projection data with a function g(R), where: 
. 2 
g(R) = o(R) - Msinc (nMR) ----------- AIII.16 
The simplification of the first term on the right hand side 
o·f eq.AI I I. 16 results from the assumption of strictly limited 
object spatial frequencies, o(R) refers to the delta function, 
d h 11 • 11 f . · d f . d . ( ) s inx an t e sine · unction 1s e 1ne : sine x = -x· 
The overall correction for bandlimited data is thus subtraction 
from the data of the data convolved with a low-pass function. 
This approach does not involve Fourier domain excursions and 
as the operation is performed before angular integration, 
it also makes efficient use of the reconstruction processor. 
There are tomographic beam and source/receiver geometries in 
which the data is not bandlimited to the extent assumed in 
the foregoing analysis, and data noise may require the use of 
an apodisation filter. There is a range of filters reported 
whose transfer functions approach IPI at low p but which are 
rolled off. at higher frequencies.C 137 ) One such filter trans-
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(b) Data domain filter 
Fig . .AI I I. 5 .An approximation to the Ip j • filter 
(after Scudder) 
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AIII.4 Experimental Microwave Tomography 
The experimental geometry is shown in Fig.AIII.6. The micro-
wave analogue signal processor was equipped with conventional 
horn radiators which were spaced as closely as pbssible. A 
cooperative target device (Appendix ·II) was placed opposite 
and the propagation path spanned the object region. This 
I 
arrangement serependitiously both doubled the sensitivity 
compared to a single path system and required least disturb-
·ance of the existing signal processor. The:pooperative target 
was no more than an available linear array with slots parallel 
t6 its long axis and measure of sidelobe control was inferred 
from the tapered slot excitation pattern. The array was at 
one end terminated by a simulated open circuit in the plane 
·of the last slot, and at the other by a diode shunt switch. 
and short circuit. The device reflected incident continuous 
wave (CW) illumination in an essell;tially DSBSC format. In 
addition to the normal advantages of the cooperative devices 
of this sort, the system inherently discriminated against 
reflections from the object interfaces. 
A necessary property of a tomographic imaging system is high 
linear resolution. For a true three-dimensional imaging 
system, a narrow beam is required in the scan direction as 
well as normal to this direction and the object region. The 
object was translated past the source/receivei and cooperative 
. target at aspect angles of o0 to 90° in steps of 22! 0 , as 
this was operationally more stable than moving the microwave 
hardware. A record of incident beam phase fluctuations 
corresponding to detail in a "phase" object. of small depth 
in the beam direction can be obtained with arbitrarily high 
resolution using a small aperture surface probe; however, 
diffraction effects dictate that the projection data will be 
complicated by an impulse response which will be a function 
of along-beam position for objects· having appreciable depth. 
A large aperture cooperative target brought to focus .in the 
object r~gion could provide high beam resolution but at the 
expense of deptti of focus. Similar systems have been designed 
hase data/. '.Analogue signal processor 
output 
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for acoustic microscopy of "phase" objects where object depth 
is an insignificant parameter.( 138 ) 
The stratagem finally adopted was to choose object dimensions 
sufficiently large that the cooperative target lay essentially 
within the object near field. The projection data can be ex-
pected to be the "shadow" of the phase fluctuations imposed 
by the object on the source wavefront. Near-field projections 
were expected to be tolerant of object along-beam position. 
An attempt was made to extend linear resolution to smaller 
details within an object by physically narrowing the beam re-
flected from the cooperative target as much as possible con-
sistent with the ~equirements of focal depth. The available 
linear slotted array had 220mm aperture, and with operation 
at a wavelength A.=30.3mm, about d 2/A.=1.6m depth of focus was 
available.(d is the aperture dimension.) 
.. --- .. 
~111~4~~ Syste~ Sen~iti~ify 
Preliminary testing was undertaken to determine the expected 
range of differential phase shifts for sample sheet poly-
styrene foam objects. The system had an unambiguous range of 
O to Zn radians (corresponding to an analogue output of 0 to 
8.15 volts). A foam sheet one free space wavelength thick 
_· ___ resulted.in approximately 3° differential phase shift; when 
obscuring either soutce or receiver horns, but resulted in 
5.5° when totally obscuring the cooperative target aperture. 
These measurements are of the mean value of a few'seconds' 
recorded phase, and are subject to 10% uncertainty. The foam 
relative dielectric constant is thus calculated as 1.015±.001 
and taken as real. The ·signal attenuation through the foam 
was not measurable. 
AllI.4.2 Linear Resolution of Overall System 
Extracting the system impulse response in any domain by direct 
means is normally accomplished by specifying a pulse spectrum 




in the transfer function. In this case, however, indefinite 
narrowing of the test object's dimensions will tend to pro-
duce projections outside the system's terms of refere~ce. 
(sec.AIII.4) Fig.AIII.7 shows projection data produced using 
two foam blocks each 100mm square and 250~ high, standing 
on the small end and spaced by 200mm. The limited object 
depth means that the data represents beam cross-section con-
volved with an object which is essentially two-dimensional 
and smaller in cross-section than the expected beam profile. 
A conservative estimate of the half-height system resolution 
is 150mm. If furthermore the system impulse response is con-
sidered to be that of a Gaussian beam profile, then the 
system transfer function -3dB response is reached at 2.1m- 1 , 
-1 and the 50% response is reached at 2.9m . 
.AIII.4.3 Reconstruction from Projection Data 
The theoretical discussion of tomographic imaging has derived 
both system impulse response and the various compensation 
schemes available. The reconstruction strategy deconvolved 
projection data before backprojection-and-summation. Both 
operations are linear and operation order may be changed. 
Barrett and Swinde11C 135) have summarised the various equiv-
alent backprojection and filtering stratagems, and have con-
cluded that data deconvo.lution before summation of inter-. 
. polated £unctions is most convenient. Furthermore, no Fourier 
domain excursions are required and the chosen operation order 
requires only one dimensional deconvolution although the out-
put image after summation is two-dimensional. 
The deconvolution kernel chosen was basically that of 
Fig.AIII.5(b), with the addition of a scaling factor £ 2 to 
control image dynamic range as the kernel width was varied. 
The second operation involved summation of successive.back-
projected data linearly interpolated to fit the urtderlying 
square data sampling grid. Truncation of backprojections be-
yond the 21 x 21 data grid was per'formed. 
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AIII.7 Projection data from two bloc-k object 
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Two objects were chosen for investigation by microwave tomo-
graphy. Forsimplicity, they were symmetrical, as this eased 
data collection. Data for aspect angles greater than 90° 
were obtained by re-ordering previous projections. Three 
·projections were thus synthesise~, covering 112j 0 to 157! 0 • 
Transmission phase offsets were taken at 80mm intervals, with 
the mean of about ten seconds' recording subtracted from the 
mean phase recorded in the absence of the object. Each pro-
jection covered 1.6m in 21 samples. The simpler object com-
prised two styrofoam pillars 200mm square and 370mm high, 
elevated sufficiently to intersect the beam centreline. The 
pillars were spaced 590mm between centres~ The corresponding 
backprojected-and-summed image without filtering (Fig~AIII.8(a)) 
is seen to possess rather more extended sidelobes than that 
image resulting from a filtering operation optimised in an 
empirical manner.(Fig.AIII.8(b)) The images have been linear-
ly quantised to· five levels and linearly stretched to this 
scale after every filtering operation. The pillar spacing in 
the latter figure is 90% of the ~orrect value, and the resol-
ution of the two individual pillars is markedly better than 
in the unfiltered image. Fig.AIII.8(c) shows the form of the 
deconvolving function used. The second object was a styrofoam 
box, rectangular in shape , 760mm long and 600mm wide and it 
had 40mm thick walls. The depth of the box was 300mm. Un-
filtered and filtered backprojection images are shown in Figs. 
AIII.9(a) and (b) respectively; in this case the dec6nvolving 
operation has been less effective. The box size indicated in 
the image (720 x 560mm) is within one sampling unit of the. 
correct values and the walls are represented as about two 
units thick, or 160mm. This is close to the estimated system 
resolµtion.(sec.AIII.4.2) In addition, the box interior is 
not excessively cluttered. The vertical and horizontal lines 
extending through the image seem to have been caused by 
reflection from a paper covering on these two sides as t~e 
beam incidence angle approached 90°. This effect has emphasis-
ed the right vertical and lower horiz6ntal walls and extended 
image contrast. 
• 1 2 
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Fig. AIII.8(c} Deconvolution function us~d i~ Fig. AIII.8(b) 
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image 
The deconvolving function (Fig.AIII.8(c)) was used with 
various values of £ (where 1/£ is the frequency of peak re-
sponse) and the function which optimised the resolution of 
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the two pillar object was also applied to the box image re-
construction operation. The optimum value of £ was 3.63 units 
which corresponded to 290mm, and implies a peak spatial 
frequency response at 3.4m- 1 . Comparative transfer functions 
of both system (assuming Gaussian beam profile) and the kernel 
function are given in Fig.AIII.10. The sampling interval of 
80mm is equivalent to a spatial frequency of 12.Sm-1 , and to 
avoid aliasing effects, transfer functions should have small 
amplitude above the Nyquist frequency of 6.2Sm- 1 . Although 
the system transfer function has low (4%) amplitude at the 
Nyquist frequency, that of the compensating filter is hardly 
diminished (80%) ·at the same frequency compared to its value 
at the frequency of peak response. 
The aliasing could be reduced by choosing a kernel function 
having a strictly limited spectral extent; in this regard the 
Lakshminarayanan kerne1C 137 ) is superior, although aliasing 
effects must ~lways be present if the kernel is of finite 
length. From Fig.AIII.10, the filtering operations explicitly 
and implicitly performed on the pro j ec ti on data can be summar-
ised as follows: (a) Multiplication in the frequency domain 
by !Pl to correct the inherent low-pass nature of summed 
backprojection imaging, 
(b) Multiplication in the same domain by 
e-£1PI arising from apodisation, sampling and data noise 
.requirements, 
2 2 and (c) Multiplication in the same domain by -a: p 
e ~2- to account for the estimated transfer function due to 
an assumed Gaussian beam of given half-height. (a:=64mm) 
Filtering operations (b) and (c) combine to reduce the image 
resolution that is available. In particular, (b) represents 
a lower cut-off frequency than (c) so that image resolution 
should not be expected to be as good as that in the data 
projections; unfortunately filter (b) is essential in that it 
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AIII.4.4 Determination of Projection Angular Increment 
· ....... 
The theoretical analysis of tomographic imaging assumed that 
a continuum of backprojections were available spread over 
180°. Obviously, real projecti6n data.must be angularly 
sampled in a practical numerically-based reconstruction. The 
analysis of the number of projection angles required for 
successful imaging of an object no bigger than D in largest 
dimension and containing spatial frequencies no higher than 
M m- 1 follows that advanced by Bracewel1.C 134 ) The object is 
considered determined if its two-dimensional Fourier.transform 
-1 -1 is known at intervals D on a rectangular lattice M m in 
radius.(Fig.AIII.11) 
Assume N equi-angularly spaced projections are available, 
spread over 180°. The transformed data is distributed along 
N diameters such that the frequency separation at the cut-off 
frequency Mis no more than TIM/N m- 1 . Hence: 
N > TIMD --------------------- AIII.17 
The number of projections must be proportional to the spatial 
equivalent of the "time-bandwidth" product of the object. 
For the larger object used in sec.AIII.4.3, D was 760mm and 
linear resolution was about 150mm. Taking M as the 50% 
-1 response point of 2.9m , then: 
N > 7T ;Q.76 .2.9 ~ 7 -------- AIII.18 
.Experimentally, 5 real and 3 synthesised projections were 
disttibuted at 221° intervals over 1571°, which represents 
·an adequate sampling density. The number of projections is 
small, but suffices to resolve the object quite adequately 
without compromising data resolution. Lindegaard-Andersen( 136 ) 
found that the number of projections required for N2 resolved 
picture elements to be about 1.5N. Applying this formula to 
the worst-case object dimension of 760mm and assuming 150mm 
resolution, then the 25 pixels describing the object need no 
more than 8 projections. , 
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AIII.S Conclusion 
A brief essay into microwave tomography has shown that imagery 
of "phase objects" not readily imaged by any system relying 
on reflected field processing may be imaged by recourse to 
tomography using complex transmision projection data. 
Low frequency tomography is felt to be worthy of some attention 
since in this region quantum limitations on measurement 
accuracy are entirely negligible, both phase and amplitude 
information are usually available and safety considerations 
are much in favour of techniques using non-ionizing radiation 
of readily controllable strength. The disadvantages include 
initial ignorance of the propagation path in regions where 
·.characteristic impedances vary significantly (although this 
can be deduced by iterative techniques applied to successive 
image estimatesC 139 )) and severely limited linear resolution 
by X-ray tomographic standards. 
The choice of phase or amplitude information as the independ-
ent parameter in the projection data would be governed by the 
geometry of the object. under investigation and the selection 
of operating frequency or frequencies. In regard to the latter 
pulsed emissions might be used to define linear resolution 
rather than relying on physical beamwidth of the interrogating 
antennae. An envisaged geometry uses a single source and 
_distant receiver array; ob~ervation of the discrepancies in 
pulse arrival times among the array elements should yield 
information about.the intervening object region using little 
more than a time domain reflectometry equipment. The requisite 
fan-beam could be derived from an established tomographic 
geometry.Cl 37J Pulsed measurements need not be made explicit-
ly if this is impractical' but could be realized by a'posteriori 
Fourier decomposition of complex data (using a network 
analyser as a receiver) gathered over the frequency range 
appropriate to the required resolution. 
An application of low frequency tomography in which some of 
the techniques suggested here may be useful and in which 
'. 
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limited resolution is satisfactory may be found in the plane 
imagery of sections of large structures such as buildings. 
Archeology might well be,able to benefit from a non-invasive 
investigative technique, particularly as the characteristic 
"time constants" in this domain would allow low powered 
equipment to gather high quality data by observation over 
extended periods of time. 
